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From PIMMEL at sloma.state.oh.us Wed Jan 2 11:18:27 2008
From: PIMMEL at sloma.state.oh.us (Paul Immel)
Date: Wed Jan 2 11:15:40 2008
Subject: [Genealib] Do you have a Genealogy brochure for your collection?
Message-ID: <D8F0790BDCB45D46B9570ED349E566960C5E64@exchsrv2.statelibrary.local>
Skipped content of type multipart/alternative-------------- next part
-------------A non-text attachment was scrubbed...
Name: not available
Type: image/jpeg
Size: 3316 bytes
Desc: image001.jpg
Url : http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20080102/
ece4b1e1/attachment.jpe
From jgaronzi at genealogical.com Wed Jan 2 12:10:42 2008
From: jgaronzi at genealogical.com (Joe Garonzik)
Date: Wed Jan 2 12:11:16 2008
Subject: [Genealib] Do you have a Genealogy brochure for your collection?
In-Reply-To: <D8F0790BDCB45D46B9570ED349E566960C5E64@exchsrv2.statelibrary.local>
Message-ID: <20080102171114.85189D0115@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Skipped content of type multipart/alternative-------------- next part
-------------A non-text attachment was scrubbed...
Name: not available
Type: image/jpeg
Size: 3316 bytes
Desc: not available
Url :
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20080102/2cf48a86/
attachment.jpe
From kissincousin at earthlink.net Wed Jan 2 12:23:46 2008
From: kissincousin at earthlink.net (Linda Collison van der Veur)
Date: Wed Jan 2 12:23:39 2008
Subject: [Genealib] Do you have a Genealogy brochure for your collection?
References: <20080102171114.85189D0115@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Message-ID: <010401c84d64$3d714180$0a0110ac@lindap8aw0r16j>
Skipped content of type multipart/alternative-------------- next part
-------------A non-text attachment was scrubbed...
Name: not available
Type: image/jpeg
Size: 3316 bytes
Desc: not available
Url :
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20080102/73b71530/
attachment.jpe
From TVajdik at windsorpubliclibrary.com Wed Jan 2 12:47:53 2008
From: TVajdik at windsorpubliclibrary.com (Tom Vajdik)
Date: Wed Jan 2 12:48:26 2008
Subject: [Genealib] Do you have a Genealogy brochure for your collection?
Message-ID: <477B85E7.ADA8.0058.0@windsorpubliclibrary.com>
Good afternoon, Paul:
Our Library has published a quick guide to doing genealogy on our website. Some of
the sources quoted are specifically for the Windsor/ Essex County (Ontario, Canada)

area. But, you can substitute your own library's newspapers for that section. I
hope you find this electronic brochure helpful
The link is:
http://www.windsorpubliclibrary.com/resources/genealogy/genealogy.php

Tom Vajdik
Genealogy and Local History Librarian
Windsor Public Library
850 Ouellette Ave.
Windsor, Ont.
Canada
N9A 4M9
tel: 519-255-6770 ext. 4434
e-mail: tvajdik@windsorpubliclibrary.com
From Pam.Young at roanokeva.gov Wed Jan 2 12:51:14 2008
From: Pam.Young at roanokeva.gov (Pam.Young@roanokeva.gov)
Date: Wed Jan 2 12:49:19 2008
Subject: [Genealib] Do you have a Genealogy brochure for your collection?
In-Reply-To: <20080102171114.85189D0115@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Message-ID: <OFAAEDDF3A.142EC97A-ON852573C4.0062010D852573C4.0061E779@roanokeva.gov>
http://www.roanokeva.gov/85256A8D0062AF37/CurrentBaseLink/
3BC437331C198BFE8525727900666473/$File/Virginia%20Room%20Brochure.pdf

Here's our brochure

Pam B. Young
Roanoke Public Libraries
Virginia Room
706 S Jefferson St.
Roanoke, VA 24016
(540) 853-2073
From bflib1 at surenet.net Wed Jan 2 13:28:31 2008
From: bflib1 at surenet.net (Sandy Henshall)
Date: Wed Jan 2 13:28:26 2008
Subject: [Genealib] Do you have a Genealogy brochure for your collection?
References: <D8F0790BDCB45D46B9570ED349E566960C5E64@exchsrv2.statelibrary.local>
Message-ID: <00f001c84d6d$472c78d0$020aa8c0@Standalone6>
Skipped content of type multipart/alternative-------------- next part
-------------A non-text attachment was scrubbed...
Name: not available
Type: image/jpeg
Size: 3316 bytes
Desc: not available
Url : http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20080102/

a486889a/attachment.jpe
From lnaukam at mcls.rochester.lib.ny.us Wed Jan 2 13:55:12 2008
From: lnaukam at mcls.rochester.lib.ny.us (Larry Naukam)
Date: Wed Jan 2 13:57:09 2008
Subject: [Genealib] genealogy brochure.
In-Reply-To: <20080102170012.787D8D09A6@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
References: <20080102170012.787D8D09A6@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Message-ID: <006d01c84d71$00fa5c70$fa01060a@rpl.org>
We do have a snazzy new brochure that was designed recently. We went through
500 of them and just did a reprint. It would be blocked as an attachment to
this list, and it's not online yet. I will try to get a digital copy to send
directly to those who request it.

From LMeehan at EPL.CA Wed Jan 2 14:07:43 2008
From: LMeehan at EPL.CA (Lyn Meehan)
Date: Wed Jan 2 14:11:45 2008
Subject: [Genealib] Do you have a Genealogy brochure for your collection?
References: <D8F0790BDCB45D46B9570ED349E566960C5E64@exchsrv2.statelibrary.local>
Message-ID: <497AD7CB28DA1245BD7D44D5F1ECB5D705077359@TRINITY.epl.ca>
Our Genealogy website is one of the largest donated to genealogy awareness for
public libraries in Canada. Please review at:
http://www.epl.ca/EPLMasterGenealogy.cfm
Lyn Meehan
Edmonton Public LIbrary
Edmonton, Alberta Canada
________________________________
From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu on behalf of Paul Immel
Sent: Wed 1/2/2008 9:18 AM
To: genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Subject: [Genealib] Do you have a Genealogy brochure for your collection?

I am planning to do a workshop this coming spring on developing self-guided
tutorials (in print and/or online) for genealogists for small and medium-size
libraries without genealogy personnel. If your library produces a brochure or
pamphlet which serves as a guide to your genealogy and/or local history collection,
I would deeply appreciate it if you could send a copy to me via email or postage
mail (my addresses are listed below).

Thanking you in advance,

Paul Immel

<https://mail.epl.ca/exchange/LMeehan/Drafts/RE:%20[Genealib]%20Do%20you%20have

%20a%20Genealogy%20brochure%20for%20your%20collection_x003F_.EML/1_multipart/
image001.jpg>
Paul Immel
Research Services Librarian
State Library of Ohio
274 E. 1st Ave.
Columbus, OH

43201

(614) 387-1186
blog: http://statelibraryohiogen.blogspot.com
<http://statelibraryohiogen.blogspot.com/>
email: pimmel@sloma.state.oh.us <mailto:pimmel@sloma.state.oh.us>

-------------- next part -------------A non-text attachment was scrubbed...
Name: not available
Type: application/ms-tnef
Size: 9890 bytes
Desc: not available
Url : http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20080102/
a32da947/attachment.bin
From pcooper at irclibrary.org Wed Jan 2 14:33:02 2008
From: pcooper at irclibrary.org (Pam Cooper)
Date: Wed Jan 2 14:33:02 2008
Subject: [Genealib] Do you have a Genealogy brochure for your collection?
Message-ID: <E6852750EC319149B1580A0DB19F9BA80E41E3@mail.irclibrary.org>
Skipped content of type multipart/alternative-------------- next part
-------------A non-text attachment was scrubbed...
Name: not available
Type: image/jpeg
Size: 3316 bytes
Desc: image001.jpg
Url : http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20080102/
acab23a3/attachment.jpe
From Susan.Scouras at wvculture.org Wed Jan 2 14:43:55 2008
From: Susan.Scouras at wvculture.org (Susan Scouras)
Date: Wed Jan 2 14:40:47 2008
Subject: [Genealib] Do you have a Genealogy brochure for your collection?
Message-ID: <3C3AAA3A260F8B42B08D24D1CAEC066902871820@mail.wvculture.local>
Skipped content of type multipart/alternative-------------- next part
-------------A non-text attachment was scrubbed...
Name: not available
Type: image/jpeg
Size: 3316 bytes
Desc: image001.jpg
Url : http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20080102/

dbe9dc08/attachment.jpe
From daysa at oplin.org Wed Jan 2 14:53:55 2008
From: daysa at oplin.org (Sandy Day)
Date: Wed Jan 2 15:01:03 2008
Subject: [Genealib] genealogy brochure.
References: <20080102170012.787D8D09A6@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
<006d01c84d71$00fa5c70$fa01060a@rpl.org>
Message-ID: <002c01c84d79$37136a60$9b01a8c0@Ohio>
Larry
If you can mail it, please send one to me:
Schiappa Library
Attn Sandy
4141 Mall Dr
Steubenville, OH 43952
Thanks!
Sandy
----- Original Message ----From: "Larry Naukam" <lnaukam@mcls.rochester.lib.ny.us>
To: <genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Sent: Wednesday, January 02, 2008 1:55 PM
Subject: [Genealib] genealogy brochure.
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

We do have a snazzy new brochure that was designed recently. We went
through
500 of them and just did a reprint. It would be blocked as an attachment
to
this list, and it's not online yet. I will try to get a digital copy to
send
directly to those who request it.

_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib

From jgaronzi at genealogical.com Wed Jan 2 15:11:05 2008
From: jgaronzi at genealogical.com (Joe Garonzik)
Date: Wed Jan 2 15:11:43 2008
Subject: [Genealib] Do you have a Genealogy brochure for your collection?
In-Reply-To: <010401c84d64$3d714180$0a0110ac@lindap8aw0r16j>
References: <20080102171114.85189D0115@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
<010401c84d64$3d714180$0a0110ac@lindap8aw0r16j>
Message-ID: <000001c84d7b$aee77660$2c01a8c0@JOEPC>
Skipped content of type multipart/alternative-------------- next part
-------------A non-text attachment was scrubbed...
Name: not available
Type: image/jpeg
Size: 3316 bytes
Desc: not available
Url : http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20080102/

b90dfc2d/attachment.jpe
From lnaukam at mcls.rochester.lib.ny.us Wed Jan 2 15:09:35 2008
From: lnaukam at mcls.rochester.lib.ny.us (Larry Naukam)
Date: Wed Jan 2 15:11:48 2008
Subject: [Genealib] genealogy brochure
In-Reply-To: <20080102200106.F0CE2D09A6@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
References: <20080102200106.F0CE2D09A6@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Message-ID: <007101c84d7b$651dff40$fa01060a@rpl.org>
I will try to send a PDF copy to the list, as
IF that doesn't work, I will keep these email
individually. That will have to be next week,
dept. is on vacation till then, and they have

others have successfully done.
digests and send copies
as our entire communications
the digital versions!

From dlwilson at pwcgov.org Wed Jan 2 16:33:11 2008
From: dlwilson at pwcgov.org (Wilson, Donald L)
Date: Wed Jan 2 16:33:14 2008
Subject: [Genealib] Do you have a Genealogy brochure for your collection?
In-Reply-To: <D8F0790BDCB45D46B9570ED349E566960C5E64@exchsrv2.statelibrary.local>
Message-ID: <ABEB22CCB70E4A4CB7424A72FA667C279B7AC3@sudley1.pwc.ad>
Please see the following link for our online genealogy guides
http://www.pwcgov.org/library/relic/genealogy.htm
Donald L. Wilson, Virginiana Librarian,
Ruth E. Lloyd Information Center
for Genealogy and Local History (RELIC),
Prince William Public Library System,
Bull Run Regional Library,
8051 Ashton Avenue, Manassas, VA 20110-2892
703-792-4540
www.pwcgov.org/library/relic
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20080102/
f0374f8e/attachment.html
From ellen at barrfinancial.com Wed Jan 2 16:33:34 2008
From: ellen at barrfinancial.com (AnnEllen Barr)
Date: Wed Jan 2 16:33:38 2008
Subject: [Genealib] genealogy brochure.
In-Reply-To: <006d01c84d71$00fa5c70$fa01060a@rpl.org>
References: <20080102170012.787D8D09A6@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
<006d01c84d71$00fa5c70$fa01060a@rpl.org>
Message-ID: <0564DAA184A3FF438ADE091D9EC7CDC2279CC9@server1.sbs.barrnetwork.com>
Our Lake County IL Genealogical Society would love to see one
To assist us in preparing a like brochure.
AnnEllen Barr
318 Half Day Road #333
Buffalo Grove IL 60089

-----Original Message-----

From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Larry
Naukam
Sent: Wednesday, January 02, 2008 12:55 PM
To: genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Subject: [Genealib] genealogy brochure.
We do have a snazzy new brochure that was designed recently. We went
through 500 of them and just did a reprint. It would be blocked as an
attachment to this list, and it's not online yet. I will try to get a
digital copy to send directly to those who request it.

_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
From traptis at suffolk.lib.ny.us Wed Jan 2 16:48:03 2008
From: traptis at suffolk.lib.ny.us (Toni Raptis)
Date: Wed Jan 2 16:48:07 2008
Subject: [Genealib] genealogy brochure.
References: <20080102170012.787D8D09A6@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
<006d01c84d71$00fa5c70$fa01060a@rpl.org>
Message-ID: <005d01c84d89$26f18580$4d03010a@pml.com>
I would love a copy of your brochure.
Toni Raptis
Patchogue-Medford Library
traptis@suffolk.lib.ny.us

Please send it to:

----- Original Message ----From: "Larry Naukam" <lnaukam@mcls.rochester.lib.ny.us>
To: <genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Sent: Wednesday, January 02, 2008 1:55 PM
Subject: [Genealib] genealogy brochure.
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

We do have a snazzy new brochure that was designed recently. We went
through
500 of them and just did a reprint. It would be blocked as an attachment
to
this list, and it's not online yet. I will try to get a digital copy to
send
directly to those who request it.

_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib

From traptis at suffolk.lib.ny.us Wed Jan 2 16:51:20 2008
From: traptis at suffolk.lib.ny.us (Toni Raptis)
Date: Wed Jan 2 16:51:21 2008

Subject: [Genealib] genealogy brochure.
References: <20080102170012.787D8D09A6@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
<006d01c84d71$00fa5c70$fa01060a@rpl.org>
Message-ID: <007d01c84d89$9bf4f740$4d03010a@pml.com>
I responded to your e-mail but failed to give you a physical address.
Please send a brochure to:
Toni Raptis
Patchogue-Medford Library
54-60 E. Main Street
Patchogue, New York 11772
Thanks!
----- Original Message ----From: "Larry Naukam" <lnaukam@mcls.rochester.lib.ny.us>
To: <genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Sent: Wednesday, January 02, 2008 1:55 PM
Subject: [Genealib] genealogy brochure.
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

We do have a snazzy new brochure that was designed recently. We went
through
500 of them and just did a reprint. It would be blocked as an attachment
to
this list, and it's not online yet. I will try to get a digital copy to
send
directly to those who request it.

_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib

From llindsay at lib.az.us Wed Jan 2 17:22:38 2008
From: llindsay at lib.az.us (Lorin Lindsay)
Date: Wed Jan 2 17:22:40 2008
Subject: [Genealib] genealogy brochure
In-Reply-To: <007101c84d7b$651dff40$fa01060a@rpl.org>
References: <20080102200106.F0CE2D09A6@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
<007101c84d7b$651dff40$fa01060a@rpl.org>
Message-ID: <71E4F1F0D032004EA6D32BA3DCAEA185015187B6@aslaprexchange.lib.az.us>
Larry,
I would also like a copy.
Thanks,
Lorin Lindsay
Genealogy Librarian
Arizona State Library, Archives and Public Records
1700 W. Washington
Phoenix, AZ 85007
-----Original Message-----

From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Larry
Naukam
Sent: Wednesday, January 02, 2008 1:10 PM
To: genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Subject: [Genealib] genealogy brochure
I will try to send a PDF copy to the list, as
done.
IF that doesn't work, I will keep these email
individually. That will have to be next week,
communications
dept. is on vacation till then, and they have

others have successfully
digests and send copies
as our entire
the digital versions!

_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
From sharoln at mail.sgcl.org Wed Jan 2 17:43:07 2008
From: sharoln at mail.sgcl.org (Sharol Neely)
Date: Wed Jan 2 17:43:11 2008
Subject: [Genealib] Do you have a Genealogy brochure for your collection?
Message-ID: <200801021643.AA57672712@mail.sgcl.org>
We have our genealogy brochure online at:
http://thelibrary.org/lochist/basicgen.cfm
It can be reproduced as a PDF document--see the bottom of the web page.
We also have a "Native American" brochure and forms on our department page at:
http://thelibrary.org/lochist/index.cfm
Sharol Higgins Neely
Local History & Genealogy
Springfield-Greene County Library
4653 S. Campbell Ave.
Springfield MO 65810-1723
EMAIL: sharoln@mail.sgcl.org
PHONE: 417-882-0714 [or 417-883-5310 ext 139]
FAX:
417-883-9348
FOR OTHER INFORMATION, PLEASE SEE OUR WEB SITE:
http://thelibrary.org/lochist/index.cfm

---------- Original Message ---------------------------------From: "Paul Immel" <PIMMEL@sloma.state.oh.us>
Reply-To: Librarians Serving Genealogists <genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Date: Wed, 2 Jan 2008 11:18:27 -0500
>
>

______________ ______________ ______________ ______________
Sent via the KillerWebMail system at mail.sgcl.org

From amsmith at lib.usf.edu Wed Jan 2 18:27:45 2008
From: amsmith at lib.usf.edu (Drew Smith)
Date: Wed Jan 2 18:27:47 2008
Subject: [Genealib] [MODERATOR] Reminder about public/private
Message-ID: <5e931bb30801021527l1493a8cdw4300839ca07c9bd4@mail.gmail.com>
Your GENEALIB list administrator would like to remind all GENEALIB
posters to choose carefully whether to send their message to the
entire list (of over 1000 subscribers) or only to the person who needs
to see the message. A bit of the recent traffic was probably not
intended for the entire list.
Regards,
Drew Smith
GENEALIB List Administrator
From centans at tampabay.rr.com Thu Jan 3 07:30:56 2008
From: centans at tampabay.rr.com (Sharon Centanne)
Date: Thu Jan 3 07:30:55 2008
Subject: [Genealib] [Fwd: Re: [A-L] Ancestry.com free alternative]
Message-ID: <477CD580.7010501@tampabay.rr.com>
HI Folks,
Thought you might find the information below useful.
I have also had a lot of luck finding records lately by googling the
surname and the word genweb. Many thousands of genweb volunteers all
over the country and the world voluntarily put cemetery surveys, vital
records, church records, census records, etc. online, and these are
easy to cut and paste into the notes section of Family Tree Maker or
other word processing software.
Happy New Year!
Sharon Troy Centanne
Genealogical Research Instructor
http://home.tampabay.rr.com/centans/genguide.html
-------- Original Message -------Subject:
Re: [A-L] Ancestry.com free alternative
Date:
Wed, 2 Jan 2008 22:19:38 -0500
From:
Lynda L. Jones <lynda@houseofwaterdancer.com>
Reply-To:
lynda@houseofwaterdancer.com, alsace-lorraine@rootsweb.com
To:
<alsace-lorraine@rootsweb.com>

See if your public library has Heritage Quest. You can access it online for
free if your library subscribes to it. The census is there. It is also
available on http://www.familysearch.com I don't think they have the
digitized images there yet, but you can get them through Heritage Quest.
You just need to know what page the person is on and that you can find in
familysearch. Familysearch.org is involved in a massive project to bring
records online. It has something to do with a dispute with Ancestry.com.
Ancestry.com is overpriced, and a lot of the information they have is
available elsewhere online for free. I truly resent that they profit from

user contributed information.
There are a lot of kind souls who will do quick Ancestry lookups for you if
you're in a pinch. Another alternative is to share a subscription with
other family members or friends who are researching. My cousin lets me use
his subscription.
Best wishes,
Lynda Jones
Bloomsburg, PA

USA

_____
.
Weberstedt, Thuringen, Germany - home of the Uttrodts
Family names:
Brong, Freitag, von Freitag, Miller, Prang, Savino,
Schueller, Uetterodt, von Uetterodt, Utterodt, Uttenrodt, von Uttenrodt,
Uttrodt, Ottrott, Van Etten, Van Horn
Collateral lines: Dwyer, Eltus, LaFrance, Prentice, Smith
.
-----Original Message----From: alsace-lorraine-bounces@rootsweb.com
[mailto:alsace-lorraine-bounces@rootsweb.com]On Behalf Of
Sassy1627@aol.com
Sent: Wednesday, January 02, 2008 9:27 PM
To: alsace-lorraine@rootsweb.com
Subject: Re: [A-L] Reply to Debbie's email
Looks like i have a lot to look over and study.
answers
to ?s.

i thank you all for

I am debating now on redoing my subscription to ancestry.
after 8 years
i have not resubscribed., but i is hard not to have it for census. etc.
Thank you all i will keep tight watch on each email tha tcomes thru,
i can learn more there.
ty again
((huggs))
debbie
tyler, tx

**************************************See AOL's top rated recipes
(http://food.aol.com/top-rated-recipes?NCID=aoltop00030000000004)
-Resources for Alsace-Lorraine list members:
http://freepages.genealogy.rootsweb.com/~valorie/Alsace-Lorraine-L.htm

iknow

------------------------------To unsubscribe from the list, please send an email to
ALSACE-LORRAINE-request@rootsweb.com with the word 'unsubscribe' without the
quotes in the subject and the body of the message
-Resources for Alsace-Lorraine list members:
http://freepages.genealogy.rootsweb.com/~valorie/Alsace-Lorraine-L.htm
------------------------------To unsubscribe from the list, please send an email to ALSACE-LORRAINErequest@rootsweb.com with the word 'unsubscribe' without the quotes in the subject
and the body of the message
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20080103/7b08e475/
attachment.html
From PIMMEL at sloma.state.oh.us Thu Jan 3 09:38:51 2008
From: PIMMEL at sloma.state.oh.us (Paul Immel)
Date: Thu Jan 3 09:36:02 2008
Subject: [Genealib] Do you have a Genealogy brochure for your collection?
References: <20080102171114.85189D0115@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Message-ID: <D8F0790BDCB45D46B9570ED349E566960C5E6C@exchsrv2.statelibrary.local>
Skipped content of type multipart/alternative-------------- next part
-------------A non-text attachment was scrubbed...
Name: not available
Type: image/jpeg
Size: 3316 bytes
Desc: image002.jpg
Url :
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20080103/96c6bf15/
attachment.jpe
-------------- next part -------------A non-text attachment was scrubbed...
Name: not available
Type: image/jpeg
Size: 3316 bytes
Desc: image003.jpg
Url :
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20080103/96c6bf15/
attachment-0001.jpe
From PIMMEL at sloma.state.oh.us Thu Jan 3 09:47:38 2008
From: PIMMEL at sloma.state.oh.us (Paul Immel)
Date: Thu Jan 3 09:44:49 2008
Subject: [Genealib] Apologies to the administrator and the list,
I meant my last message a few minutes ago to be private.
References: <20080102171114.85189D0115@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
<D8F0790BDCB45D46B9570ED349E566960C5E6C@exchsrv2.statelibrary.local>
Message-ID: <D8F0790BDCB45D46B9570ED349E566960C5E6E@exchsrv2.statelibrary.local>
Skipped content of type multipart/alternative-------------- next part
-------------A non-text attachment was scrubbed...

Name: not available
Type: image/jpeg
Size: 3316 bytes
Desc: image001.jpg
Url :
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20080103/4459d4de/
attachment.jpe
From Lynette.Jones at cityofcarrollton.com Thu Jan 3 10:07:55 2008
From: Lynette.Jones at cityofcarrollton.com (Lynette Jones)
Date: Thu Jan 3 10:07:54 2008
Subject: [Genealib] [Fwd: Re: [A-L] Ancestry.com free alternative]
In-Reply-To: <477CD580.7010501@tampabay.rr.com>
References: <477CD580.7010501@tampabay.rr.com>
Message-ID: <F3AE62F634F2E44A89AF37058A0F38640165DDA4@carrch23.carrollton.com>
Investigate whether your local library subscribes to Ancestry Library
Edition. It has almost everything Ancestry.com offers, without the
personal subscription required. The library pays the annual fee, and
makes it available to everyone in the library. The only drawback, to
me, is that a user must go to the library to use it, unlike Heritage
Quest Online which allows remote access.

My library offers both databases, and they are among our most popular.

Lynette V. Jones
Information Services Supervisor
Carrollton Public Library @ Josey Ranch Lake
Carrollton, TX

75006

972-466-4814
fax 972-466-4265
________________________________
From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Sharon
Centanne
Sent: Thursday, January 03, 2008 6:31 AM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Subject: [Genealib] [Fwd: Re: [A-L] Ancestry.com free alternative]

HI Folks,
Thought you might find the information below useful.
I have also had a lot of luck finding records lately by googling the
surname and the word genweb. Many thousands of genweb volunteers all
over the country and the world voluntarily put cemetery surveys, vital
records, church records, census records, etc. online, and these are

easy to cut and paste into the notes section of Family Tree Maker or
other word processing software.
Happy New Year!
Sharon Troy Centanne
Genealogical Research Instructor
http://home.tampabay.rr.com/centans/genguide.html
-------- Original Message -------Subject:
Re: [A-L] Ancestry.com free alternative
Date:
Wed, 2 Jan 2008 22:19:38 -0500
From:
Lynda L. Jones <lynda@houseofwaterdancer.com>
<mailto:lynda@houseofwaterdancer.com>
Reply-To:
lynda@houseofwaterdancer.com, alsace-lorraine@rootsweb.com
To:
<alsace-lorraine@rootsweb.com> <mailto:alsace-lorraine@rootsweb.com>

See if your public library has Heritage Quest. You can access it online
for
free if your library subscribes to it. The census is there. It is also
available on http://www.familysearch.com I don't think they have the
digitized images there yet, but you can get them through Heritage Quest.
You just need to know what page the person is on and that you can find
in
familysearch. Familysearch.org is involved in a massive project to
bring
records online. It has something to do with a dispute with
Ancestry.com.
Ancestry.com is overpriced, and a lot of the information they have is
available elsewhere online for free. I truly resent that they profit
from
user contributed information.
There are a lot of kind souls who will do quick Ancestry lookups for you
if
you're in a pinch. Another alternative is to share a subscription with
other family members or friends who are researching. My cousin lets me
use
his subscription.
Best wishes,
Lynda Jones
Bloomsburg, PA

USA

_____
.
Weberstedt, Thuringen, Germany - home of the Uttrodts
Family names:
Brong, Freitag, von Freitag, Miller, Prang, Savino,
Schueller, Uetterodt, von Uetterodt, Utterodt, Uttenrodt, von Uttenrodt,
Uttrodt, Ottrott, Van Etten, Van Horn
Collateral lines: Dwyer, Eltus, LaFrance, Prentice, Smith
.
-----Original Message----From: alsace-lorraine-bounces@rootsweb.com
[mailto:alsace-lorraine-bounces@rootsweb.com]On Behalf Of
Sassy1627@aol.com
Sent: Wednesday, January 02, 2008 9:27 PM
To: alsace-lorraine@rootsweb.com
Subject: Re: [A-L] Reply to Debbie's email
Looks like i have a lot to look over and study.
answers
to ?s.

i thank you all for

I am debating now on redoing my subscription to ancestry.
after 8
years
i have not resubscribed., but i is hard not to have it for census.
etc.
Thank you all i will keep tight watch on each email tha tcomes thru,
iknow
i can learn more there.
ty again
((huggs))
debbie
tyler, tx

**************************************See AOL's top rated recipes
(http://food.aol.com/top-rated-recipes?NCID=aoltop00030000000004)
-Resources for Alsace-Lorraine list members:
http://freepages.genealogy.rootsweb.com/~valorie/Alsace-Lorraine-L.htm
------------------------------To unsubscribe from the list, please send an email to
ALSACE-LORRAINE-request@rootsweb.com with the word 'unsubscribe' without
the
quotes in the subject and the body of the message
--

Resources for Alsace-Lorraine list members:
http://freepages.genealogy.rootsweb.com/~valorie/Alsace-Lorraine-L.htm
------------------------------To unsubscribe from the list, please send an email to
ALSACE-LORRAINE-request@rootsweb.com with the word 'unsubscribe' without
the quotes in the subject and the body of the message
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20080103/6dc2a542/
attachment-0001.html
From cribbswh at gmail.com Thu Jan 3 11:31:23 2008
From: cribbswh at gmail.com (cribbswh@gmail.com)
Date: Thu Jan 3 11:31:27 2008
Subject: [Genealib] New data added to GBuff.com library
Message-ID: <4058421b0801030831t7a6f0d5m87993e73065eaf4c@mail.gmail.com>
Hi all,
Just added a bunch of data to the GenealogyBuff.com library:
MA
LA
NE
NE
NE
NV
KY
RI
OR

-

Worcester Co. - Fitchburg - Necrology Lists of 1958
Lincoln Parish - Misc. Obits
Chase Co. - Misc. Obits
Hamilton Co. - Misc Obits
Platte Co. - Misc. Obits
Pershing Co. - Misc Obits
Boyle Co. - Misc. Obits
Newport Co. - County Necrology 1950-1956
Clackamas Co. - Misc. Obits

Hope this helps.
Bill Cribbs
MortalitySchedules.com
http://www.mortalityschedules.com
SurnameSearchUtility.com
http://www.surnamesearchutility.com
From drusso at russell.lioninc.org Thu Jan 3 13:18:14 2008
From: drusso at russell.lioninc.org (Denise Mackey-Russo)
Date: Thu Jan 3 13:10:47 2008
Subject: [Genealib] genealogy brochure.
In-Reply-To: <006d01c84d71$00fa5c70$fa01060a@rpl.org>
Message-ID: <web-4079476@lioninc.org>
Dear Larry,
I would like to be on the list to receive a copy of your
new digital brochure.
Thanks,
Denise Russo
drusso@russell.lioninc.org
On Wed, 2 Jan 2008 13:55:12 -0500
"Larry Naukam" <lnaukam@mcls.rochester.lib.ny.us> wrote:
>
>We do have a snazzy new brochure that was designed
>recently. We went through

>500 of them and just did a reprint. It would be blocked
>as an attachment to
>this list, and it's not online yet. I will try to get a
>digital copy to send
>directly to those who request it.
>
>
>
>_______________________________________________
>genealib mailing list
>genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
>http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
From dlwilson at pwcgov.org Thu Jan 3 15:46:13 2008
From: dlwilson at pwcgov.org (Wilson, Donald L)
Date: Thu Jan 3 15:46:16 2008
Subject: [Genealib] What's New in RELIC (January 2008)
Message-ID: <ABEB22CCB70E4A4CB7424A72FA667C279B7ACC@sudley1.pwc.ad>
WHAT'S NEW IN RELIC
January 2008

The Ruth E. Lloyd Information Center for Genealogy and Local History
(RELIC), Prince William Public Library System, Bull Run Regional
Library, 8051 Ashton Avenue, Manassas, VA 20109. 703-792-4540 Email:
relic2@pwcgov.org <mailto:relic2@pwcgov.org> .

To read the latest lists of new materials available in RELIC click on
http://www.pwcgov.org/library/relic/new_acquisitions.htm
<http://www.pwcgov.org/library/relic/new_acquisitions.htm>

RELIC PROGRAMS

Here are our latest offerings. Funding for RELIC programs is provided
by the Friends of Central and Bull Run Libraries. Sign language
interpretation is available for Prince William Public Library programs
if requested at least three weeks in advance. To be notified of
upcoming programs and new resources in RELIC, visit
http://www.pwcgov.org/library/relic/whats_new_in_relic.htm
<http://www.pwcgov.org/library/relic/whats_new_in_relic.htm> and click
on Subscribe to What's New in RELIC. All programs will take place at
the community room at Bull Run Regional Library, 8051 Ashton Avenue,
Manassas, VA.

January 10 and 22 - Your Ancestor's Timeline
January 25 - Genealogy 101

February 7 and 26 - African Virginians: Sources before the Civil War
Feburary 22 - DNA and Surname Ancestry
Genealogy Doctor -

Jan. 17, Feb. 21.

(See below for details.)

Thursday, January 10, 11 a.m.
repeated Tuesday, January 22, 7 p.m.
YOUR ANCESTOR'S TIMELINE:
A KEY TO GENEALOGICAL SUCCESS
Presented by Don Wilson

Genealogists may get overwhelmed by the number of documents they find
that seem to relate to the same family. Different documents may offer
contradictory or confusing stories. How to make sense of it all? How
do you know which documents belong to your ancestor? How do you
determine what documents are needed to prove your case? How do you know
you have covered all the bases? Could the evidence you seek already be
in your file?
RELIC's Virginiana librarian, Don Wilson, will show how a
simple timeline technique can be one of the most effective tools for
solving your family history puzzles. The hour-long program will be
presented twice at the Bull Run Regional Library in Manassas: on
Thursday, January 10, at 11 a.m., and on Tuesday, January 22, at 7 p.m.
To register for this free event, contact RELIC at (703) 792-4540 or at
relic2@pwcgov.org

Friday, January 25, at 11 a.m.
GENEALOGY 101:

BEGINNING YOUR FAMILY HISTORY

Presented by Beverly Veness
Beverly Veness of the RELIC staff will explain the basics of genealogy,
including methods, strategies and resources. The program includes an

overview of how RELIC can help you with your research. It will be
presented Friday, January 25, from 11 a.m. to noon at Bull Run Regional
Library.
To register for this free event, contact RELIC at (703) 792-4540 or at
relic2@pwcgov.org
Thursday, February 7, at 11 a.m.
repeated

Tuesday, February 26, at 7 p.m.

AFRICAN-VIRGINIANS:
SOURCES FOR HISTORY AND GENEALOGY BEFORE THE CIVIL WAR
Presented by Don Wilson

Whether slave or free, people of color are more poorly
documented than whites in the early history of our country. Researching
the lives of African-Americans in Virginia before 1865 involves many
sources not required for those tracing European ancestors.
RELIC's Don Wilson will describe many of the special materials
available, and their use for family history research. These
little-known documents may also be helpful to those researching
non-African families.
This talk will be presented on Thursday,
February 7 at 11 a.m. and repeated Tuesday, February 26, at 7 p.m. at
Bull Run Library.
To register for this free event, contact RELIC at (703) 792-4540 or at
relic2@pwcgov.org.

Friday, February 22, 10:30 a.m. - noon.
USE OF DNA IN THE SEARCH FOR SURNAME ANCESTRY
By J. J. "Jim" Logan
Genetic material has become another important tool in the
genealogist's arsenal. J. J. "Jim" Logan, group administrator of the
Logan DNA Project, will describe how Y-chromosome data can be used to
identify distant cousins with the same last name.
Through a case study
he will show how the data can be obtained, organized and interpreted to
link persons with common ancestry, even though the common ancestor may
be unknown.
The program will be presented on Friday, February 22, from 10:30 a.m. to
noon, at Bull Run Regional Library. To register for this free event,
contact RELIC at (703) 792-4540 or at relic2@pwcgov.org.
THE GENEALOGY DOCTOR IS IN

For tips on starting your own research or to help solve a genealogical

or historical problem that has stumped you, schedule a private,
30-minute visit with RELIC's Don Wilson.

Upcoming schedule (Bull Run Library):
January 17, February 21
Choice of times:

10:00, 10:45, 11:30 a.m.

Call RELIC at 703-792-4540 for a free appointment. If the scheduled
dates are not convenient for you, you may request an alternate day and
time.

Have a question about Prince William County history, places or families?
Need guidance with your genealogical research?
You may contact RELIC staff for help and advice at Ask RELIC
<http://www.pwcgov.org/default.aspx?topic=040034001840001757>
calling us at 703-792-4540.

or by

-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20080103/
bd62701e/attachment.html
From lnaukam at mcls.rochester.lib.ny.us Thu Jan 3 16:49:59 2008
From: lnaukam at mcls.rochester.lib.ny.us (Larry Naukam)
Date: Thu Jan 3 16:51:29 2008
Subject: [Genealib] genealogy brochure
In-Reply-To: <20080103150758.371B2D098B@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
References: <20080103150758.371B2D098B@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Message-ID: <00f701c84e52$96114c60$fa01060a@rpl.org>
I have started sending them out via email - it's a 7 megabyte PDF file, so
some email boxes may not accept that much. There are also 2 jpg files of it,
but they are both 2 megs in size. Let me know if you have trouble receiving
it. I will continue to send it out via regular email. And, I will try to get
it mounted on our web site!!!
Larry

From lnaukam at mcls.rochester.lib.ny.us Thu Jan 3 17:01:54 2008
From: lnaukam at mcls.rochester.lib.ny.us (Larry Naukam)
Date: Thu Jan 3 17:04:20 2008
Subject: [Genealib] trial of sending brochure
In-Reply-To: <20080102200106.F0CE2D09A6@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
References: <20080102200106.F0CE2D09A6@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Message-ID: <00f801c84e54$40c411f0$fa01060a@rpl.org>
Sometimes they will come through. Here goes the attempt.
-------------- next part -------------A non-text attachment was scrubbed...
Name: It's About Time outside.jpg

Type: image/jpeg
Size: 1709657 bytes
Desc: not available
Url :
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20080103/3557267a/
ItsAboutTimeoutside-0001.jpg
From lnaukam at mcls.rochester.lib.ny.us Thu Jan 3 17:02:35 2008
From: lnaukam at mcls.rochester.lib.ny.us (Larry Naukam)
Date: Thu Jan 3 17:05:03 2008
Subject: [Genealib] brochure part two
In-Reply-To: <20080102200106.F0CE2D09A6@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
References: <20080102200106.F0CE2D09A6@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Message-ID: <00fc01c84e54$62237750$fa01060a@rpl.org>
Sometimes they will come through. Here goes the attempt.
-------------- next part -------------A non-text attachment was scrubbed...
Name: It's About Time inside.jpg
Type: image/jpeg
Size: 2000767 bytes
Desc: not available
Url : http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20080103/
f35f25e8/ItsAboutTimeinside-0001.jpg
From PIMMEL at sloma.state.oh.us Fri Jan 4 09:22:59 2008
From: PIMMEL at sloma.state.oh.us (Paul Immel)
Date: Fri Jan 4 09:20:11 2008
Subject: [Genealib] Do you have a Genealogy brochure for your collection?
Message-ID: <D8F0790BDCB45D46B9570ED349E566960C5E8D@exchsrv2.statelibrary.local>
Skipped content of type multipart/alternative-------------- next part
-------------A non-text attachment was scrubbed...
Name: not available
Type: image/jpeg
Size: 3316 bytes
Desc: image001.jpg
Url :
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20080104/2f4acfe2/
attachment.jpe
From bettybarcode at yahoo.com Sun Jan 6 14:24:46 2008
From: bettybarcode at yahoo.com (Cynthia Van Ness)
Date: Sun Jan 6 14:24:48 2008
Subject: [Genealib] Ethics of digitizing embarrassing material
Message-ID: <629618.14706.qm@web84106.mail.mud.yahoo.com>
Hi, all,
In my new job, I have a startling document--the membership list
of the short-lived KKK chapter in Buffalo, ca. 1924. How we
booted the Klan out of town is a great story told in this book,
which is based in part on the author's use of this list:
http://www.h-net.org/reviews/showpdf.cgi?path=19515850795724
As part of fighting the Klan, the membership list was stolen and
published. We have perhaps the sole surviving newsprint copy
ca. 1924. So these names were already published once, though
not in Lay's book.

Excerpts appear here:
http://www.buffalonian.com/history/articles/1901-50/kkk/kkk.html
What are the ethics of digitizing it in full and putting it
online? To compare with other privacy restrictions, it is past
the 72-year rule of the Federal Census, which also has the
potential to surprise or embarrass people. (Grandpa was
mulatto? Or, Grandma lived in the red light district?)
A 21-year old KKK member in 1924 would be 104 now.
good that everyone is deceased.

Chances are

*:-.,_,.-:*'``'*:-.,_,.-:*'``'*:-.,_,.-:*'``'*:-.,_,.-:**:-.,_,.-*
Cynthia Van Ness, MLS, bettybarcode AT yahoo DOT com
http://www.BuffaloResearch.com
"Everyone claims to want a city, but no one here wants city living. City living by
its definition is crowded. It is tolerant of other people. It is dependent on a
sophisticated population that makes a hundred compromises daily so that they can
benefit from the collective energy that a city generates."
--Robert N. Davis,
Jr. (1955-2007)
From tluscombe at mckinneytexas.org Sun Jan 6 14:29:14 2008
From: tluscombe at mckinneytexas.org (Tracy Luscombe)
Date: Sun Jan 6 14:29:17 2008
Subject: [Genealib] Ethics of digitizing embarrassing material
In-Reply-To: <629618.14706.qm@web84106.mail.mud.yahoo.com>
Message-ID:
<45255A04888B1047B7266192603F135B0179D06A@mckmail1.ds.mckinneytexas.org>
Just about everybody finds surprises about family members. Unless you
live in a very small town where this information might harm the living
descendants in some way, I can't see an ethical problem. I say publish
as local history if you are within the bounds of copyright laws.
Tracy E. Luscombe
Genealogy Librarian
McKinney Memorial Public Library
101 E. Hunt Street
McKinney, TX 75069
tluscombe@mckinneytexas.org
972-547-7343
-----Original Message----From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Cynthia Van
Ness
Sent: Sunday, January 06, 2008 1:25 PM
To: genealib
Subject: [Genealib] Ethics of digitizing embarrassing material
Hi, all,
In my new job, I have a startling document--the membership list
of the short-lived KKK chapter in Buffalo, ca. 1924. How we
booted the Klan out of town is a great story told in this book,
which is based in part on the author's use of this list:
http://www.h-net.org/reviews/showpdf.cgi?path=19515850795724

As part of fighting the Klan, the membership list was stolen and
published. We have perhaps the sole surviving newsprint copy
ca. 1924. So these names were already published once, though
not in Lay's book.
Excerpts appear here:
http://www.buffalonian.com/history/articles/1901-50/kkk/kkk.html
What are the ethics of digitizing it in full and putting it
online? To compare with other privacy restrictions, it is past
the 72-year rule of the Federal Census, which also has the
potential to surprise or embarrass people. (Grandpa was
mulatto? Or, Grandma lived in the red light district?)
A 21-year old KKK member in 1924 would be 104 now.
good that everyone is deceased.

Chances are

*:-.,_,.-:*'``'*:-.,_,.-:*'``'*:-.,_,.-:*'``'*:-.,_,.-:**:-.,_,.-*
Cynthia Van Ness, MLS, bettybarcode AT yahoo DOT com
http://www.BuffaloResearch.com
"Everyone claims to want a city, but no one here wants city living.
City living by its definition is crowded. It is tolerant of other
people. It is dependent on a sophisticated population that makes a
hundred compromises daily so that they can benefit from the collective
energy that a city generates."
--Robert N. Davis, Jr. (1955-2007)
_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
The material in this e-mail is intended only for the use of the individual to
whom it is addressed and may contain information that is confidential,
privileged, and exempt from disclosure under applicable law. If you are not the
intended recipient, be advised that the unauthorized review, use, disclosure,
duplication, distribution, or the taking of any action in reliance on this
information is strictly prohibited. If you have received this e-mail in error,
please notify the sender by return email and destroy all electronic and paper
copies of the original message and any attachments immediately. Please note
that neither City of McKinney nor the sender accepts any responsibility for
viruses and it is your responsibility to scan attachments (if any). Thank You.
From sharonf_corey at yahoo.com Sun Jan 6 15:41:26 2008
From: sharonf_corey at yahoo.com (Sharon F. Corey)
Date: Sun Jan 6 15:41:29 2008
Subject: [Genealib] Ethics of digitizing embarrassing material
In-Reply-To: <629618.14706.qm@web84106.mail.mud.yahoo.com>
Message-ID: <615447.21381.qm@web38010.mail.mud.yahoo.com>
I don't much about the ethics, but am reminded here of how Wally Waits, now
retired, always ended his posts . . .
"At most living memory endures for a hundred years or so. Thereafter,
even the barest outline of the past is forgotten, unless it is recorded
in writing..." John Morris in Londinium: London in the Roman Empire,
p. 205.
-------------- next part --------------

An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20080106/
ef523ed6/attachment.html
From Susan.Scouras at wvculture.org Mon Jan 7 09:35:45 2008
From: Susan.Scouras at wvculture.org (Susan Scouras)
Date: Mon Jan 7 09:32:36 2008
Subject: [Genealib] Ethics of digitizing embarrassing material
Message-ID: <3C3AAA3A260F8B42B08D24D1CAEC0669036EFC87@mail.wvculture.local>
The information was published in a contemporary newspaper, so I see no
ethical question involved. Rather, I see a preservation issue in your
statement that your library may have the only surviving newsprint copy.
If this newspaper is not on microfilm, you should have it microfilmed as
soon as possible, whether it is digitized or not, and copies distributed
to your state archives and other libraries for preservation. Also,
since the author for whatever reason chose not to name specific people,
I (as a historian as well as a librarian) think it is important to make
that list part of the public record by placing it online.
Susan Scouras
Librarian
WV Archives and History Library
The Cultural Center
1900 Kanawha Blvd. East
Charleston, WV 25305-0300
(304) 558-0230, Ext. 742

-----Original Message----From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Cynthia Van
Ness
Sent: Sunday, January 06, 2008 2:25 PM
To: genealib
Subject: [Genealib] Ethics of digitizing embarrassing material
Hi, all,
In my new job, I have a startling document--the membership list of the
short-lived KKK chapter in Buffalo, ca. 1924. How we booted the Klan
out of town is a great story told in this book, which is based in part
on the author's use of this list:
http://www.h-net.org/reviews/showpdf.cgi?path=19515850795724
As part of fighting the Klan, the membership list was stolen and
published. We have perhaps the sole surviving newsprint copy ca. 1924.
So these names were already published once, though not in Lay's book.
Excerpts appear here:
http://www.buffalonian.com/history/articles/1901-50/kkk/kkk.html
What are the ethics of digitizing it in full and putting it online? To
compare with other privacy restrictions, it is past the 72-year rule of
the Federal Census, which also has the potential to surprise or
embarrass people. (Grandpa was

mulatto?

Or, Grandma lived in the red light district?)

A 21-year old KKK member in 1924 would be 104 now.
that everyone is deceased.

Chances are good

*:-.,_,.-:*'``'*:-.,_,.-:*'``'*:-.,_,.-:*'``'*:-.,_,.-:**:-.,_,.-*
Cynthia Van Ness, MLS, bettybarcode AT yahoo DOT com
http://www.BuffaloResearch.com
"Everyone claims to want a city, but no one here wants city living.
City living by its definition is crowded. It is tolerant of other
people. It is dependent on a sophisticated population that makes a
hundred compromises daily so that they can benefit from the collective
energy that a city generates."
--Robert N. Davis, Jr. (1955-2007)
_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
From Cwitcher at acpl.lib.in.us Mon Jan 7 12:36:37 2008
From: Cwitcher at acpl.lib.in.us (Curt Witcher)
Date: Mon Jan 7 12:37:01 2008
Subject: [Genealib] Genealogy & Local History Discussion Group at ALA
Midwinter, January 12th
Message-ID: <47821CD5.A5B4.0069.0@acpl.lib.in.us>
The Genealogy & Local History Discussion Group of ALA's Reference and Users
Services Association announces its Midwinter 2008 meeting for Saturday, January 12,
2008, from 10:30 am - 12:00 pm at the Philadelphia Marriott next to the
Pennsylvania Convention Center in downtown Philadelphia, PA. The meeting will be
in room Franklin 11.
As a follow-on to the RUSA Local History Committee's excellent summer 2007 program,
"All History is Local in a Digital World," the Genealogy & Local History Discussion
Group will be exploring what libraries around the country are digitizing in the
local history and genealogy areas. We invite you to: "Digital Directions: An
Update on Some Genealogy & Local History Digitizing Projects Around the Country."
We intend for this to be a welcoming opportunity to share what your library has
been doing in the digital arena regarding local and family histories. It will be a
great chance to hear what your colleagues are doing to make more genealogy and
local history materials available on the web. Discussion starters will be Jack
Simpson of the Newberry Library in Chicago talking about ChicagoAncestors.org, Mike
Hall of the Family History Library talking about Family History Archive
<www.lib.byu.edu/fhc/>, and Curt Witcher discussing WeRelate.org. We are very
informal and quite informative! Please join us if you are in Philadelphia for ALA
Midwinter. Please also forward this to any of your colleagues who may be
interested.

Curt B. Witcher, MLS, FUGA, IGSF
Manager, Genealogy Center
NE Director, Indiana Genealogical Society
Allen County Public Library
P. O. Box 2270, 900 Library Plaza

Fort Wayne, IN 46801-2270
CWitcher@ACPL.Lib.in.us
260-421-1226
Fax: 260-421-1386
===========================================
The views, opinions, and judgments expressed
in this message are solely those of the author.
The message contents have not been reviewed
or approved by the Allen County Public Library.
===========================================
From harrisonkim at sbcglobal.net Mon Jan 7 13:38:20 2008
From: harrisonkim at sbcglobal.net (Kim Harrison)
Date: Mon Jan 7 16:18:47 2008
Subject: [Genealib] Invitation to the Genealogy Dinner during midwinter
ALA - Saturday12th Jan. 2008 at 6:30 PM - Consider joining us
for a fun evening!
In-Reply-To: <44481.11171.qm@web80604.mail.mud.yahoo.com>
Message-ID: <377462.59452.qm@web80613.mail.mud.yahoo.com>
Space is still available to join us for the informal but fun genealogy dinner.
(Please see details below). Librarian's not attending midwinter ALA but live in
the area are also welcome.
Don't forget to RSVP with dinner selectionsto kharrison@newsbank.com. I will be
taking e-mail up to Friday evening. We will also past a sign up sheet at the
meetings on Friday and Saturday as well.
Have a great day!
Kim
Kim S. Harrison
Genealogy Specialist
NewsBank
Kim Harrison <harrisonkim@sbcglobal.net> wrote:
On behalf of the ALA, RUSA History Section, Genealogy Committee, I would like
to extend an invitation to the Genealogy Dinner to be held on Saturday, 12th Jan.
2008 at 6:30 PM at the historic Manayunk Brewing Co. The dinner invitation is open
to ALA attendees and genealogy librarians in the area. Please consider spending
some of your Saturday evening with colleagues and friends to share tips of the
trade as well as to compare notes on how to handle
.you can fill in the blank.
Manayunk Brewing Co. has agreed to host our event to relax, network and enjoy a
fine meal. Manayunk is located on the banks of the Schuylkill River at 4120 Main
Street, Philadelphia, PA 19127 (Phone: 215-482-8220). This will be about 15
minutes by cab from the downtown Marriott. We believe the cab ride should be about
$15 but some of the hotels may have free shuttle service available.
The menu being offered is your choice of the following:
Starters:
Soup DeJour or Field Greens Salad (ranch or vinaigrette dressing)
Entrees choices:
Harry?s Cedar Plank Salmon-fresh Atlantic salmon filet grilled, on an
aromatic cedar plank, topped with a sweet bing cherry glaze, served with wild rice

pilaf and seasonal, mixed vegetables.
Chicken Parmesean-lightly breaded breast of chicken, saut?ed and topped with
mozzarella cheese and marinara sauce, served with linguini.
Sweet Bourbon Flat Iron Steak-served medium temperature, served with garlicmashed potatoes and seasonal, mixed vegetables.
Pasta ala Vodka-fresh saut?ed vegetables tossed with penne pasta in a vodkablush sauce.
Dessert: (choice of)
N.Y. Cheesecake or Hot Apple Pie ala Mode
Bread, coffee, tea & soft drinks included.
Price: Dinner @ $24.95 per person +7%tax+18%gratuity=$31.19 per person.
Because we would like to be gracious guest
please RSVP to Kim S. Harrison, at kharrison@newsbank.com prior to ALA if possible.
We have space held for 30 folks but they can take a more if needed. If you need
directions from the Downtown Marriott let me know. Also, if you could let me know
your meal selection will be helpful as well.
Historical Background of the area:
?
Notes taken from the Historical Manayunk site:
?
The availability of water with the completion of the Manayunk Canal drew
people to the area. Water was the reason for the development of the Manayunk
section of the Schuylkill Navigation Company (Schuylkill Canal) in 1819. The canal
made the river passable and at the same time made water power available. Water
power was a new concept in manufacturing, initiating the industrialization of the
United States. It provided power for the construction of textile and paper mills
and provided a transportation link to the port of Philadelphia and inland to the
farmlands of Pennsylvania. By 1820, Manayunk had its first mill, and by 1823 the
Schuylkill Canal System was completed. Manayunk's industrial prowess, combined with
its accessibility to other areas via the canal system, made Manayunk the
"Manchester" of the United States and helped make Philadelphia the leading
industrial city of the 19th Century.
?
The Civil War secured the future of Manayunk when the mills switched from
cotton to wool textiles and produced blankets for the war. The industries of
Manayunk were always small in scale and diverse in product. This allowed
flexibility and the ability to withstand change. While other industrial
neighborhoods died with the closing of a single company, Manayunk simply paused,
adjusted and thrived, maintaining itself as a strong neighborhood. Today, Manayunk
still has remnants of the textile industry with two mills and a dyeworks as
testimony.
?
Notes taken from Manayunk Brewing Co. home page:
?
During the 1800's and into the 20th century, Manayunk was known for the
manufacture and sales of fine textiles. Krook's Mill, now the Manayunk Brewery and
Restaurant, was one of the linchpins of the then booming industry. Anne Dawson
opened the mill in 1822 at the mouth of the Manayunk Canal and the Krook family
followed with the existing building just short of 100 years later in 1912. A
cornerstone from the original mill was placed in the new building. Krook's Mill
eventually closed its doors in 1992.
Four years later, Harry Renner IV brought the facility back to life as a space for
retail business, a fine eatery, a brewery and as an entertainment complex for both
neighbors and visitors alike to enjoy. Our first batch of fresh-brewed beer was
tapped on October 17, 1996. In 2000, we expanded our outdoor seating with a deck
overlooking the Schuylkill River. In 2003, we added a Rotisserie, Stone Pizza Oven,
and Sushi Bar to expand our menu selection. Today you can still find the scale, now
an antique, that was once used to weigh the wool brought into the factory.

Have joyous holiday season on behalf of the ALA, RUSA History Section, Genealogy
Committee!
Kim S. Harrison
Genealogy Specialist
NewsBank inc.
Phone: 800-762-8182
E-mail: kharrison@newsbank.com
_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20080107/1ecbf37b/
attachment.html
From petras at mcdl.info Mon Jan 7 14:43:24 2008
From: petras at mcdl.info (Kathy Petras)
Date: Mon Jan 7 16:19:01 2008
Subject: [Genealib] Medina Library Local History and Genealogy Room...
Message-ID: <E0F3B68CCA0D1E4D91698CEC995F2925996D4E@ment6.medina.clevnet.org>
Dear Friends,

The Franklin Sylvester Local History and Genealogy Room will not be
available on Jan. 12, the opening day for the Medina Library. In fact,
it will not be finished for several months.

The subcontractor who is doing the millwork (woodwork) for the
library had some financial difficulties that have delayed the millwork.
Because the genealogy room is self contained and can be closed off, it
is being used as the woodworking shop.

The Franklin Sylvester room is currently scheduled to be finished
sometime in March. This delay is not related to the sprinkler problem
that flooded most of the fiction collection. Rest assured that the
local history and genealogy collection is still in storage.

Kathy Petras
Reference Staff
Medina County District Library

-------------- next part --------------

An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20080107/3ffd753b/
attachment.html
From carriescorner at yahoo.com Mon Jan 7 18:44:52 2008
From: carriescorner at yahoo.com (Carrie Cook)
Date: Mon Jan 7 18:44:54 2008
Subject: [Genealib] RE: Ethics of digitizing embarrassing material
In-Reply-To: <20080107170014.32961D09D0@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Message-ID: <871705.62158.qm@web51403.mail.re2.yahoo.com>
My two cents agree with others. You could just as easily ask, "If it is
embarrassing to someone, why keep it?" - we all know the answer to that one too :o)
Carrie Cook, Publisher
The Gregath Publishing Company
genealib-request@mailman.acomp.usf.edu wrote:
...Hi, all,
In my new job, I have a startling document--the membership list
of the short-lived KKK chapter in Buffalo, ca. 1924. How we
booted the Klan out of town is a great story told in this book,
which is based in part on the author's use of this list...
Carrie's Corner
carriescorner@yahoo.com
http://www.carriescorner.com
?Never do a wrong thing to make a friend or to keep one.??Robert E. Lee

--------------------------------Looking for last minute shopping deals? Find them fast with Yahoo! Search.
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20080107/907bf966/
attachment.html
From daysa at oplin.org Tue Jan 8 11:07:43 2008
From: daysa at oplin.org (Sandy Day)
Date: Tue Jan 8 11:15:30 2008
Subject: [Genealib] Ethics of digitizing embarrassing material
References: <629618.14706.qm@web84106.mail.mud.yahoo.com>
Message-ID: <004901c85210$99af0e40$9b01a8c0@Ohio>
Cynthia
I realize this is a touchy subject and you have to be careful of what you
get digitized. However, this is part of your local history-good, bad or
indifferent. We can't judge our past history and its mistakes by leaving it
out of our current attempts at preserving history so I think it should be
preserved. Whether you digitize it is another question. I would most likely
have it done.
Sandy Day
Genealogy librarian
Schiappa Library
Steubenville, OH
----- Original Message -----

From: "Cynthia Van Ness" <bettybarcode@yahoo.com>
To: "genealib" <genealib@lists.acomp.usf.edu>
Sent: Sunday, January 06, 2008 2:24 PM
Subject: [Genealib] Ethics of digitizing embarrassing material
>
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Hi, all,
In my new job, I have a startling document--the membership list
of the short-lived KKK chapter in Buffalo, ca. 1924. How we
booted the Klan out of town is a great story told in this book,
which is based in part on the author's use of this list:
http://www.h-net.org/reviews/showpdf.cgi?path=19515850795724
As part of fighting the Klan, the membership list was stolen and
published. We have perhaps the sole surviving newsprint copy
ca. 1924. So these names were already published once, though
not in Lay's book.
Excerpts appear here:
http://www.buffalonian.com/history/articles/1901-50/kkk/kkk.html
What are the ethics of digitizing it in full and putting it
online? To compare with other privacy restrictions, it is past
the 72-year rule of the Federal Census, which also has the
potential to surprise or embarrass people. (Grandpa was
mulatto? Or, Grandma lived in the red light district?)
A 21-year old KKK member in 1924 would be 104 now.
good that everyone is deceased.

Chances are

*:-.,_,.-:*'``'*:-.,_,.-:*'``'*:-.,_,.-:*'``'*:-.,_,.-:**:-.,_,.-*
Cynthia Van Ness, MLS, bettybarcode AT yahoo DOT com
http://www.BuffaloResearch.com
"Everyone claims to want a city, but no one here wants city living. City
living by its definition is crowded. It is tolerant of other people. It
is dependent on a sophisticated population that makes a hundred
compromises daily so that they can benefit from the collective energy that
a city generates."
--Robert N. Davis, Jr. (1955-2007)
_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib

From JJeffrey at denverlibrary.org Tue Jan 8 11:31:50 2008
From: JJeffrey at denverlibrary.org (James Jeffrey)
Date: Tue Jan 8 11:32:12 2008
Subject: [Genealib] Ethics of digitizing embarrassing material
In-Reply-To: <004901c85210$99af0e40$9b01a8c0@Ohio>
References: <629618.14706.qm@web84106.mail.mud.yahoo.com>
<004901c85210$99af0e40$9b01a8c0@Ohio>
Message-ID: <47834306.8911.0049.0@denverlibrary.org>
Cynthia

Who is your intended audience? What choices are you making in identifying this
item as opposed to another for consideration in digitizing? By your subject line
you have declared something embarrassing.
The Colorado Historical Society houses the membership directories of the Ku Klux
Klan in Colorado. As well as the material collections artifacts for the Gano Senter
family collections. These extensive lists identify families by name and address.
From a demographic perspective I await the study of the "geography of hate" article
or some such by an academic. There have been terrific books and articles written
about the KKK in Colorado and the West. Denver's government and political scene
was controlled by the Klan for several decades.
The Senter collection is housed at the Denver Public Library and is comprised of
about 67 linear feet of material which included the Gano Senter family "sheets or
robes", photographs, etc. Mrs. Senter was very active in DAR. This collection is
heavily used.
The Denver Public Library has recently received a terrific grant to digitize some
of our neighborhood materials. I feel strongly that some of these items from the
various collections touching on the role of the KKK in Colorado and Denver in
particular need to be digitized. They will offer a deeper understanding of the
target neighborhoods and carry the project beyond brick and mortar.
So, get it out there for students, academics, neighborhood associations,
genealogists, and your user base to see and use.
James K. Jeffrey
Collection Specialist in Genealogy
Western History and Genealogy
Denver Public Library
>>> "Sandy Day" <daysa@oplin.org> 1/8/2008 9:07 AM >>>
Cynthia
I realize this is a touchy subject and you have to be careful of what you
get digitized. However, this is part of your local history-good, bad or
indifferent. We can't judge our past history and its mistakes by leaving it
out of our current attempts at preserving history so I think it should be
preserved. Whether you digitize it is another question. I would most likely
have it done.
Sandy Day
Genealogy librarian
Schiappa Library
Steubenville, OH
----- Original Message ----From: "Cynthia Van Ness" <bettybarcode@yahoo.com>
To: "genealib" <genealib@lists.acomp.usf.edu>
Sent: Sunday, January 06, 2008 2:24 PM
Subject: [Genealib] Ethics of digitizing embarrassing material
>
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>
>

Hi, all,
In my new job, I have a startling document--the membership list
of the short-lived KKK chapter in Buffalo, ca. 1924. How we
booted the Klan out of town is a great story told in this book,
which is based in part on the author's use of this list:
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http://www.h-net.org/reviews/showpdf.cgi?path=19515850795724
As part of fighting the Klan, the membership list was stolen and
published. We have perhaps the sole surviving newsprint copy
ca. 1924. So these names were already published once, though
not in Lay's book.
Excerpts appear here:
http://www.buffalonian.com/history/articles/1901-50/kkk/kkk.html
What are the ethics of digitizing it in full and putting it
online? To compare with other privacy restrictions, it is past
the 72-year rule of the Federal Census, which also has the
potential to surprise or embarrass people. (Grandpa was
mulatto? Or, Grandma lived in the red light district?)
A 21-year old KKK member in 1924 would be 104 now.
good that everyone is deceased.

Chances are

*:-.,_,.-:*'``'*:-.,_,.-:*'``'*:-.,_,.-:*'``'*:-.,_,.-:**:-.,_,.-*
Cynthia Van Ness, MLS, bettybarcode AT yahoo DOT com
http://www.BuffaloResearch.com
"Everyone claims to want a city, but no one here wants city living. City
living by its definition is crowded. It is tolerant of other people. It
is dependent on a sophisticated population that makes a hundred
compromises daily so that they can benefit from the collective energy that
a city generates."
--Robert N. Davis, Jr. (1955-2007)
_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
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genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
From Susan.Scouras at wvculture.org Tue Jan 8 12:10:02 2008
From: Susan.Scouras at wvculture.org (Susan Scouras)
Date: Tue Jan 8 12:06:51 2008
Subject: [Genealib] Ethics of digitizing embarrassing material
Message-ID: <3C3AAA3A260F8B42B08D24D1CAEC0669036EFC8B@mail.wvculture.local>
I agree whole-heartedly with James Jeffrey. Anything that has broader
historical value is important to all of society, not just the
individuals involved. I found the fact that the author of the KKK book
left out the list of names rather disconcerting. The names and
histories of the real people involved are what legitimizes his research
and makes it more meaningful.
The only works we have withheld from public view for a specified period
of time at either the author's request or our own judgement(usually
until after the author's death or for 50 years from date of acquisition)
are family histories or manuscripts that reveal intimate details of the
lives of living individuals. These are not commercially published or

self-published, and have not been offered on the open market, so to
speak. We are uncomfortable doing so--I can only think of 4 examples out
of our thousands of manuscripts and family history documents--and we
have usually tried to get the donor to excise such material or to
re-donate at a later date, but many are afraid their families will
destroy or neglect their work after their deaths, want their stories
told eventually, and want us to take possession now. Some material is
potentially downright libelous in statements made about fellow
professionals or institutions (doctors, lawyers, hospitals, family
businesses,etc.), while others are sadly revealing of family feuds,
dysfunctional family relationships, and addictions and illnesses within
the family that would be very hurtful to some of the people discussed.
If these were published works, whether as books, periodical or newspaper
articles, or posted on Web sites, we would not withhold them. In my
opinion, once Pandora's box has been opened, trying to stuff things back
in and slam down the lid amounts to censorship.
Susan Scouras
Librarian
WV Archives and History Library
The Cultural Center
1900 Kanawha Blvd. East
Charleston, WV 25305-0300
(304) 558-0230, Ext. 742
From treviawbeverly at comcast.net Tue Jan 8 12:37:15 2008
From: treviawbeverly at comcast.net (treviawbeverly)
Date: Tue Jan 8 12:13:52 2008
Subject: [Genealib] Ethics of digitizing embarrassing material +++
Question References: <629618.14706.qm@web84106.mail.mud.yahoo.com>
<004901c85210$99af0e40$9b01a8c0@Ohio>
Message-ID: <001a01c8521d$1cb7b5b0$6401a8c0@oemcomputer>
How many names are on this list? pages of document? Even if you go with
digitized copy, and I hope you do, could those interested receive a hard
copy via mail (I'm most willing to pay for copies & postage) or e-mail
attachment?
Trevia Wooster Beverly
Houston, Texas
----- Original Message ----From: "Sandy Day" <daysa@oplin.org>
To: "Librarians Serving Genealogists" <genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Sent: Tuesday, January 08, 2008 10:07 AM
Subject: Re: [Genealib] Ethics of digitizing embarrassing material
> Cynthia
> I realize this is a touchy subject and you have to be careful of what you
> get digitized. However, this is part of your local history-good, bad or
> indifferent. We can't judge our past history and its mistakes by leaving
it
> out of our current attempts at preserving history so I think it should be
> preserved. Whether you digitize it is another question. I would most
likely
> have it done.
> Sandy Day
> Genealogy librarian

> Schiappa Library
> Steubenville, OH
> ----- Original Message ----> From: "Cynthia Van Ness" <bettybarcode@yahoo.com>
> To: "genealib" <genealib@lists.acomp.usf.edu>
> Sent: Sunday, January 06, 2008 2:24 PM
> Subject: [Genealib] Ethics of digitizing embarrassing material
>
>
> > Hi, all,
> >
> > In my new job, I have a startling document--the membership list
> > of the short-lived KKK chapter in Buffalo, ca. 1924. How we
> > booted the Klan out of town is a great story told in this book,
> > which is based in part on the author's use of this list:
> >
> > http://www.h-net.org/reviews/showpdf.cgi?path=19515850795724
> >
> > As part of fighting the Klan, the membership list was stolen and
> > published. We have perhaps the sole surviving newsprint copy
> > ca. 1924. So these names were already published once, though
> > not in Lay's book.
> >
> > Excerpts appear here:
> >
> > http://www.buffalonian.com/history/articles/1901-50/kkk/kkk.html
> >
> > What are the ethics of digitizing it in full and putting it
> > online? To compare with other privacy restrictions, it is past
> > the 72-year rule of the Federal Census, which also has the
> > potential to surprise or embarrass people. (Grandpa was
> > mulatto? Or, Grandma lived in the red light district?)
> >
> > A 21-year old KKK member in 1924 would be 104 now. Chances are
> > good that everyone is deceased.
> >
> >
> > *:-.,_,.-:*'``'*:-.,_,.-:*'``'*:-.,_,.-:*'``'*:-.,_,.-:**:-.,_,.-*
> > Cynthia Van Ness, MLS, bettybarcode AT yahoo DOT com
> > http://www.BuffaloResearch.com
> >
> > "Everyone claims to want a city, but no one here wants city living.
City
> > living by its definition is crowded. It is tolerant of other people.
It
> > is dependent on a sophisticated population that makes a hundred
> > compromises daily so that they can benefit from the collective energy
that
> > a city generates."
--Robert N. Davis, Jr. (1955-2007)
> > _______________________________________________
> > genealib mailing list
> > genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
> > http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
> >
>
> _______________________________________________
> genealib mailing list
> genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib

>
>
> -> No virus found in this incoming message.
> Checked by AVG Free Edition.
> Version: 7.5.516 / Virus Database: 269.17.13/1214 - Release Date:
01/08/2008 1:38 PM
>
>
From bettybarcode at yahoo.com Tue Jan 8 21:16:01 2008
From: bettybarcode at yahoo.com (Cynthia Van Ness)
Date: Tue Jan 8 21:16:04 2008
Subject: [Genealib] Thanks to all re KKK membership lists
Message-ID: <388844.55696.qm@web84108.mail.mud.yahoo.com>
Hi, list,
Many thanks to all who responded on & off list to my request for
opinions about digitizing our KKK membership list. I want to
put it online, but first I thought I'd better see if there are
any good reasons not to.
To answer a point that someone raised:
Personally, I am not embarrassed by the list because I know how
the story ended--the Klan left town exposed and discredited. It
is an especially proud moment in Buffalo history. However, for
the casual net user, finding the list online without having had
the benefit of reading Shawn Lay's book gives one an entirely
different, inadequate impression.
I probably won't digitize it unless I can supply a supporting
context or narrative that makes two seemingly conflicting
points: that the Klan was successful here and attracted people
like us ("us" meaning the middle class WASP ancestors of my
neighbors), and that it was ultimately defeated by a few key
players, including a flamboyant non-WASP mayor.
Thanks again, everyone!
*:-.,_,.-:*'``'*:-.,_,.-:*'``'*:-.,_,.-:*'``'*:-.,_,.-:**:-.,_,.-*
Cynthia Van Ness, MLS, bettybarcode AT yahoo DOT com
http://www.BuffaloResearch.com
"Everyone claims to want a city, but no one here wants city living. City living by
its definition is crowded. It is tolerant of other people. It is dependent on a
sophisticated population that makes a hundred compromises daily so that they can
benefit from the collective energy that a city generates."
--Robert N. Davis,
Jr. (1955-2007)
From Suzanne.Levy at fairfaxcounty.gov Wed Jan 9 09:28:49 2008
From: Suzanne.Levy at fairfaxcounty.gov (Levy, Suzanne S.)
Date: Wed Jan 9 09:52:01 2008
Subject: [Genealib] Change of Address for Fairfax County Library's Virginia
Room
Message-ID:
<99C1F7217998E84790D8D979BD81EF74092FCED2@FFXEXVM01.FFX.CO.FAIRFAX.VA.US>
If the Virginia Room at the newly renamed City of Fairfax Regional
Library is on your mailing list, please note that we have now moved into

our new facility and all mail should be addressed to:
Virginia Room
City of Fairfax Regional Library
10360 North Street
Fairfax VA 22030-2514
We are busy getting ready to open on January 26. Our new facility has
14,000 square feet (up from 4200!) and is spacious, bright and airy. We
have a large climate controlled rare book room and plenty of space for
staff to work. We also have a scanning room so that all the scanning
doesn't have to be on one person's desk. WE invite any of you who might
be in the area to come and take a look starting January 26. I hope to
have our new brochure on the county web page in the next few weeks.
Thank you for your help.
Suzanne Levy
Virginia Room Librarian
City of Fairfax Regional Library
10360 North Street
Fairfax VA 22030-2514
Tel 703-293-6383, Fax 703-293-2155
suzanne.levy@fairfaxcounty.gov
www.fairfaxcounty.gov/library
From carriescorner at yahoo.com Wed Jan 9 13:40:15 2008
From: carriescorner at yahoo.com (Carrie Cook)
Date: Wed Jan 9 13:40:18 2008
Subject: [Genealib] Re: Thanks to all re KKK membership lists
In-Reply-To: <20080109170017.833C1D09D2@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Message-ID: <940271.59279.qm@web51402.mail.re2.yahoo.com>
It is important to make the distinction between digitizing for preservation and
digitizing for publication (www). Preserve always! I can see your points about
posting it on the world wide web though.
Carrie Cook, Publisher
The Gregath Publishing Company
------------------------------------Date: Tue, 8 Jan 2008 18:16:01 -0800 (PST)
From: Cynthia Van Ness
...I probably won't digitize it unless I can supply a supporting
context or narrative that makes two seemingly conflicting
points: that the Klan was successful here and attracted people
like us ("us" meaning the middle class WASP ancestors of my
neighbors), and that it was ultimately defeated by a few key
players, including a flamboyant non-WASP mayor....
Carrie's Corner
carriescorner@yahoo.com
http://www.carriescorner.com
?Never do a wrong thing to make a friend or to keep one.??Robert E. Lee

--------------------------------Never miss a thing.
Make Yahoo your homepage.
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20080109/80fe71e7/
attachment.html
From llandis at starklibrary.org Wed Jan 9 14:37:37 2008
From: llandis at starklibrary.org (Lauren Landis)
Date: Wed Jan 9 14:37:40 2008
Subject: [Genealib] Patron Survey
In-Reply-To: <20080109170017.4957AD09D1@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Message-ID: <D67A7DB159F2BD489394F763E46BBFEF02E8E43A87@mail.scdl.local>
Hello Everyone,
I would like to survey our patrons regarding the services and resources we offer.
Have any of you done something like this or know of a library that has? If so, I
would appreciate knowing the kinds of questions that were asked, how the survey was
distributed, tabulated, and whatever else you might think relevant. Thanks so
much.
Sincerely,
Miss Lauren K. Landis, Genealogy Division Mgr.
Stark County District Library
715 Market Ave. North
Canton, OH 44702-1080
Phone: (330) 452-0665, ext. 2769
Email: llandis@starklibrary.org
"They that can give up essential freedom to purchase a little temporary safety
deserve neither liberty nor safety."
--Benjamin Franklin
***************************************
From csellers at myjclibrary.org Wed Jan 9 14:45:14 2008
From: csellers at myjclibrary.org (Sellers, Charlotte)
Date: Wed Jan 9 14:46:28 2008
Subject: [Genealib] Patron Survey
In-Reply-To: <D67A7DB159F2BD489394F763E46BBFEF02E8E43A87@mail.scdl.local>
References: <20080109170017.4957AD09D1@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
<D67A7DB159F2BD489394F763E46BBFEF02E8E43A87@mail.scdl.local>
Message-ID: <DAF9D6C3BC700E469F4A7080E16653A7708BB4@exchange.japl.lib.in.us>
Lauren,
We haven't done it - but it's a great idea and I also would be
interested in knowing what others have done.
Thanks for bringing up the subject.
Charlotte Sellers
Local History Specialist
Jackson County Public Library
303 West 2nd Street
Seymour IN 47274
Voice 812.522.3412 ext 240

-----Original Message----From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Lauren
Landis
Sent: Wednesday, January 09, 2008 2:38 PM
To: 'genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu'
Subject: [Genealib] Patron Survey
Hello Everyone,
I would like to survey our patrons regarding the services and resources
we offer. Have any of you done something like this or know of a library
that has? If so, I would appreciate knowing the kinds of questions that
were asked, how the survey was distributed, tabulated, and whatever else
you might think relevant. Thanks so much.
Sincerely,
Miss Lauren K. Landis, Genealogy Division Mgr.
Stark County District Library
715 Market Ave. North
Canton, OH 44702-1080
Phone: (330) 452-0665, ext. 2769
Email: llandis@starklibrary.org
"They that can give up essential freedom to purchase a little temporary
safety deserve neither liberty nor safety."
--Benjamin Franklin
***************************************
_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
From dhouston at tsl.state.tx.us Wed Jan 9 14:49:23 2008
From: dhouston at tsl.state.tx.us (Diana Houston)
Date: Wed Jan 9 14:50:30 2008
Subject: [Genealib] Offer: The Winthrop Fleet of 1630
In-Reply-To: <D67A7DB159F2BD489394F763E46BBFEF02E8E43A87@mail.scdl.local>
Message-ID: <3064364B1677754AA932DCD58F55CD71131C33@exchange.win2k.tsl.state.tx.us>
I have a single copy of the above title (1980 reprint of the 1930 original) to
offer. If interested, please reply offline. Thanks, Diana
Diana Houston
Assistant Director, Information Services
Archives and Information Services Division
Texas State Library and Archives Commission
dhouston@tsl.state.tx.us
512-463-5426
From joyrichny at earthlink.net Wed Jan 9 23:44:04 2008
From: joyrichny at earthlink.net (Joy Rich)
Date: Wed Jan 9 23:44:06 2008
Subject: [Genealib] Steve Morse's Additions
Message-ID: <00f701c85343$6d8ab420$6401a8c0@DELL>
Steve Morse has created a new category, Genetic Genealogy (DNA), to his website
"One-Step
Webpages" ( www.stevemorse.org ). So far, it contains six search utilities.
Steve has also added a drop-down menu to the home page. The menu lists the entries

in each
of the categories that Steve has set up. The categories are Ellis Island; Castle
Garden;
Other Ports of Immigration; US Census and Soundex; Canadian and British Census; New
York
Census; Births, Deaths, and Other Vital Records; Calendars, Sunrise/Sunset, Maps;
Foreign
Alphabets; Holocaust and Eastern Europe; Genetics (DNA); Creating Your Own Search
Applications; Publications, Awards, and Interviews; and Miscellaneous.
Joy Rich
Brooklyn, NY
From info at ancestralmanor.com Thu Jan 10 20:12:42 2008
From: info at ancestralmanor.com (Sharon)
Date: Thu Jan 10 20:12:52 2008
Subject: [Genealib] Reference librarians in Belgium
Message-ID: <4786C28A.1070603@ancestralmanor.com>
Hello
Can anyone tell me if the library systems in Belgium have reference
librarians to contact for specific local research requests? I am
specifically in Etterbeek and the Brussells area particularly in the
1910s-1950s. I am particularly looking for street directories, phone
books, business directories, property records, school records, dental
schools and newspapers. I have street maps from 1910 for all of the areas.
Thanks for any pointers you may be able to offer.
Sharon Sergeant
www.ancestralmanor.com
From cuedr at forsyth.cc Fri Jan 11 13:34:59 2008
From: cuedr at forsyth.cc (Cue, DeLois R)
Date: Fri Jan 11 13:39:01 2008
Subject: [Genealib] Free to a good library home
Message-ID: <756E84F5C3D16A4DA9197722E621E6352C2003@elektra.FORSYTH.COUNTY>
Skipped content of type multipart/alternative-------------- next part
-------------A non-text attachment was scrubbed...
Name: TITLES AND AUTHORS . doc.doc
Type: application/msword
Size: 43520 bytes
Desc: TITLES AND AUTHORS . doc.doc
Url :
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20080111/0ca9b54c/
TITLESANDAUTHORS.doc.doc
From prickard at monroe.lib.mi.us Fri Jan 11 13:36:36 2008
From: prickard at monroe.lib.mi.us (Phyllis Rickard)
Date: Fri Jan 11 13:41:30 2008
Subject: [Genealib] Attn: Susan Scouras
References: <3C3AAA3A260F8B42B08D24D1CAEC0669036EFC8B@mail.wvculture.local>
Message-ID: <004301c85480$e7329ca0$1f52000a@lenawee.local>
I need to ask you a question but my email to you just came back as
"blocked". I hope you are there today and see this.
Please contact me off the list.

Thank you!
Phyllis Rickard
AV / Outreach Librarian
Lenawee County Library
Adrian, MI
prickard@monroe.lib.mi.us
517-263-1011
From joyrichny at earthlink.net Fri Jan 11 13:54:08 2008
From: joyrichny at earthlink.net (Joy Rich)
Date: Fri Jan 11 13:54:13 2008
Subject: [Genealib] Reference librarians in Belgium
References: <20080111170014.2A5BDD09F2@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Message-ID: <00b001c85483$58f7e870$6401a8c0@DELL>
Sharon, I *think* I found what you're looking for. I can only read English, but I
think
this is what you want.
Go to "Libdex, the Library Index," at http://www.libdex.com .
Click "Browse libraries by Country," which links to
http://www.libdex.com/country.html .
Click "Belgium," which links to http://www.libdex.com/country/Belgium.html .
Click "Steunpunt Brusselse Bibliotheken," listed under "Library Site," which links
to
http://www.brusselse-bibliotheken.be .
Select "BRUSSEL-LAKEN," which links to the library at
http://www.brussel-laken.bibliotheek.be .
Go back to http://www.brusselse-bibliotheken.be and select "ETTERBEEK," which links
to the
library at http://www.etterbeek.bibliotheek.be .
Joy Rich
Brooklyn, NY
Member, New York Metro Chapter of the Association of Professional Genealogists
---------------------------------------------------------------------Message: 1
Date: Thu, 10 Jan 2008 20:12:42 -0500
From: Sharon <info@ancestralmanor.com>
Subject: [Genealib] Reference librarians in Belgium
To: genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Message-ID: <4786C28A.1070603@ancestralmanor.com>
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=ISO-8859-1; format=flowed
Hello
Can anyone tell me if the library systems in Belgium have reference
librarians to contact for specific local research requests? I am
specifically in Etterbeek and the Brussells area particularly in the
1910s-1950s. I am particularly looking for street directories, phone
books, business directories, property records, school records, dental
schools and newspapers. I have street maps from 1910 for all of the areas.
Thanks for any pointers you may be able to offer.

Sharon Sergeant
www.ancestralmanor.com
From cuedr at forsyth.cc Fri Jan 11 15:07:36 2008
From: cuedr at forsyth.cc (Cue, DeLois R)
Date: Fri Jan 11 15:08:26 2008
Subject: [Genealib] Free to a good library home
References: <756E84F5C3D16A4DA9197722E621E6352C2003@elektra.FORSYTH.COUNTY>
Message-ID: <756E84F5C3D16A4DA9197722E621E6352C2004@elektra.FORSYTH.COUNTY>
All of the books have been spoken for. Thanks for the interest!
________________________________
From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu on behalf of Cue, DeLois R
Sent: Fri 1/11/2008 1:34 PM
To: genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Subject: [Genealib] Free to a good library home

Attached is a list of books needing a new home.
interested in acquiring any. Thanks.

Please reply off list if you are

Dee Cue
Forsyth County Public Library
Winston-Salem, North Carolina
(p) (336)703-3073
cuedr@forsythlibrary.org

________________________________
NOTE: This is a Forsyth County operated e-mail system. ALL e-Mail communication is
subject to be accessed by the news media and the public pursuant to the Public
Records Law of North Carolina.

NOTE: This is a Forsyth County operated e-mail system. ALL e-Mail communication is
subject to be accessed by the news media and the public pursuant to the Public
Records Law of North Carolina.
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20080111/89e1d4d5/
attachment.html
From dbutta at glenviewpl.org Fri Jan 11 15:15:15 2008
From: dbutta at glenviewpl.org (Deena Butta)

Date: Fri Jan 11 15:15:18 2008
Subject: [Genealib] Reference librarians in Belgium
In-Reply-To: <4786C28A.1070603@ancestralmanor.com>
References: <4786C28A.1070603@ancestralmanor.com>
Message-ID: <ED18DBF443D6E9438218EB979007524A3A1593@gplmail.GPL.LIB>
Another route to take, as regards finding someone to help you with local
research requests in Belgium, is to try the website "Random Acts of
Genealogical Kindness," http://www.raogk.com/ where it says "RAOGK is
a global volunteer organization. With over 4000 volunteers in every U.S.
state and many international locations, we have helped thousands of
researchers. Our volunteers take time to do everything from looking up
courthouse records to taking pictures of tombstones. All they ask in
return is reimbursement for their expenses (never their time) and a
thank you."
You may be able to find someone who has access to Belgian resources to
do a lookup for you. I have found this to be an amazing resource in
certain situations.
Deena Hartray Butta
Reference Librarian
Genealogy Specialist
Glenview Public Library
1930 Glenview Rd.
Glenview IL 60025
(847) 729 7500 x152
www.glenviewpl.org
-----Original Message----Hello
Can anyone tell me if the library systems in Belgium have reference
librarians to contact for specific local research requests? I am
specifically in Etterbeek and the Brussells area particularly in the
1910s-1950s. I am particularly looking for street directories, phone
books, business directories, property records, school records, dental
schools and newspapers. I have street maps from 1910 for all of the
areas.
Thanks for any pointers you may be able to offer.
Sharon Sergeant
www.ancestralmanor.com
_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
From info at ancestralmanor.com Sun Jan 13 10:27:17 2008
From: info at ancestralmanor.com (Sharon)
Date: Sun Jan 13 10:27:38 2008
Subject: [Genealib] Re: Reference librarians in Belgium
In-Reply-To: <20080112170013.F285AD0992@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
References: <20080112170013.F285AD0992@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Message-ID: <478A2DD5.8080908@ancestralmanor.com>
Joy,
Thanks for the great international library directory!

I am using both Google
to get the gist of the
I have also found that
very helpful
Thanks to everyone for

translations and http://babelfish.altavista.com/
Dutch and French text.
the night operators at the American embassies are
all the other great leads.

BMDs are closed in Belgium for 100 years, so finding where the
historical phone books, directories, voting lists and so on, are
archived will at least give me a framework for narrowing things down.
Sharon
www.ancestralmanor.com
> From: "Joy Rich" <joyrichny@earthlink.net>
>
> Sharon, I *think* I found what you're looking for. I can only read English, but I
think
> this is what you want.
>
> Go to "Libdex, the Library Index," at http://www.libdex.com .
> Click "Browse libraries by Country," which links to
http://www.libdex.com/country.html .
> Click "Belgium," which links to http://www.libdex.com/country/Belgium.html .
> Click "Steunpunt Brusselse Bibliotheken," listed under "Library Site," which
links to
> http://www.brusselse-bibliotheken.be .
> Select "BRUSSEL-LAKEN," which links to the library at
> http://www.brussel-laken.bibliotheek.be .
> Go back to http://www.brusselse-bibliotheken.be and select "ETTERBEEK," which
links to the
> library at http://www.etterbeek.bibliotheek.be .
>
> Joy Rich
> Brooklyn, NY
> Member, New York Metro Chapter of the Association of Professional Genealogists
From joyrichny at earthlink.net Sun Jan 13 14:02:21 2008
From: joyrichny at earthlink.net (Joy Rich)
Date: Sun Jan 13 14:02:27 2008
Subject: [Genealib] Re: Reference librarians in Belgium
References: <20080112170013.F285AD0992@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
<478A2DD5.8080908@ancestralmanor.com>
Message-ID: <003501c85616$d34123f0$6401a8c0@DELL>
I'm glad to have been of help, Sharon.
Your information about the embassies is interesting as is the fact that BMDs are
closed in
Belgium for 100 years. That's even more restrictive than New York City!
Joy
Joy Rich
Brooklyn, NY
Member, New York Metro Chapter of the Association of Professional Genealogists
From riffelj at bellsouth.net Sun Jan 13 15:36:57 2008
From: riffelj at bellsouth.net (Judy Riffel)
Date: Sun Jan 13 15:37:06 2008
Subject: [Genealib] Periodicals needed

Message-ID: <00fe01c85624$0c716ab0$5f01a8c0@userc1z2hkl8s7>
I am looking to fill in some missing issues of periodicals at the Louisiana State
Archives. Does anyone have any of the following available for trade or for sale?
Thanks.
Judy Riffel
Baton Rouge, LA
TX
Records
vol. 1,
vol. 2,
vol. 2,
vol. 2,
vol. 3,
vol. 3,
vol. 5,
vol. 5,
vol. 7,
vol. 7,
Heart of
vol. 32,
vol. 32,
vol. 34,

of East Texas
all
#1, Oct. 1967
#2, Jan. 1968
#3, Apr. 1968
#1, Oct. 1968
#2, Jan. 1969
#1, Oct. 1970
#2, Jan. 1971
#3, Apr. 1973
#4, July 1973
Texas Records
#1, Spring 1989
#2, Summer 1989
#4, Winter 1991

Cypress Basin Genealogical & Historical Society Quarterly
vol. 2, #1
vol. 2, #3
vol. 8, #2
vol. 9, #1
vol. 13, #1
vol. 13, #4
The Quarterly (Dallas)
vol. 21, #3
vol. 25, #1
AR
Yell
vol.
vol.
vol.

County Historical & Genealogical Association Bulletin
11, #2, 1986
14, #4, 1989
15, #1, 1990

AL
Deep
vol.
vol.
vol.
vol.
vol.

South Genealogical Society Quarterly
18, all
19, all
22, #1, Feb. 1985
23, all
25, #1, Feb. 1988

FL
Florida
vol. 1,
vol. 2,
vol. 8,

Genealogist
all
#2
#3, #29

vol. 11, #3, #41
GA
Georgia Genealogical Magazine
No. 27, Jan. 1968
No. 28, Apr. 1968
No. 74, Fall 1979
No. 106, Fall 1987
Nos. 106-129, 1988-1993
MS
Family Trails
vol. 1, all
vol. 2, #1, Aug. 1978
vol. 3, #2, Nov. 1979
vol. 5, #3, Feb. 1982
vol. 8, #1, Aug. 1984
vol. 10, #1/2, Aug/Nov 1986
Mississippi Genealogical Exchange
vol. 2, all
vol. 3, #3, Sept. 1957
vol. 4, all
vol. 11, all
vol. 13, #2, ? 1967
vol. 30, #3, Fall 1984
vol. 30, #4, Winter 1984
vol. 32, #2, Summer 1986
vol. 32, #3, Fall 1986
VA
Virginia Appalachian Notes
vol. 12, #1, Feb. 1988
vol. 12, #2, May 1988
USA
DAR Magazine
vol. 64, #1, Jan. 1930
vol. 64, #2, Feb. 1930
vol. 65, #7, July 1931
vol. 65, #10, Oct. 1931
vol. 66, 1932, all issues
vol. 67, #4, Apr. 1933
vol. 67, #5, May 1933
vol. 67, #6, June 1933
vol. 67, #7, July 1933
vol. 67, #8, Aug. 1933
vol. 67, #9, Sept. 1933
vol. 67, #10, Oct. 1933
vol. 67, #11, Nov. 1933
vol. 67, #12, Dec. 1933
vol. 68, #10, Oct. 1934
vol. 68, #11, Nov. 1934
vol. 68, #12, Dec. 1934
vol. 70, 1936, all issues
vol. 76, #10, Oct. 1942
vol. 76, #11, Nov. 1942
vol. 76, #12, Dec. 1942
vol. 77, #1, Jan. 1943

vol. 82, #12, Dec. 1948
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20080113/
daac84f4/attachment.html
From cpklus-genelib at yahoo.com Sun Jan 13 21:47:54 2008
From: cpklus-genelib at yahoo.com (Claire Kluskens)
Date: Sun Jan 13 21:48:00 2008
Subject: [Genealib] free to a good home
Message-ID: <B6B4ADFB-A4EB-4A10-B976-B7B5694DF534@yahoo.com>
The following is offered free to a good library home:
OGS Genealogy News, Vol. 36 (2005) (six issues, complete).
Newsmagazine of Ohio Genealogical Society.
Please reply off list, and include your library's mailing address.
Thanks,
Claire Kluskens
Alexandria, VA
From cpklus-genelib at yahoo.com Sun Jan 13 21:55:50 2008
From: cpklus-genelib at yahoo.com (Claire Kluskens)
Date: Sun Jan 13 21:55:56 2008
Subject: [Genealib] free to a good home
Message-ID: <54A2C3D8-DA6D-44B1-BAB6-D822B46488F2@yahoo.com>
The following is offered free to a good library home:
Mid-Atlantic Archivist, Vols. 34-36 (2005-2007) complete run. ISSN
0738-9396.
Please reply off list, and include your library's mailing address.
Thanks,
Claire Kluskens
Alexandria, VA
From aplib at sbcglobal.net Mon Jan 14 09:18:27 2008
From: aplib at sbcglobal.net (Jackie Icenhower)
Date: Mon Jan 14 09:25:42 2008
Subject: [Genealib] Transcription vendor
Message-ID: <20080114142540.6C0C0D0418@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Does anyone know of a good vendor who will transcribe old newspapers from
microfilm? We want to index and digitize, and it seems that transcription
will just be the most direct way. Does anyone have an idea of how much it
will cost? Will they charge by typed page or page of newsprint or by the
hour?
Jackie Icenhower, Director
Atlanta Public Library
101 W. Hiram
Atlanta, TX 75551
903-796-2112
fax 903-799-4067
www.atlantalib.com
From treviawbeverly at comcast.net

Mon Jan 14 11:01:46 2008

From: treviawbeverly at comcast.net (treviawbeverly)
Date: Mon Jan 14 10:38:11 2008
Subject: [Genealib] Transcription vendor
References: <20080114142540.6C0C0D0418@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Message-ID: <00ed01c856c6$c3fab540$6401a8c0@oemcomputer>
Jackie, you might try Footnote.com - they seem to be looking for original
records, etc. to digitize and put online ..
http://www.footnote.com/
Try contacting
Beau Sharbrough
bsharbrough@iarchives.com
Trevia Wooster Beverly
Houston, Texas
----- Original Message ----From: "Jackie Icenhower" <aplib@sbcglobal.net>
To: <genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Sent: Monday, January 14, 2008 8:18 AM
Subject: [Genealib] Transcription vendor
> Does anyone know of a good vendor who will transcribe old newspapers from
> microfilm? We want to index and digitize, and it seems that transcription
> will just be the most direct way. Does anyone have an idea of how much it
> will cost? Will they charge by typed page or page of newsprint or by the
> hour?
>
> Jackie Icenhower, Director
> Atlanta Public Library
> 101 W. Hiram
> Atlanta, TX 75551
> 903-796-2112
> fax 903-799-4067
> www.atlantalib.com
>
> _______________________________________________
> genealib mailing list
> genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
>
>
> -> No virus found in this incoming message.
> Checked by AVG Free Edition.
> Version: 7.5.516 / Virus Database: 269.19.2/1222 - Release Date:
01/13/2008 12:23 PM
>
From janvdean at earthlink.net Mon Jan 14 12:58:15 2008
From: janvdean at earthlink.net (Jan Dean)
Date: Mon Jan 14 12:59:31 2008
Subject: [Genealib] Re: OCLC tapes
In-Reply-To: <20080114170013.8801AD09AA@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
References: <20080114170013.8801AD09AA@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Message-ID: <200801141158150640.3E5106CA@smtp.flash.yahoo.com>
A few weeks ago, the librarian at the Mid-Continent Library mentioned they
have audio tapes they would like to lend. I checked OCLC, found several

tapes at Mid-Continent I was interested in, and requested them thru my
library here. Last week, I received email messages from my ILL dept. that
none of these tapes were available. Can someone please explain why the
tapes are shown in OCLC to be at Mid-Continent, but apparently are not
there? Also, when a book or tape is requested through ILL and it isn't
available at that time, is it put on some sort of list and then shipped
when it's available?
Many thanks,
Jan Dean (who is not a librarian but believes all librarians deserve a
special place in heaven)
From gresd at ohoopeelibrary.org Mon Jan 14 13:09:33 2008
From: gresd at ohoopeelibrary.org (Dusty Gres)
Date: Mon Jan 14 13:09:31 2008
Subject: [Genealib] Re: OCLC tapes
In-Reply-To: <200801141158150640.3E5106CA@smtp.flash.yahoo.com>
References: <20080114170013.8801AD09AA@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
<200801141158150640.3E5106CA@smtp.flash.yahoo.com>
Message-ID: <001b01c856d8$9d538400$140ba8c0@Director>
OCLC is not necessarily up-to-the-minute in the listings. Deletions, lost
or missing items may still be listed and not have been removed until another
update. Items in branches are listed in the overall system database and
while they are in the OCLC may not be available for ILL. Items in the OCLC
catalog may not be available for lending because they are reference or new
or a non-circulating item and that is not indicated in the OCLC listing.
Sometimes items are placed on reserve if others have them checked out but
not all of them and not always. It depends upon the lending library's
policies; determining those things are a function of both your own library's
ILL office and the lending library's ILL office. Although you might specify
in your request that if possible and fitting in with policy, you would like
to be placed on a reserve list.
Many reasons!!
Dusty Gres
Dusty Gres, Director
Ohoopee Regional Library System
Hdq: Vidalia-Toombs County Library
610 Jackson Street
Vidalia, GA 30474
PH: (912) 537-9283
FAX: (912) 537-3735
EMAIL: gresd@ohoopeelibrary.org
WEB: http://www.ohoopeelibrary.org
"Common sense and a sense of humor are the same thing, moving at different
speeds. A sense of humor is just common sense, dancing." William James
-----Original Message----From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Jan Dean
Sent: Monday, January 14, 2008 12:58 PM
To: genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Subject: [Genealib] Re: OCLC tapes
A few weeks ago, the librarian at the Mid-Continent Library mentioned they
have audio tapes they would like to lend. I checked OCLC, found several
tapes at Mid-Continent I was interested in, and requested them thru my

library here. Last week, I received email messages from my ILL dept. that
none of these tapes were available. Can someone please explain why the tapes
are shown in OCLC to be at Mid-Continent, but apparently are not there?
Also, when a book or tape is requested through ILL and it isn't available at
that time, is it put on some sort of list and then shipped when it's
available?
Many thanks,
Jan Dean (who is not a librarian but believes all librarians deserve a
special place in heaven)
_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib

From suttonl at oakgov.com Mon Jan 14 13:52:43 2008
From: suttonl at oakgov.com (Sutton, Linda)
Date: Mon Jan 14 13:52:50 2008
Subject: [Genealib] Genealogical Helpers - Offers
Message-ID: <20080114135243.AJW31931@mira03.co.oakland.mi.us>
We have some duplicate Genealogical Helpers available to anyone
that would like them. Not a complete run and not all in best
condition; but years 1966 - 1992. Good opportunity to fill in
missing issues.
Give me the year and issue number that you would like and I will
check to see if we have it.
No postage necessary for one or two but may have to consider if
more are wanted.
Offer ends February 1st.
Linda
Linda Sutton
Oakland County Research Library
1200 N Telegraph
Dept. 453
Pontiac MI 48341-0453
suttonl@oakgov.com
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
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From l.feil at sjcpl.org Mon Jan 14 19:53:01 2008
From: l.feil at sjcpl.org (Libby Feil)
Date: Mon Jan 14 19:53:05 2008
Subject: [Genealib] U.S. History Publishers
Message-ID: <a06200707c3b1ac33ba70@[10.0.34.190]>
Hi, all--

My library has received a faxed questionnaire from an
organization called U.S. History Publishers. They are asking us to
give them information about our area, to be included in one volume of
an upcoming multi-volume set called the Dictionary of United States
History. The questionnaire also asks for the names of historical
books about our county, with the note that "We plan to obtain copies
of the books you recommended, digitize them for reprinting, and make
the digital images available on Google Book Search."
I'm a little wary of getting involved with the company,
particularly when their website looks new, has little information,
and provides no contact information.
This data collection effort seems a bit simplistic and
underdeveloped. The company does not stipulate which area they are
interested in, for instance; some of the questions ask about our
"city/town/unincorporated area" and about our
"city/town/county/region." They ask for very little substantive
information, but leave a lot of space for "two or three interesting
facts" and "historical and famous people who were born or lived in
your city/town/unincorporated area." They ask for the names of
"historical document locations," but only provide room to list one
library, one historical society, and an "additional individual."
They also ask for the publishing information about historical books,
providing room for only seven. (We have thousands, which I couldn't
possibly begin to list.) Further, the request for books doesn't
specify books that are out of copyright, although presumably that's
what they'd be interested in, but it does ask for an ISBN, which
would only be found on relatively current copyrighted material.
Has anyone heard anything about this publisher? What is this
company's reputation? Thanks for any light anyone can shed on this.
Best wishes,
Libby Feil
-Elizabeth "Libby" Feil, Librarian
Manager, Local & Family History Services
St. Joseph County Public Library
304 So. Main Street
South Bend, IN 46601
574-235-4181
l.feil@sjcpl.org
AIM: sjcpllibby
http://www.libraryforlife.org/localhistory/
To subscribe to our monthly Local & Family History
e-newsletter, email me at l.feil@sjcpl.org
Learn, discover, and enjoy at the destination library for St. Joseph
County research!
From megrogan at ix.netcom.com Mon Jan 14 23:20:16 2008
From: megrogan at ix.netcom.com (Mary Ellen Grogan)
Date: Mon Jan 14 23:20:18 2008
Subject: [Genealib] Irish Genealogy Conference
Message-ID: <13745597.1200370816611.JavaMail.root@elwamuihuard.atl.sa.earthlink.net>
Irish genealogy is one of the most difficult areas of research. It really is
important to learn how to use the available resources most productively in order to

be successful.
TIARA (The Irish Ancestral Research Association) is a nonprofit society, based in
Boston. We are dedicated to helping family historians learn to do Irish genealogy.
As part of our mission, we have organized a 3-day conference focusing on Irish
research. There are no plans to include any Irish lectures or workshops at the
upcoming national conferences.
There will be two tracks: 1) basic resources and techniques for Irish records; and
2) more advanced topics intended for those with experience in using Irish records.
If you think that this is a topic that might interest your patrons, I will be very
pleased if you will let me know and I mail you some brochures. You should email me
directly at megrogan@ix.netcom.com. Please do not reply to the list.
The TIARA website is at www.tiara.ie. You can link directly to the Conference
website at http://home.netcom.com/~megrogan/irishgenealogycruise.
Thank you.
Mary Ellen Grogan, TIARA Vice-President

From daysa at oplin.org Tue Jan 15 09:16:48 2008
From: daysa at oplin.org (Sandy Day)
Date: Tue Jan 15 09:24:07 2008
Subject: [Genealib] Ship Passenger List query
Message-ID: <001601c85781$4431a100$9b01a8c0@Ohio>
Hi
We have a customer that has a genealogy puzzle. Anyone with expertise on this
please contact me offline.
The patron's ancestor came from Englad in 1635 to MA. On the ship passenger list it
shows the man's age as 22 which gives his date of birth ca 1613.
All other records that have been found on this man in court records show his DOB to
be around 1623. This would make this man 12 instead of 22. Is there any evidence or
proof that his age could have been reported wrong and what circumstances would
cause this?
Thanks in advance for any clues to this mystery.
Sandy Day
Genealogy Librarian
Schiappa Library
Steubenville, OH
daysa@oplin.org
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
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From mmulholl at ahml.info Tue Jan 15 11:16:02 2008
From: mmulholl at ahml.info (Mulholland, Michael)
Date: Tue Jan 15 11:16:06 2008
Subject: [Genealib] Genealogy DVDs
Message-ID: <4CB6A5A6D74BFB408C4753E90DD9C8290F16C1@yale.ahml.info>

Hello,
Does anyone know of ANY distributors of DVDs about genealogy. I am
weeding our VHS collection and would like to replace/update them with
DVDs.
Any company/distributors names, websites, etc. would be appreciated.
Thanks.
Michael Mulholland, M.A./Library & Information Studies
Local History/Genealogy Librarian
Arlington Heights Memorial Library
500 N. Dunton Ave.
Arlington Heights, IL 60004
(847) 870-3643
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20080115/
c23d127d/attachment.html
From Gretchen.Witt at rowancountync.gov Tue Jan 15 11:18:49 2008
From: Gretchen.Witt at rowancountync.gov (Witt, Gretchen B.)
Date: Tue Jan 15 11:18:53 2008
Subject: [Genealib] Genealogy DVDs
In-Reply-To: <4CB6A5A6D74BFB408C4753E90DD9C8290F16C1@yale.ahml.info>
References: <4CB6A5A6D74BFB408C4753E90DD9C8290F16C1@yale.ahml.info>
Message-ID: <45D41CECEA557B4C8AE68EAAC2BEFD35057DA645@is01s063.rowannc.org>
Along the same lines - does anyone know of someone who will convert 8 mm
film to DVD?
Sincerely,
Gretchen Beilfuss Witt
History Room Librarian
Gretchen.Witt@rowancountync.gov
704-216-8232
Edith M. Clark History Room
Rowan Public Library
P.O. Box 4039
Salisbury, NC 28145-4039

________________________________
From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Mulholland,
Michael
Sent: Tuesday, January 15, 2008 11:16 AM
To: genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Subject: [Genealib] Genealogy DVDs
Hello,

Does anyone know of ANY distributors of DVDs about genealogy. I am
weeding our VHS collection and would like to replace/update them with
DVDs.
Any company/distributors names, websites, etc. would be appreciated.
Thanks.
Michael Mulholland, M.A./Library & Information Studies
Local History/Genealogy Librarian
Arlington Heights Memorial Library
500 N. Dunton Ave.
Arlington Heights, IL 60004
(847) 870-3643
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
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From reminder at comcast.net Tue Jan 15 12:45:02 2008
From: reminder at comcast.net (Ceya)
Date: Tue Jan 15 12:44:56 2008
Subject: [Genealib] Family Puzzlers for your S.E. Alabama collection...
References: <20080115170017.14556D09D4@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Message-ID: <005d01c8579e$5c25f5a0$6401000a@minder>
FAMILY PUZZLERS
MAGAZINES

These little books, about 5 ? x 8 1/2 ", were published by Mary Bondurant
Warren out of Georgia and are just chock full of Georgia, and southeastern
genealogy. There are about 501 books for $.10 a copy plus
shipping/handling. In good shape, paperback, each issue is indexed.
Payment must be by money order or check. If interested, email
Mrs. Ceya Minder

Reminder@comcast.net

DATE
# OF ISSUES
TOTAL
Jan. 13, 1983
795 & 802 & 806 & 829
4
Jan. 12, 1984
847-885
10
Jan. 13, 1995
921-949
16
Jan. 2, 1986
950-1001
(Complete)

52
Jan. 8, 1987
1002-1045 (17 & 27 missing)
42
April 16, 1988
1017-1054
11
Jan. 7, 1989
1055-1106 (70 missing)
51
Jan. 6 1990
1107-1156 (35 missing)
56
Jan. 5, 1991
1159-1213 (1190, 1211, 1212 missing)
52
Jan. 4, 1992
1211-1262 (1217 missing)
51
Jan. 2, 1993
1263-1314 (Complete)
52
Jan. 1, 1994
1315-1367
53
Jan. 7, 1995
1368-1410 (Complete)
43

Extra copies.

1986
954
1
1986
959
1
1986
973
1
1986

978
1
1986
986
1
1986
997
1
1991
1175
1
1996
1471
1

501

TOTAL

Ceya Minder, Librarian
Southeast Ala. Gen. & Hist. Soc., Inc.
Dothan, Alabama
From janvdean at earthlink.net Tue Jan 15 12:57:15 2008
From: janvdean at earthlink.net (Jan Dean)
Date: Tue Jan 15 12:59:25 2008
Subject: [Genealib] Re: OCLC
In-Reply-To: <20080115170017.14556D09D4@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
References: <20080115170017.14556D09D4@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Message-ID: <200801151157150160.4376A955@smtp.flash.yahoo.com>
Wow, Dusty, I had no idea OCLC had so many variables. Thanks for explaining
it and offering the suggestion about requesting to be put on a reserve list
depending on library policy. Since I sent my original email to this list,
Janice Schultz at Mid-Continent responded, and I'm hoping to get the audio
tapes if they are available at Mid-Continent.
Jan
>OCLC is not necessarily up-to-the-minute in the listings. Deletions, lost
>or missing items may still be listed and not have been removed until
>another
>update. Items in branches are listed in the overall system database and
>while they are in the OCLC may not be available for ILL. Items in the
OCLC
>catalog may not be available for lending because they are reference or new
>or a non-circulating item and that is not indicated in the OCLC listing.
>Sometimes items are placed on reserve if others have them checked out but
>not all of them and not always. It depends upon the lending library's

>policies; determining those things are a function of both your own
>library's
>ILL office and the lending library's ILL office. Although you might
specify
>in your request that if possible and fitting in with policy, you would
like
>to be placed on a reserve list.
>Many reasons!!
>Dusty Gres
>
>
>Dusty Gres, Director
>Ohoopee Regional Library System
>Hdq: Vidalia-Toombs County Library
>610 Jackson Street
>Vidalia, GA 30474
>PH: (912) 537-9283
>FAX: (912) 537-3735
>EMAIL: gresd@ohoopeelibrary.org
>WEB: http://www.ohoopeelibrary.org
>"Common sense and a sense of humor are the same thing, moving at different
>speeds. A sense of humor is just common sense, dancing." William James
>
>-----Original Message---->From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
>[mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Jan Dean
>Sent: Monday, January 14, 2008 12:58 PM
>To: genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
>Subject: [Genealib] Re: OCLC tapes
>
>A few weeks ago, the librarian at the Mid-Continent Library mentioned they
>have audio tapes they would like to lend. I checked OCLC, found several
>tapes at Mid-Continent I was interested in, and requested them thru my
>library here. Last week, I received email messages from my ILL dept. that
>none of these tapes were available. Can someone please explain why the
>tapes
>are shown in OCLC to be at Mid-Continent, but apparently are not there?
>Also, when a book or tape is requested through ILL and it isn't available
>at
>that time, is it put on some sort of list and then shipped when it's
>available?
>
>Many thanks,
>Jan Dean (who is not a librarian but believes all librarians deserve a
>special place in heaven)
From crgarza at mcallen.net Tue Jan 15 13:35:13 2008
From: crgarza at mcallen.net (Cesar Roel Garza)
Date: Tue Jan 15 13:34:14 2008
Subject: [Genealib] collection development: genealogy
Message-ID: <F4FB9DACD12ACA41A43A616BD24A38E595DF5F@mail.mymcallen.com>
Hello,
I'm writing from a medium-sized library in South Texas. Currently we're taking the
preliminary steps toward formulating a collection development policy for our
genealogy collection.

Does anyone know of a person/librarian or even a book I could consult to obtain
examples of policies that address genealogy material?
Thank you in advance for your help.
Regards,
Cesar Garza
_______________________________________________________________________
Reference Librarian ][ McAllen Memorial Library ][ 601 N. Main St. McAllen, TX
78501
crgarza@mcallen.net ][ P: 956-688-3300 ][ F: 956-688-3301
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
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From dplumer at tsl.state.tx.us Tue Jan 15 13:46:20 2008
From: dplumer at tsl.state.tx.us (Danielle Plumer)
Date: Tue Jan 15 13:47:15 2008
Subject: [Genealib] Transcription vendor
In-Reply-To: <20080114142540.6C0C0D0418@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Message-ID: <3064364B1677754AA932DCD58F55CD713A8674@exchange.win2k.tsl.state.tx.us>
Jackie,
Give me a call. I'm working with the University of North Texas on the Texas Digital
Newspaper Project, and we've worked up some numbers for folks interested in adding
their papers to the collection. The first phase of the project, funded by the
NEH/Library of Congress National Digital Newspaper Project, will focus on papers of
statewide importance for the period of roughly 1890-1920, but we'd like to try to
find funds to do other papers, as well.
The project involves digitizing papers, from microfilm whenever possible and adding
OCR'd text to provide full text search access to them, plus issue-level metadata.
If anyone else is curious, you can contact me or Dreanna Belden
(dbelden@library.unt.edu), who is the project evangelist.
Danielle Cunniff Plumer, Coordinator
Texas Heritage Digitization Initiative
Texas State Library and Archives Commission
512.463.5852 (phone) / 512.936.2306 (fax)
dplumer@tsl.state.tx.us
-----Original Message----From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu]On Behalf Of Jackie
Icenhower
Sent: Monday, January 14, 2008 8:18 AM
To: genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Subject: [Genealib] Transcription vendor
Does anyone know of a good vendor who will transcribe old newspapers from
microfilm? We want to index and digitize, and it seems that transcription

will just be the most direct way. Does anyone have an idea of how much it
will cost? Will they charge by typed page or page of newsprint or by the
hour?
Jackie Icenhower, Director
Atlanta Public Library
101 W. Hiram
Atlanta, TX 75551
903-796-2112
fax 903-799-4067
www.atlantalib.com
_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
From ellen at barrfinancial.com Tue Jan 15 14:05:12 2008
From: ellen at barrfinancial.com (AnnEllen Barr)
Date: Tue Jan 15 14:05:17 2008
Subject: [Genealib] Genealogy DVDs
In-Reply-To: <4CB6A5A6D74BFB408C4753E90DD9C8290F16C1@yale.ahml.info>
References: <4CB6A5A6D74BFB408C4753E90DD9C8290F16C1@yale.ahml.info>
Message-ID: <0564DAA184A3FF438ADE091D9EC7CDC2279D2C@server1.sbs.barrnetwork.com>
Michael:
Check with CAGG-NI (Computer Assisted Genealogy Group of Northern
Illinois) and they should have
some info on their website. Since you have spoken at their meetings in
the past, I know you are
familiar with their website.
AnnEllen Barr

ellen@BarrFinancial.com

________________________________
From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Mulholland,
Michael
Sent: Tuesday, January 15, 2008 10:16 AM
To: genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Subject: [Genealib] Genealogy DVDs
Hello,
Does anyone know of ANY distributors of DVDs about genealogy. I am
weeding our VHS collection and would like to replace/update them with
DVDs.
Any company/distributors names, websites, etc. would be appreciated.
Thanks.
Michael Mulholland, M.A./Library & Information Studies
Local History/Genealogy Librarian
Arlington Heights Memorial Library
500 N. Dunton Ave.
Arlington Heights, IL 60004
(847) 870-3643
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From history at eok.lib.ok.us Tue Jan 15 14:29:13 2008
From: history at eok.lib.ok.us (MPL Genealogy)
Date: Tue Jan 15 14:34:14 2008
Subject: [Genealib] Periodicals needed
In-Reply-To: <00fe01c85624$0c716ab0$5f01a8c0@userc1z2hkl8s7>
Message-ID: <001401c857ac$eab37500$5b72a8c0@genealogy>
Judy,
I have the following periodicals that we can donate to you for the cost
of postage. If it's all right with you, in several instances, I'd like
to send you the full volume, without breaking it up. (In one case, they
are bound, so I can't break it up.) Here is what I have:
Heart of Texas Records:
Vol 32, #1-4 1989
The Quarterly (Dallas)
Vol. 25, #1-4 1979
Florida Genealogist
Vol. 1, #3
Vol. 1, #4
Vol. 8, #3
#29
Vol. 11, #1-4 1987-1988
Georgia Genealogical Magazine
#71-79 Bound

1979-1980

We may have some other duplicates in the latter half of the alphabet,
but I haven't inventoried them yet, so I will let you know if I find
more. Do you still want any or all of the above? We'll send you what you
want and you can re-imburse us for the postage.
I hope you find all of the magazines you're looking for.
Janie Teague-Urbach
Muskogee Public Library
Local History & Genealogy
801 W. Okmulgee
Muskogee, OK 74401
history@eok.lib.ok.us
918-682-6657 ex 257
-----Original Message----From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Judy Riffel
Sent: Sunday, January 13, 2008 2:37 PM
To: genealib
Subject: [Genealib] Periodicals needed

I am looking to fill in some missing issues of periodicals at the
Louisiana State Archives. Does anyone have any of the following
available for trade or for sale?
Thanks.
Judy Riffel
Baton Rouge, LA
TX
Records
vol. 1,
vol. 2,
vol. 2,
vol. 2,
vol. 3,
vol. 3,
vol. 5,
vol. 5,
vol. 7,
vol. 7,
Heart of
vol. 32,
vol. 32,
vol. 34,

of East Texas
all
#1, Oct. 1967
#2, Jan. 1968
#3, Apr. 1968
#1, Oct. 1968
#2, Jan. 1969
#1, Oct. 1970
#2, Jan. 1971
#3, Apr. 1973
#4, July 1973
Texas Records
#1, Spring 1989
#2, Summer 1989
#4, Winter 1991

Cypress Basin Genealogical & Historical Society Quarterly
vol. 2, #1
vol. 2, #3
vol. 8, #2
vol. 9, #1
vol. 13, #1
vol. 13, #4
The Quarterly (Dallas)
vol. 21, #3
vol. 25, #1
AR
Yell
vol.
vol.
vol.

County Historical & Genealogical Association Bulletin
11, #2, 1986
14, #4, 1989
15, #1, 1990

AL
Deep
vol.
vol.
vol.
vol.
vol.

South Genealogical Society Quarterly
18, all
19, all
22, #1, Feb. 1985
23, all
25, #1, Feb. 1988

FL
Florida Genealogist
vol. 1, all
vol. 2, #2
vol. 8, #3, #29
vol. 11, #3, #41

GA
Georgia Genealogical Magazine
No. 27, Jan. 1968
No. 28, Apr. 1968
No. 74, Fall 1979
No. 106, Fall 1987
Nos. 106-129, 1988-1993
MS
Family Trails
vol. 1, all
vol. 2, #1, Aug. 1978
vol. 3, #2, Nov. 1979
vol. 5, #3, Feb. 1982
vol. 8, #1, Aug. 1984
vol. 10, #1/2, Aug/Nov 1986
Mississippi Genealogical Exchange
vol. 2, all
vol. 3, #3, Sept. 1957
vol. 4, all
vol. 11, all
vol. 13, #2, ? 1967
vol. 30, #3, Fall 1984
vol. 30, #4, Winter 1984
vol. 32, #2, Summer 1986
vol. 32, #3, Fall 1986
VA
Virginia Appalachian Notes
vol. 12, #1, Feb. 1988
vol. 12, #2, May 1988
USA
DAR Magazine
vol. 64, #1, Jan. 1930
vol. 64, #2, Feb. 1930
vol. 65, #7, July 1931
vol. 65, #10, Oct. 1931
vol. 66, 1932, all issues
vol. 67, #4, Apr. 1933
vol. 67, #5, May 1933
vol. 67, #6, June 1933
vol. 67, #7, July 1933
vol. 67, #8, Aug. 1933
vol. 67, #9, Sept. 1933
vol. 67, #10, Oct. 1933
vol. 67, #11, Nov. 1933
vol. 67, #12, Dec. 1933
vol. 68, #10, Oct. 1934
vol. 68, #11, Nov. 1934
vol. 68, #12, Dec. 1934
vol. 70, 1936, all issues
vol. 76, #10, Oct. 1942
vol. 76, #11, Nov. 1942
vol. 76, #12, Dec. 1942
vol. 77, #1, Jan. 1943
vol. 82, #12, Dec. 1948
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From dbutta at glenviewpl.org Tue Jan 15 16:11:33 2008
From: dbutta at glenviewpl.org (Deena Butta)
Date: Tue Jan 15 16:11:34 2008
Subject: [Genealib] collection development: genealogy
References: <F4FB9DACD12ACA41A43A616BD24A38E595DF5F@mail.mymcallen.com>
Message-ID: <ED18DBF443D6E9438218EB979007524A6D753C@gplmail.GPL.LIB>
hi--perhaps these ALA guidelines for genealogical collection development can help:
http://www.ala.org/ala/rusa/rusaprotools/referenceguide/guidelinesdeveloping.cfm
Deena Hartray Butta
Reference Librarian / Genealogy Specialist
Glenview Public Library
1930 Glenview Rd.
Glenview IL 60025
dbutta@glenviewpl.org
(847) 729-7500 x152
________________________________
From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu on behalf of Cesar Roel Garza
Sent: Tue 1/15/2008 12:35 PM
To: genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Subject: [Genealib] collection development: genealogy
Hello,
I'm writing from a medium-sized library in South Texas. Currently we're taking the
preliminary steps toward formulating a collection development policy for our
genealogy collection.
Does anyone know of a person/librarian or even a book I could consult to obtain
examples of policies that address genealogy material?
Thank you in advance for your help.
Regards,
Cesar Garza
_______________________________________________________________________
Reference Librarian ][ McAllen Memorial Library ][ 601 N. Main St. McAllen, TX
78501
crgarza@mcallen.net ][ P: 956-688-3300 ][ F: 956-688-3301
-------------- next part -------------A non-text attachment was scrubbed...
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From centans at tampabay.rr.com Tue Jan 15 16:24:46 2008
From: centans at tampabay.rr.com (Sharon Centanne)
Date: Tue Jan 15 16:24:45 2008
Subject: [Genealib] Family Puzzlers for your S.E. Alabama collection...
In-Reply-To: <005d01c8579e$5c25f5a0$6401000a@minder>
References: <20080115170017.14556D09D4@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
<005d01c8579e$5c25f5a0$6401000a@minder>
Message-ID: <478D249E.1050405@tampabay.rr.com>
HI
Is there anything about the Centanni family in these books? I believe
Berniece Centanni wrote for the Dothan Newspaper for years.
Sharon Centanne
Genealogical Research Instructor
Ceya wrote:
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
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>
>
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>
>
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>
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>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

FAMILY PUZZLERS
MAGAZINES

These little books, about 5 ? x 8 1/2 ", were published by Mary
Bondurant Warren out of Georgia and are just chock full of Georgia,
and southeastern genealogy. There are about 501 books for $.10 a copy
plus shipping/handling. In good shape, paperback, each issue is
indexed. Payment must be by money order or check. If interested, email
Mrs. Ceya Minder

Reminder@comcast.net

DATE
# OF ISSUES
TOTAL
Jan. 13, 1983
795 & 802 & 806 & 829
4
Jan. 12, 1984
847-885
10
Jan. 13, 1995
921-949
16
Jan. 2, 1986
950-1001
(Complete)
52

>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

Jan. 8, 1987
1002-1045 (17 & 27 missing)
42
April 16, 1988
1017-1054
11
Jan. 7, 1989
1055-1106 (70 missing)
51
Jan. 6 1990
1107-1156 (35 missing)
56
Jan. 5, 1991
1159-1213 (1190, 1211, 1212 missing)
52
Jan. 4, 1992
1211-1262 (1217 missing)
51
Jan. 2, 1993
1263-1314 (Complete)
52
Jan. 1, 1994
1315-1367
53
Jan. 7, 1995
1368-1410 (Complete)
43

Extra copies.

1986
954
1
1986
959
1
1986
973
1
1986
978

>
1
>
>
1986
>
986
>
1
>
>
1986
>
997
>
1
>
>
1991
>
1175
>
1
>
>
1996
>
1471
>
1
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
TOTAL
>
501
>
>
>
> Ceya Minder, Librarian
> Southeast Ala. Gen. & Hist. Soc., Inc.
> Dothan, Alabama
> _______________________________________________
> genealib mailing list
> genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
>
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
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From Janifer.Gatenby at oclc.org Wed Jan 16 08:53:22 2008
From: Janifer.Gatenby at oclc.org (Janifer Gatenby)
Date: Wed Jan 16 08:51:24 2008
Subject: [Genealib] RE: Re: Libraries in Belgium
Message-ID: <089C615FFB98CE48BBA6E8EB9AD4A0C9037EDA0B@mail.pica.nl>
Dear Colleagues,
In addition to Libdex, the WorldCat Registry is worth consulting for
information about libraries world wide.
The registry includes over 93,000 records now, mostly describing US
libraries and the services that they provide. It is the main link
between libraries' holdings in WorldCat and local holdings, via OPAC
links and resolver links. We are working on increasing number of non-US
records.
Most records were created by loading and consolidating data
from various sources at OCLC, and we are cooperating with National
Libraries around the world to load records from their regional

directories. We are also encouraging libraries to maintain their own
data online and we have an increasing number of registered library
managers doing so. Please visit the site and check your library's
record, register and change it if necessary or add it if it is not
there. (Registration is necessary so that you can protect your
library's record from modification by others.) It is a free service and
no prior association with OCLC is required to participate.
http://www.worldcat.org/registry/institutions
Janifer Gatenby
Research integration and standards * OCLC B.V.
Schipholweg 99 * P.O. Box 876 * 2300 AW Leiden * The Netherlands
t +31 71 524 6516 * m +31 6 1710 2867 * f +31 71 522 31 19
e janifer.gatenby@oclc.org <mailto:janifer.gatenby@oclc.org> * w
www.oclc.org <http://www.oclc.org/>

-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20080116/
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From JSchultz at mcpl.lib.mo.us Wed Jan 16 10:05:19 2008
From: JSchultz at mcpl.lib.mo.us (Janice Schultz)
Date: Wed Jan 16 10:11:31 2008
Subject: [Genealib] collection development: genealogy
References: <F4FB9DACD12ACA41A43A616BD24A38E595DF5F@mail.mymcallen.com>
<ED18DBF443D6E9438218EB979007524A6D753C@gplmail.GPL.LIB>
Message-ID: <E82B6563B6126641AA57DC5DCDF462B41D3597@VEX1.mcpl.loc>
Actually, those guidelines were recently updated. I thought they had been posted
on the RUSA webpage, but I guess they aren't. If anyone would like a copy of the
updated guidelines, please contact me off the list and I will email the document to
you.
Janice Schultz
Genealogy Librarian
jschultz@mcpl.lib.mo.us <mailto:jschultz@mcpl.lib.mo.us>
Mid-Continent Public Library, Genealogy Branch
317 W. 24 Highway
Independence MO 64050
http://www.mcpl.lib.mo.us <http://www.mcpl.lib.mo.us/>
Phone: (816) 252-7228; Fax: (816) 254-7114
Unless explicitly attributed, the opinions express are personal
Genealogy Branch closing for move in Spring 2008 - Call before scheduling a visit.
________________________________
From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu on behalf of Deena Butta
Sent: Tue 1/15/2008 3:11 PM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Subject: RE: [Genealib] collection development: genealogy
hi--perhaps these ALA guidelines for genealogical collection development can help:
http://www.ala.org/ala/rusa/rusaprotools/referenceguide/guidelinesdeveloping.cfm

Deena Hartray Butta
Reference Librarian / Genealogy Specialist
Glenview Public Library
1930 Glenview Rd.
Glenview IL 60025
dbutta@glenviewpl.org
(847) 729-7500 x152
________________________________
From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu on behalf of Cesar Roel Garza
Sent: Tue 1/15/2008 12:35 PM
To: genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Subject: [Genealib] collection development: genealogy
Hello,
I'm writing from a medium-sized library in South Texas. Currently we're taking the
preliminary steps toward formulating a collection development policy for our
genealogy collection.
Does anyone know of a person/librarian or even a book I could consult to obtain
examples of policies that address genealogy material?
Thank you in advance for your help.
Regards,
Cesar Garza
_______________________________________________________________________
Reference Librarian ][ McAllen Memorial Library ][ 601 N. Main St. McAllen, TX
78501
crgarza@mcallen.net ][ P: 956-688-3300 ][ F: 956-688-3301
-------------- next part -------------A non-text attachment was scrubbed...
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From michaelvbassett at usa.net Wed Jan 16 13:45:55 2008
From: michaelvbassett at usa.net (MVB)
Date: Wed Jan 16 13:46:04 2008
Subject: [Genealib] "Family Tree" DVD from History Channel
Message-ID: <375maPsS46318S07.1200509155@cmsweb07.cms.usa.net>
I subscribed to the genealib list yesterday (I am a volunteer in a Genealogy
section of a library so am trying to learn more).
Responding to Michael in Arlington Heights, IL:
The "Family Tree" genealogy DVD from the History Channel is excellent. Public
showing of it for educational purposes is also allowed. I show some sections

from it to teach the Genealogy Merit Badge to Boy Scouts.
http://store.aetv.com/html/product/index.jhtml?id=75146.
Regards,
Michael V. Bassett
Plano, TX
"Don't Regret Growing Old. It's a Privilege Denied to Many."
From prickard at monroe.lib.mi.us Wed Jan 16 14:53:28 2008
From: prickard at monroe.lib.mi.us (Phyllis Rickard)
Date: Wed Jan 16 15:05:18 2008
Subject: [Genealib] US History Publishers, Murietta, CA?
References: <375maPsS46318S07.1200509155@cmsweb07.cms.usa.net>
Message-ID: <003501c8587a$11627a20$1f52000a@lenawee.local>
Hello all,
One of our branches received a fax from the above company asking for basic
historical facts about their town. Things such as county, state, a description of
the location, date founded, any historical or famous people and for the location of
hisorical documents. Naturally, there is an order blank to order the book they say
they will be printing. Part of the questionaire states that "We plan to obtain
copies of the books you recommended, digitize them for reprinting, and make the
digital images available on Google Book Search."
I have checked WorldCat and found several libraries who have purchased this set of
books. Is there anyone on this list who has experience with this company and/or The
dictionary of United States History (14 vols.)
If you received this, would you fill it out and return it? As far as I know, only
one of our 7 branches has received this.
Thank you.
Phyllis Rickard
AV / Outreach Librarian
Lenawee County Library
Adrian, MI
prickard@monroe.lib.mi.us
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20080116/80eefa3b/
attachment.html
From mbakeman at parkbooks.com Wed Jan 16 15:19:18 2008
From: mbakeman at parkbooks.com (Mary Bakeman)
Date: Wed Jan 16 15:16:35 2008
Subject: [Genealib] March 2008 issue, Minnesota Genealogical Journal
Message-ID: <478E66C6.7000306@parkbooks.com>
The contents of the March 2008 issue of the Minnesota Genealogical
Journal are now posted at <http://www.parkbooks.com/Html/mgj39.html>.
We're proud of our record -- this is our 17th year of on-schedule service!
The Journal always contains 100 pages of transcribed records from
archival sources, newspapers, and private repositories, most of which

have not been published before or are difficult to find. For example,
this issue includes a 1852 census of Wabasha County, just three years
after Minnesota Territory was formed and 6 years before statehood; birth
records from Beltrami County for pre-1900, before the state began
requiring requiring copies of registration; and 10 pages of extracts
from the Minnesota Pioneer from late 1855.
Information on subscriptions can be found at
<http://www.parkbooks.com/Html/mgjbroch.html>, as well as the content of
the back issues (all are still available). We accept subscriptions
directly or through standard library ordering services such as EBSCO.
Requests for sample issues can be sent to <mbakeman@parkbooks.com> -- I
will have a limited number available with the regular mailing in early
March.
Mary Bakeman
Park Genealogical Books
Specialist in MN and the Upper Midwest
www.parkbooks.com
From rstoffer at marion.lib.in.us Wed Jan 16 15:22:04 2008
From: rstoffer at marion.lib.in.us (Rhonda Stoffer)
Date: Wed Jan 16 15:19:49 2008
Subject: [Genealib] US History Publishers, Murietta, CA?
In-Reply-To: <003501c8587a$11627a20$1f52000a@lenawee.local>
References: <375maPsS46318S07.1200509155@cmsweb07.cms.usa.net>
<003501c8587a$11627a20$1f52000a@lenawee.local>
Message-ID: <DD16069409ABBC4C9DFC5CE90135D47070F2EB@dc01.mpl01.marion.lib.in.us>
Our library received the same fax, I filled it out and faxed it back. We
have ordered the Indiana volume for the Indiana Room and the Reference
department, see what it looks like. I don't know anything about the
company and the reference librarian hadn't heard of them either.
Rhonda Stoffer
Head of Indiana History and Genealogy Services
Marion Public Library

________________________________
From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Phyllis
Rickard
Sent: Wednesday, January 16, 2008 2:53 PM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Subject: [Genealib] US History Publishers, Murietta, CA?
Hello all,
One of our branches received a fax from the above company asking for
basic historical facts about their town. Things such as county, state, a
description of the location, date founded, any historical or famous
people and for the location of hisorical documents. Naturally, there is

an order blank to order the book they say they will be printing. Part of
the questionaire states that "We plan to obtain copies of the books you
recommended, digitize them for reprinting, and make the digital images
available on Google Book Search."
I have checked WorldCat and found several libraries who have purchased
this set of books. Is there anyone on this list who has experience with
this company and/or The dictionary of United States History (14 vols.)
If you received this, would you fill it out and return it? As far as I
know, only one of our 7 branches has received this.
Thank you.
Phyllis Rickard
AV / Outreach Librarian
Lenawee County Library
Adrian, MI
prickard@monroe.lib.mi.us
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
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From bhill at calmail.berkeley.edu Thu Jan 17 03:42:19 2008
From: bhill at calmail.berkeley.edu (Barbara Hill)
Date: Thu Jan 17 03:42:39 2008
Subject: [Genealib] U.S. History Publishers (Murrieta, CA)
In-Reply-To: <a06200707c3b1ac33ba70@[10.0.34.190]>
References: <a06200707c3b1ac33ba70@[10.0.34.190]>
Message-ID: <7.0.1.0.2.20080116231403.0251f3d8@calmail.berkeley.edu>
Dear Genealib list subscribers,
As a former Acquisitions library assistant before I retired, I am
deeply suspicious, and am attempting to check this with a former
colleague. I urge all of you to hold off ordering any of this
projected set until more information is available; and whatever you
do, don't prepay for an order.
Here is some background history on what MIGHT be going on - although
it may turn out that this company is completely legit.
25 to 30 years ago or so, there was a so-called publishing company
located in St. Clair Shores, Michigan which sent advertisements to
libraries around the country for wonderful books, such as an
encyclopedia of the American Indians. They required prepayment with
their orders, refused refunds, and never published any of the books
they advertised. Eventually they were arrested and prosecuted for
mail fraud, and one or more of the people involved did time in
prison. The name of the principal ringleaders of the scam was Gille,
and a search in a library literature database might turn up a more
accurate story than I can now recall. See also
http://serials.infomotions.com/acqnet/archive/2001/200112/0136.html
(hope I typed that correctly)
After the perps got out of jail, they continued their business,
mostly under the name Somerset Publishers but also other imprints,

and managed to stay a few steps ahead of the law by actually
publishing most of the titles they advertised. However, their works
are nearly worthless as to accuracy, completeness, or reference value
- I have personally examined a few.
Example: one title is "Encyclopedia of California." It is a
compilation of numerous out-of-date government publications (thus
public domain and not subject to copyright), and additional
information gleaned from Chamber of Commerce brochures solicited from
various municipalities. A section in the back has grainy
black-and-white photos. One of the photos is of a totally
insignificant neighborhood park in my home city, about 3 blocks from
where I live; and yet there is not one single photo of Golden Gate
Park in San Francisco. The neighborhood park photo came directly
from a Chamber of Commerce brochure, I recognized it. A section of
this so-called encyclopedia was devoted to historic sites in
California, and listed an early California adobe homestead in my town
as though it still exists - but it was destroyed by fire in 1956 and
was immediately replaced by a shopping center. Clearly the
information came straight out of a really OLD government
publication. Somerset Publishers also published several other state
"encyclopedias."
Example: another title is "Biographical Dictionary of California"
which purports to include all sorts of people who contributed to the
development of the state. I do not know the sources from which it
was compiled, but among many glaring omissions, there is no mention
of "Big Daddy" Jesse Unruh (one of our most colorful state
politicos); former Los Angeles Mayor Tom Bradley; former San
Francisco mayor and state assemblyman Willie Brown; and many, many
others. On the other hand, one person included in this work is some
obscure one-term Tennessee congressman whose only reason for
inclusion (and only connection to California whatsoever) is that he
voted in favor of California's statehood.
The questionnaire described below sounds (to me) like a similar sort
of compilation - publish something that sounds and looks substantial,
but requires minimal effort to put together, then sell it to
libraries at inflated prices, get rich, and refuse returns or
refunds. If these people aren't the same old perps, they might be a
new bunch. Or - perhaps not.
Something to be aware of when looking at WorldCat - some libraries
use an acquisition system which ties into the OCLC database, so that
their holdings information gets attached to the record BEFORE they
actually get the book. It is not absolutely clear to me (from
WorldCat) whether ANY of the listed libraries actually owns a volume
of this purported 14-volume set, or whether the holdings information
in WorldCat merely reflects orders placed. I did check the UC Irvine
catalog and see that their order has been open since June of 2006.
Be suspicious.

Be VERY suspicious.

Barbara Hill
At 04:53 PM 1/14/2008, you wrote:
>Hi, all->
My library has received a faxed questionnaire from an

> organization called U.S. History Publishers. They are asking us to
> give them information about our area, to be included in one volume
> of an upcoming multi-volume set called the Dictionary of United
> States History. The questionnaire also asks for the names of
> historical books about our county, with the note that "We plan to
> obtain copies of the books you recommended, digitize them for
> reprinting, and make the digital images available on Google Book Search."
>
I'm a little wary of getting involved with the company,
> particularly when their website looks new, has little information,
> and provides no contact information.
>
This data collection effort seems a bit simplistic and
> underdeveloped. The company does not stipulate which area they are
> interested in, for instance; some of the questions ask about our
> "city/town/unincorporated area" and about our
> "city/town/county/region." They ask for very little substantive
> information, but leave a lot of space for "two or three interesting
> facts" and "historical and famous people who were born or lived in
> your city/town/unincorporated area." They ask for the names of
> "historical document locations," but only provide room to list one
> library, one historical society, and an "additional individual."
> They also ask for the publishing information about historical
> books, providing room for only seven. (We have thousands, which I
> couldn't possibly begin to list.) Further, the request for books
> doesn't specify books that are out of copyright, although
> presumably that's what they'd be interested in, but it does ask for
> an ISBN, which would only be found on relatively current copyrighted material.
>
Has anyone heard anything about this publisher? What is
> this company's reputation? Thanks for any light anyone can shed on this.
>Best wishes,
>Libby Feil
>--------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
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From localhistory at forbeslibrary.org Thu Jan 17 11:06:56 2008
From: localhistory at forbeslibrary.org (Local History)
Date: Thu Jan 17 11:07:01 2008
Subject: [Genealib] U.S. History Publishers (Murrieta, CA)
References: <a06200707c3b1ac33ba70@[10.0.34.190]>
<7.0.1.0.2.20080116231403.0251f3d8@calmail.berkeley.edu>
Message-ID: <006a01c85922$fcde5b10$1701a8c0@P08NO>
Several Massachusetts libraries and historical societies also received the fax.
were suspicious and after not being able to reach anyone via email or phone and
seeing their bad and out of date website, we discarded the fax.
Julie
Julie H. Bartlett
Archivist
Calvin Coolidge Presidential Library & Museum
Hampshire Room for Local History
Forbes Library
20 West St.
Northampton, MA 01060
(413) 587-1014
jbartlett@forbeslibrary.org

We

----- Original Message ----From: Barbara Hill
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Sent: Thursday, January 17, 2008 3:42 AM
Subject: Re: [Genealib] U.S. History Publishers (Murrieta, CA)
Dear Genealib list subscribers,
As a former Acquisitions library assistant before I retired, I am deeply
suspicious, and am attempting to check this with a former colleague. I urge all of
you to hold off ordering any of this projected set until more information is
available; and whatever you do, don't prepay for an order.
Here is some background history on what MIGHT be going on - although it may turn
out that this company is completely legit.
25 to 30 years ago or so, there was a so-called publishing company located in St.
Clair Shores, Michigan which sent advertisements to libraries around the country
for wonderful books, such as an encyclopedia of the American Indians. They
required prepayment with their orders, refused refunds, and never published any of
the books they advertised. Eventually they were arrested and prosecuted for mail
fraud, and one or more of the people involved did time in prison. The name of the
principal ringleaders of the scam was Gille, and a search in a library literature
database might turn up a more accurate story than I can now recall. See also
http://serials.infomotions.com/acqnet/archive/2001/200112/0136.html
(hope I typed
that correctly)
After the perps got out of jail, they continued their business, mostly under the
name Somerset Publishers but also other imprints, and managed to stay a few steps
ahead of the law by actually publishing most of the titles they advertised.
However, their works are nearly worthless as to accuracy, completeness, or
reference value - I have personally examined a few.
Example: one title is "Encyclopedia of California." It is a compilation of
numerous out-of-date government publications (thus public domain and not subject to
copyright), and additional information gleaned from Chamber of Commerce brochures
solicited from various municipalities. A section in the back has grainy black-andwhite photos. One of the photos is of a totally insignificant neighborhood park in
my home city, about 3 blocks from where I live; and yet there is not one single
photo of Golden Gate Park in San Francisco. The neighborhood park photo came
directly from a Chamber of Commerce brochure, I recognized it. A section of this
so-called encyclopedia was devoted to historic sites in California, and listed an
early California adobe homestead in my town as though it still exists - but it was
destroyed by fire in 1956 and was immediately replaced by a shopping center.
Clearly the information came straight out of a really OLD government publication.
Somerset Publishers also published several other state "encyclopedias."
Example: another title is "Biographical Dictionary of California" which purports
to include all sorts of people who contributed to the development of the state. I
do not know the sources from which it was compiled, but among many glaring
omissions, there is no mention of "Big Daddy" Jesse Unruh (one of our most colorful
state politicos); former Los Angeles Mayor Tom Bradley; former San Francisco mayor
and state assemblyman Willie Brown; and many, many others. On the other hand, one
person included in this work is some obscure one-term Tennessee congressman whose
only reason for inclusion (and only connection to California whatsoever) is that he
voted in favor of California's statehood.
The questionnaire described below sounds (to me) like a similar sort of

compilation - publish something that sounds and looks substantial, but requires
minimal effort to put together, then sell it to libraries at inflated prices, get
rich, and refuse returns or refunds. If these people aren't the same old perps,
they might be a new bunch. Or - perhaps not.
Something to be aware of when looking at WorldCat - some libraries use an
acquisition system which ties into the OCLC database, so that their holdings
information gets attached to the record BEFORE they actually get the book. It is
not absolutely clear to me (from WorldCat) whether ANY of the listed libraries
actually owns a volume of this purported 14-volume set, or whether the holdings
information in WorldCat merely reflects orders placed. I did check the UC Irvine
catalog and see that their order has been open since June of 2006.
Be suspicious.

Be VERY suspicious.

Barbara Hill
At 04:53 PM 1/14/2008, you wrote:
Hi, all-My library has received a faxed questionnaire from an organization
called U.S. History Publishers. They are asking us to give them information about
our area, to be included in one volume of an upcoming multi-volume set called the
Dictionary of United States History. The questionnaire also asks for the names of
historical books about our county, with the note that "We plan to obtain copies of
the books you recommended, digitize them for reprinting, and make the digital
images available on Google Book Search."
I'm a little wary of getting involved with the company, particularly
when their website looks new, has little information, and provides no contact
information.
This data collection effort seems a bit simplistic and underdeveloped.
The company does not stipulate which area they are interested in, for instance;
some of the questions ask about our "city/town/unincorporated area" and about our
"city/town/county/region." They ask for very little substantive information, but
leave a lot of space for "two or three interesting facts" and "historical and
famous people who were born or lived in your city/town/unincorporated area." They
ask for the names of "historical document locations," but only provide room to list
one library, one historical society, and an "additional individual." They also ask
for the publishing information about historical books, providing room for only
seven. (We have thousands, which I couldn't possibly begin to list.) Further, the
request for books doesn't specify books that are out of copyright, although
presumably that's what they'd be interested in, but it does ask for an ISBN, which
would only be found on relatively current copyrighted material.
Has anyone heard anything about this publisher? What is this company's
reputation? Thanks for any light anyone can shed on this.
Best wishes,
Libby Feil
--

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu

http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
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From larsend at libcoop.net Thu Jan 17 11:22:59 2008
From: larsend at libcoop.net (Deborah Larsen)
Date: Thu Jan 17 11:16:16 2008
Subject: [Genealib] U.S. History Publishers (Murrieta, CA)
Message-ID:
<E6326304D9143A48A08627DF7BAC953704CC9547@slcmail.slcmailbox.libcoop.net>
We received this fax at Mount Clemens Public Library (MI) this morning. The
reference librarian in me checked the California Secretary of State registered
corporation database, as well as the business registrations for Riverside County,
California (their postal address is a P.O. Box in Murrieta, which is Riverside
County), and found no listings for this company. A reverse lookup on the telephone
number also comes up empty. In my experience, reputable businesses do not have an
unlisted phone number as their primary contact number.
We will be discarding the fax unanswered.
Deborah Larsen
Assistant Director
Mount Clemens Public Library
150 Cass Avenue | Mount Clemens MI 48043
(586) 469-6200 | www.libcoop.net/mountclemens
-----Original Message----From: Local History [mailto:localhistory@forbeslibrary.org]
Sent: Thu 1/17/2008 11:06 AM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Cc:
Subject: Re: [Genealib] U.S. History Publishers (Murrieta, CA)
Several Massachusetts libraries and historical societies also received the
fax. We were suspicious and after not being able to reach anyone via email or
phone and seeing their bad and out of date website, we discarded the fax.
Julie
Julie H. Bartlett
Archivist
Calvin Coolidge Presidential Library & Museum
Hampshire Room for Local History
Forbes Library
20 West St.
Northampton, MA 01060
(413) 587-1014
jbartlett@forbeslibrary.org
----- Original Message ----From: Barbara Hill <mailto:bhill@calmail.berkeley.edu>
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
<mailto:genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Sent: Thursday, January 17, 2008 3:42 AM
Subject: Re: [Genealib] U.S. History Publishers (Murrieta, CA)

Dear Genealib list subscribers,
As a former Acquisitions library assistant before I retired, I am
deeply suspicious, and am attempting to check this with a former colleague. I urge
all of you to hold off ordering any of this projected set until more information is
available; and whatever you do, don't prepay for an order.
Here is some background history on what MIGHT be going on - although it
may turn out that this company is completely legit.
25 to 30 years ago or so, there was a so-called publishing company
located in St. Clair Shores, Michigan which sent advertisements to libraries around
the country for wonderful books, such as an encyclopedia of the American Indians.
They required prepayment with their orders, refused refunds, and never published
any of the books they advertised. Eventually they were arrested and prosecuted for
mail fraud, and one or more of the people involved did time in prison. The name of
the principal ringleaders of the scam was Gille, and a search in a library
literature database might turn up a more accurate story than I can now recall. See
also http://serials.infomotions.com/acqnet/archive/2001/200112/0136.html
(hope I
typed that correctly)
After the perps got out of jail, they continued their business, mostly
under the name Somerset Publishers but also other imprints, and managed to stay a
few steps ahead of the law by actually publishing most of the titles they
advertised. However, their works are nearly worthless as to accuracy,
completeness, or reference value - I have personally examined a few.
Example: one title is "Encyclopedia of California." It is a
compilation of numerous out-of-date government publications (thus public domain and
not subject to copyright), and additional information gleaned from Chamber of
Commerce brochures solicited from various municipalities. A section in the back
has grainy black-and-white photos. One of the photos is of a totally insignificant
neighborhood park in my home city, about 3 blocks from where I live; and yet there
is not one single photo of Golden Gate Park in San Francisco. The neighborhood
park photo came directly from a Chamber of Commerce brochure, I recognized it. A
section of this so-called encyclopedia was devoted to historic sites in California,
and listed an early California adobe homestead in my town as though it still exists
- but it was destroyed by fire in 1956 and was immediately replaced by a shopping
center. Clearly the information came straight out of a really OLD government
publication. Somerset Publishers also published several other state
"encyclopedias."
Example: another title is "Biographical Dictionary of California"
which purports to include all sorts of people who contributed to the development of
the state. I do not know the sources from which it was compiled, but among many
glaring omissions, there is no mention of "Big Daddy" Jesse Unruh (one of our most
colorful state politicos); former Los Angeles Mayor Tom Bradley; former San
Francisco mayor and state assemblyman Willie Brown; and many, many others. On the
other hand, one person included in this work is some obscure one-term Tennessee
congressman whose only reason for inclusion (and only connection to California
whatsoever) is that he voted in favor of California's statehood.
The questionnaire described below sounds (to me) like a similar sort of
compilation - publish something that sounds and looks substantial, but requires
minimal effort to put together, then sell it to libraries at inflated prices, get
rich, and refuse returns or refunds. If these people aren't the same old perps,
they might be a new bunch. Or - perhaps not.
Something to be aware of when looking at WorldCat - some libraries use

an acquisition system which ties into the OCLC database, so that their holdings
information gets attached to the record BEFORE they actually get the book. It is
not absolutely clear to me (from WorldCat) whether ANY of the listed libraries
actually owns a volume of this purported 14-volume set, or whether the holdings
information in WorldCat merely reflects orders placed. I did check the UC Irvine
catalog and see that their order has been open since June of 2006.
Be suspicious.

Be VERY suspicious.

Barbara Hill
At 04:53 PM 1/14/2008, you wrote:
Hi, all-My library has received a faxed questionnaire from an
organization called U.S. History Publishers. They are asking us to give them
information about our area, to be included in one volume of an upcoming multivolume set called the Dictionary of United States History. The questionnaire also
asks for the names of historical books about our county, with the note that "We
plan to obtain copies of the books you recommended, digitize them for reprinting,
and make the digital images available on Google Book Search."
I'm a little wary of getting involved with the company,
particularly when their website looks new, has little information, and provides no
contact information.
This data collection effort seems a bit simplistic and
underdeveloped. The company does not stipulate which area they are interested in,
for instance; some of the questions ask about our "city/town/unincorporated area"
and about our "city/town/county/region." They ask for very little substantive
information, but leave a lot of space for "two or three interesting facts" and
"historical and famous people who were born or lived in your
city/town/unincorporated area." They ask for the names of "historical document
locations," but only provide room to list one library, one historical society, and
an "additional individual." They also ask for the publishing information about
historical books, providing room for only seven. (We have thousands, which I
couldn't possibly begin to list.) Further, the request for books doesn't specify
books that are out of copyright, although presumably that's what they'd be
interested in, but it does ask for an ISBN, which would only be found on relatively
current copyrighted material.
Has anyone heard anything about this publisher? What is
this company's reputation? Thanks for any light anyone can shed on this.
Best wishes,
Libby Feil
--

_____

_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
-------------- next part --------------

A non-text attachment was scrubbed...
Name: not available
Type: application/ms-tnef
Size: 11490 bytes
Desc: not available
Url :
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20080117/4b8fc58e/
attachment.bin
From dkfhgc at metc.net Thu Jan 17 13:32:20 2008
From: dkfhgc at metc.net (Michele McNabb )
Date: Thu Jan 17 13:32:33 2008
Subject: [Genealib] mystery book
Message-ID: <005c01c85937$4bcf2880$6502a8c0@FHGCWSF>
I'm trying to purchase a copy of "Etched in Stone: Cemetery Inscriptions of
St. Croix" [Virgin Islands]. The author is given as Ken Baumgardt, of
Glenville, PA, according to the barebones and undated web reference I found.
I can't find the volume in WorldCat or locate a vendor via the online
bookstores; KB is apparently no longer at that address. If anyone has the
book, can you give me a fuller citation? Is anyone in the York Co. PA area
familiar with this person or know where he's now living? If so, please
respond off-list.

Thanks -

Michele McNabb
Librarian/Manager, Family History & Genealogy Center
The Danish Immigrant Museum
PO Box 249 - Elk Horn IA 51531-0249
www.danishmuseum.org
"The road to wisdom? / Well it's plain / and simple to express:
Err / and err / and err again / but less / and less / and less."
Danish poet Piet Hein (1905-1996)
++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++
Note: Outgoing email and attachments from this address are checked for
viruses by AVG.
++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++

-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20080117/17f23d25/
attachment.html

From mapiro at aurora.lib.il.us Thu Jan 17 13:45:49 2008
From: mapiro at aurora.lib.il.us (Pirone, Mary Ann)
Date: Thu Jan 17 13:44:38 2008
Subject: [Genealib] mystery book
In-Reply-To: <005c01c85937$4bcf2880$6502a8c0@FHGCWSF>
Message-ID:
<6D8BEE91433474478D294A8867FFDC6E01460112@WMAIN3.aurorapubliclibrary.org>
I don't know if this will help or not but the US Public Records Index on
Ancestry.com shows him listed at 7992 Blooming Grove Rd. in Glenville or
Brodbecks, PA. 17329
The same address shows up for both towns.
The phone number that is
listed here is 1-717-227-0817.
According to this information he was
born in 1960 and has been at the above address (es) from 1995-2002.
Good luck!
Mary Ann Pirone
Genealogy and Local History Specialist
Aurora Public Library
One East Benton St.
Aurora, IL. 60505
FAX: 1- 630-896-3209
Phone : 1- 630-264-4122
Email:

mapiro@aurora.lib.il.us

-----Original Message----From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Michele
McNabb
Sent: Thursday, January 17, 2008 12:32 PM
To: Genealib
Cc: M at DIM
Subject: [Genealib] mystery book

I'm trying to purchase a copy of "Etched in Stone: Cemetery
Inscriptions of St. Croix" [Virgin Islands]. The author is given as Ken
Baumgardt, of Glenville, PA, according to the barebones and undated web
reference I found. I can't find the volume in WorldCat or locate a
vendor via the online bookstores; KB is apparently no longer at that
address. If anyone has the book, can you give me a fuller citation? Is
anyone in the York Co. PA area familiar with this person or know where
he's now living? If so, please respond off-list.

Thanks -

Michele McNabb
Librarian/Manager, Family History & Genealogy Center

The Danish Immigrant Museum
PO Box 249 - Elk Horn IA 51531-0249
www.danishmuseum.org
"The road to wisdom? / Well it's plain / and simple to express:
Err / and err / and err again / but less / and less / and less."
Danish poet Piet Hein (1905-1996)
++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++
Note: Outgoing email and attachments from this address are
checked for viruses by AVG.
++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++

-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20080117/
d181c0e5/attachment.html
From ABurrows at slv.vic.gov.au Thu Jan 17 18:00:42 2008
From: ABurrows at slv.vic.gov.au (ABurrows@slv.vic.gov.au)
Date: Thu Jan 17 18:00:57 2008
Subject: [Genealib] Friday 18 January 2008
Message-ID: <OFE0A4D3BF.10327F1C-ONCA2573D3.007E685ECA2573D3.007E685E@slv.vic.gov.au>
I will be out of the office starting
21/01/2008.

18/01/2008 and will not return until

If the matter is urgent please contact Patrick Gregory, Information
Services Manager on 03 8664 7175.
Thank you.
Anne
This message and any attachment is intended only for the use of the Addressee and
may contain information that is PRIVILEGED and CONFIDENTIAL If you are not the
intended recipient, you are hereby notified that any dissemination of this
communication is strictly prohibited. If you have received this communication in
error, please delete all copies of the message and its attachments and notify the
sender immediately. Thank you.
From SUBVETPAUL at aol.com Thu Jan 17 21:14:34 2008
From: SUBVETPAUL at aol.com (SUBVETPAUL@aol.com)
Date: Thu Jan 17 21:14:48 2008
Subject: [Genealib] US Navy Archives Research
Message-ID: <cfc.27626b5f.34c1658a@aol.com>
Six million World War II military records were released in November 2007 at
the St. Louis National Archives Records Administration facility. (NARA)
Hands on research of original paper documents of Archival (deceased, at
least 63 years), US Navy people is being done at the NARA Research facility by
this researcher as well as others.

Genealogy information such as date and place of birth, date and place of
enlistment, parent or guardian's name, spouse or possibly an early photo, or
what other type of data is requested and available is offered in a basic search.
Contact off line with an outline of your objectives requesting a proposal
and fee
Paul W. Wittmer
_subvetpaul@aol.com_ (mailto:subvetpaul@aol.com)

**************Start the year off right. Easy ways to stay in shape.
http://body.aol.com/fitness/winter-exercise?NCID=aolcmp00300000002489
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20080117/
ce0f344a/attachment.html
From vercelld at libcoop.net Fri Jan 18 16:25:11 2008
From: vercelld at libcoop.net (Debbie Vercellone)
Date: Fri Jan 18 16:18:30 2008
Subject: [Genealib] Public Librarian/Historian job title
Message-ID: <E6326304D9143A48A08627DF7BAC953710C41C@slcmail.slcmailbox.libcoop.net>
I am looking for fellow public librarians who also perform the duties of "town or
city historian" as part of their normal job. I am hoping to find some that have had
an adjustment to their job titles, and to their compensation to acknowledge their
expertise. I work in a large suburban public library, have been here 25 years, and
do the local history (which I love). I have become the "go to" person on this topic
in the community. I am attempting to become reclassified in the union to better
reflect my job and I need to submit examples of other librarians who have been
acknowledged this way. Anyone who thinks they can help and would be willing to
divulge their salary to me, please reply to me off list. Your personal name would
not be submitted in my paperwork. Thanks a lot!
Debbie in Michigan
vercelld@libcoop.net
From nmaxwell at grapevinetexas.gov Fri Jan 18 18:24:35 2008
From: nmaxwell at grapevinetexas.gov (Nancy Maxwell)
Date: Fri Jan 18 18:24:55 2008
Subject: [Genealib] Workshop Timing
Message-ID: <4790E0D3.4B2F.00C1.0@grapevinetexas.gov>
Happy New Year, Genealibbers:
Except for major holidays and graduation dates, I'm wondering how the timing of a
workshop affects attendance. In your experience, what time(s) of year seem(s) to
work best for theses events?
Thanks in advance,
Nancy Maxwell, Genealogy Librarian
Frances Pittman Malcolm Genealogy Room
Grapevine Public Library
1201 Municipal Way
Grapevine, TX 76051

Voice: 817-410-3429
Fax: 817-410-3084
E-mail: nmaxwell@ci.grapevine.tx.us
From loathout at tcpclibrary.org Fri Jan 18 21:33:16 2008
From: loathout at tcpclibrary.org (Larry Oathout)
Date: Fri Jan 18 21:33:22 2008
Subject: [Genealib] Workshop Timing
In-Reply-To: <4790E0D3.4B2F.00C1.0@grapevinetexas.gov>
References: <4790E0D3.4B2F.00C1.0@grapevinetexas.gov>
Message-ID: <WorldClient-F200801182033.AA33160261@tcpclibrary.org>
We've always found that non-summer months work the best...and usually
Saturday.
Larry Oathout
Director
Tell City-Perry County Library
Tell City, IN 47586
812-547-2661
(Fax) 547-3038
www.tcpclibrary.org
-----Original Message----From: "Nancy Maxwell" <nmaxwell@grapevinetexas.gov>
To: "Librarians Serving Genealogists" <genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Date: Fri, 18 Jan 2008 17:24:35 -0600
Subject: [Genealib] Workshop Timing
Happy New Year, Genealibbers:
Except for major holidays and graduation dates, I'm wondering how the timing
of a workshop affects attendance. In your experience, what time(s) of year
seem(s) to work best for theses events?
Thanks in advance,
Nancy Maxwell, Genealogy Librarian
Frances Pittman Malcolm Genealogy Room
Grapevine Public Library
1201 Municipal Way
Grapevine, TX 76051
Voice: 817-410-3429
Fax: 817-410-3084
E-mail: nmaxwell@ci.grapevine.tx.us
_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20080118/
fa858266/attachment.html
From pcooper at irclibrary.org Sat Jan 19 10:18:14 2008
From: pcooper at irclibrary.org (Pam Cooper)

Date: Sat Jan 19 10:18:23 2008
Subject: [Genealib] Workshop Timing
In-Reply-To: <4790E0D3.4B2F.00C1.0@grapevinetexas.gov>
References: <4790E0D3.4B2F.00C1.0@grapevinetexas.gov>
Message-ID: <2607728D-3D21-486F-B8AD-EDA30F1317A9@mimectl>
In Florida, it has to be the winter months (Jan-Mar) when the snow birds are here
and when the retired like to get out when it is cool. Our six-week beginner's
class, which started Jan 9 (Wednesday morning) has 49 people.
Pam

From: Nancy Maxwell
Sent: Fri 1/18/2008 6:24 PM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Subject: [Genealib] Workshop Timing
Happy New Year, Genealibbers:
Except for major holidays and graduation dates, I'm wondering how the timing of a
workshop affects attendance. In your experience, what time(s) of year seem(s) to
work best for theses events?
Thanks in advance,
Nancy Maxwell, Genealogy Librarian
Frances Pittman Malcolm Genealogy Room
Grapevine Public Library
1201 Municipal Way
Grapevine, TX 76051
Voice: 817-410-3429
Fax: 817-410-3084
E-mail: nmaxwell@ci.grapevine.tx.us
_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20080119/8c5b5d05/
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From jrockwel at burlington.lib.wi.us Sat Jan 19 10:33:24 2008
From: jrockwel at burlington.lib.wi.us (Judy Rockwell)
Date: Sat Jan 19 10:33:25 2008
Subject: [Genealib] Workshop Timing
In-Reply-To: <4790E0D3.4B2F.00C1.0@grapevinetexas.gov>
References: <4790E0D3.4B2F.00C1.0@grapevinetexas.gov>
Message-ID: <fd42b115460f.4791c3e4@burlington.lib.wi.us>
I'm a member of our local genealogical society and we've had great success with
spring and fall classes and workshops. We hold them on Saturday mornings at the
public library.
Judy Rockwell

Reference/ILL Librarian & Burlington Genealogical Society Librarian
Burlington WI
jrockwel@burlington.lib.wi.us
----- Original Message ----From: Nancy Maxwell <nmaxwell@grapevinetexas.gov>
Date: Friday, January 18, 2008 5:25 pm
Subject: [Genealib] Workshop Timing
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists <genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
> Happy New Year, Genealibbers:
>
> Except for major holidays and graduation dates, I'm wondering how the
> timing of a workshop affects attendance. In your experience, what
> time(s) of year seem(s) to work best for theses events?
>
> Thanks in advance,
>
>
> Nancy Maxwell, Genealogy Librarian
> Frances Pittman Malcolm Genealogy Room
> Grapevine Public Library
> 1201 Municipal Way
> Grapevine, TX 76051
> Voice: 817-410-3429
> Fax: 817-410-3084
> E-mail: nmaxwell@ci.grapevine.tx.us
>
> _______________________________________________
> genealib mailing list
> genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
>
From tluscombe at mckinneytexas.org Sat Jan 19 10:36:52 2008
From: tluscombe at mckinneytexas.org (Tracy Luscombe)
Date: Sat Jan 19 10:36:54 2008
Subject: [Genealib] Workshop Timing
In-Reply-To: <4790E0D3.4B2F.00C1.0@grapevinetexas.gov>
Message-ID:
<45255A04888B1047B7266192603F135B018512AC@mckmail1.ds.mckinneytexas.org>
Actually, this was a topic in an online class I took recently. I have
found that summer and November - December are terrible times for
attendance. Also, consider what other events might draw from the
audience you want that have nothing to do with your library. Is there a
major event that might snarl traffic like a local high school playoff
game? Is another society having a program that day? Is there a parade
that might block off roads?
Tracy E. Luscombe
Genealogy Librarian
-----Original Message----From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Nancy
Maxwell
Sent: Friday, January 18, 2008 5:25 PM

To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Subject: [Genealib] Workshop Timing
Happy New Year, Genealibbers:
Except for major holidays and graduation dates, I'm wondering how the
timing of a workshop affects attendance. In your experience, what
time(s) of year seem(s) to work best for theses events?
Thanks in advance,
Nancy Maxwell, Genealogy Librarian
Frances Pittman Malcolm Genealogy Room
Grapevine Public Library
1201 Municipal Way
Grapevine, TX 76051
Voice: 817-410-3429
Fax: 817-410-3084
E-mail: nmaxwell@ci.grapevine.tx.us
_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
The material in this e-mail is intended only for the use of the individual to
whom it is addressed and may contain information that is confidential,
privileged, and exempt from disclosure under applicable law. If you are not the
intended recipient, be advised that the unauthorized review, use, disclosure,
duplication, distribution, or the taking of any action in reliance on this
information is strictly prohibited. If you have received this e-mail in error,
please notify the sender by return email and destroy all electronic and paper
copies of the original message and any attachments immediately. Please note
that neither City of McKinney nor the sender accepts any responsibility for
viruses and it is your responsibility to scan attachments (if any). Thank You.
From wblohm at gailborden.info Sat Jan 19 11:41:14 2008
From: wblohm at gailborden.info (William Blohm)
Date: Sat Jan 19 11:41:18 2008
Subject: [Genealib] Workshop Timing
In-Reply-To: <4790E0D3.4B2F.00C1.0@grapevinetexas.gov>
Message-ID: <003101c85aba$1b1c3730$fb20a8c0@gailb.com>
> Except for major holidays and graduation dates, I'm wondering how the
timing of a
> workshop affects attendance. In your experience, what time(s) of year
seem(s) to work best
> for theses events?
I always prefer June, July, or August, because those are the slowest months
at work and the easiest time to take off for an entire week or more.
William R. Blohm
Reference Librarian & Collection Development Manager
Gail Borden Public Library District
270 N. Grove Ave.
Elgin, IL 60120
From kredwine at midland-mi.org Sat Jan 19 13:43:52 2008
From: kredwine at midland-mi.org (Redwine, Katherine)
Date: Sat Jan 19 13:43:56 2008

Subject: [Genealib] Workshop Timing
In-Reply-To: <4790E0D3.4B2F.00C1.0@grapevinetexas.gov>
References: <4790E0D3.4B2F.00C1.0@grapevinetexas.gov>
Message-ID: <A7EAA286BCF4904FBB80D2171C7CA487022DA042@EMAIL2.midland-mi.org>
Depends on the audience of course:
for retiree-aged people, mornings or afternoons. Not too late on winter afternoons
because it starts getting dark here in Michigan by 4-5pm. (and, of course, many go
to warmer states in the deep winter)
Spring and Fall are the best all around, either weekdays or Saturdays. Saturdays
if you are trying to attract a more general audience that may be working during the
week.
My best attended genealogy workshops were on Saturdays in spring or fall.
Katherine Redwine
Grace A. Dow Memorial Library
Midland, MI
-----Original Message----From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu [mailto:genealibbounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Nancy Maxwell
Sent: Friday, January 18, 2008 6:25 PM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Subject: [Genealib] Workshop Timing
Happy New Year, Genealibbers:
Except for major holidays and graduation dates, I'm wondering how the timing of a
workshop affects attendance. In your experience, what time(s) of year seem(s) to
work best for theses events?
Thanks in advance,
Nancy Maxwell, Genealogy Librarian
Frances Pittman Malcolm Genealogy Room
Grapevine Public Library
1201 Municipal Way
Grapevine, TX 76051
Voice: 817-410-3429
Fax: 817-410-3084
E-mail: nmaxwell@ci.grapevine.tx.us
_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
From spellegr at rcls.org Sun Jan 20 13:30:52 2008
From: spellegr at rcls.org (Sally Pellegrini - NWC)
Date: Sun Jan 20 13:31:10 2008
Subject: [Genealib] Workshop Timing
Message-ID: <9e4721fb58974cf49f0fcd28fa950b26@ansernet.rcls.org>
I have always found that the beginning of the new year is a good time. Many people
set their new year's resolution as " starting the family tree".

Sally Pellegrini
Community Relations & Local History Librarian
New City Library
845-634-4997 ext 139
spellegr@rcls.org
---------------------------------------From: "Tracy Luscombe" <tluscombe@mckinneytexas.org>
Sent: Saturday, January 19, 2008 10:37 AM
To: "Librarians Serving Genealogists" <genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Subject: RE: [Genealib] Workshop Timing
Actually, this was a topic in an online class I took recently. I have
found that summer and November - December are terrible times for
attendance. Also, consider what other events might draw from the
audience you want that have nothing to do with your library. Is there a
major event that might snarl traffic like a local high school playoff
game? Is another society having a program that day? Is there a parade
that might block off roads?
Tracy E. Luscombe
Genealogy Librarian
-----Original Message----From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Nancy
Maxwell
Sent: Friday, January 18, 2008 5:25 PM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Subject: [Genealib] Workshop Timing
Happy New Year, Genealibbers:
Except for major holidays and graduation dates, I'm wondering how the
timing of a workshop affects attendance. In your experience, what
time(s) of year seem(s) to work best for theses events?
Thanks in advance,
Nancy Maxwell, Genealogy Librarian
Frances Pittman Malcolm Genealogy Room
Grapevine Public Library
1201 Municipal Way
Grapevine, TX 76051
Voice: 817-410-3429
Fax: 817-410-3084
E-mail: nmaxwell@ci.grapevine.tx.us
_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
The material in this e-mail is intended only for the use of the individual to
whom it is addressed and may contain information that is confidential,
privileged, and exempt from disclosure under applicable law. If you are not the
intended recipient, be advised that the unauthorized review, use, disclosure,
duplication, distribution, or the taking of any action in reliance on this

information is strictly prohibited. If you have received this e-mail in error,
please notify the sender by return email and destroy all electronic and paper
copies of the original message and any attachments immediately. Please note
that neither City of McKinney nor the sender accepts any responsibility for
viruses and it is your responsibility to scan attachments (if any). Thank You.
_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20080120/2bf914d7/
attachment.html
From thomas.j.kemp at gmail.com Mon Jan 21 10:41:07 2008
From: thomas.j.kemp at gmail.com (Tom Kemp)
Date: Mon Jan 21 10:41:13 2008
Subject: [Genealib] James L. Sorenson - Inventor - DNA Pioneer has died
In-Reply-To: <45c595dc0801210740v5eedc2aeu1f04ffb3f63a4b55@mail.gmail.com>
References: <45c595dc0801210737o7031c01ft60d2a28ad7d36ed2@mail.gmail.com>
<45c595dc0801210738q1b7db531p6fed841d2c71ea5a@mail.gmail.com>
<45c595dc0801210739g3c225451s2213ea20a95f7368@mail.gmail.com>
<45c595dc0801210739l14b5de58tfb143330538893f4@mail.gmail.com>
<45c595dc0801210739i1bc4ebfq62dea3c1c0685d86@mail.gmail.com>
<45c595dc0801210740g432a66bepfae8f4a4940d5ace@mail.gmail.com>
<45c595dc0801210740v5eedc2aeu1f04ffb3f63a4b55@mail.gmail.com>
Message-ID: <45c595dc0801210741m55e705c5tcab9251f4b13a5a9@mail.gmail.com>
James L. Sorenson, a pioneer in DNA research has died. A self-made
billionaire, he used his wealth in many causes.
Genealogists in particular are aware of his efforts with DNA and
genealogy. In 1999 he started the Sorenson Molecular Genealogy
Foundation. The group has collected more than 70,000 DNA samples,
together with four-generation pedigree charts, from volunteers in more
than 100 countries around the world.
I included the lengthy obituary article in my posting at:
http://genealogybankblog.blogspot.com/
Tom
From mrarchive at aol.com Mon Jan 21 11:58:46 2008
From: mrarchive at aol.com (mrarchive@aol.com)
Date: Mon Jan 21 11:58:56 2008
Subject: [Genealib] James L. Sorenson - Inventor - DNA Pioneer has died
In-Reply-To: <45c595dc0801210741m55e705c5tcab9251f4b13a5a9@mail.gmail.com>
References: <45c595dc0801210737o7031c01ft60d2a28ad7d36ed2@mail.gmail.com>
<45c595dc0801210738q1b7db531p6fed841d2c71ea5a@mail.gmail.com>
<45c595dc0801210739g3c225451s2213ea20a95f7368@mail.gmail.com>
<45c595dc0801210739l14b5de58tfb143330538893f4@mail.gmail.com>
<45c595dc0801210739i1bc4ebfq62dea3c1c0685d86@mail.gmail.com>
<45c595dc0801210740g432a66bepfae8f4a4940d5ace@mail.gmail.com>
<45c595dc0801210740v5eedc2aeu1f04ffb3f63a4b55@mail.gmail.com>
<45c595dc0801210741m55e705c5tcab9251f4b13a5a9@mail.gmail.com>
Message-ID: <8CA2A660594611B-8A4-311@FWM-M15.sysops.aol.com>

-----Original Message----From: Tom Kemp <thomas.j.kemp@gmail.com>
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists <genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Sent: Mon, 21 Jan 2008 10:41 am
Subject: [Genealib] James L. Sorenson - Inventor - DNA Pioneer has died

James L. Sorenson, a pioneer in DNA research has died. A self-made
billionaire, he used his wealth in many causes.
Genealogists in particular are aware of his efforts with DNA and
genealogy. In 1999 he started the Sorenson Molecular Genealogy
Foundation. The group has collected more than 70,000 DNA samples,
together with four-generation pedigree charts, from volunteers in more
than 100 countries around the world.
I included the lengthy obituary article in my posting at:
http://genealogybankblog.blogspot.com/
Tom
_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
________________________________________________________________________
More new features than ever. Check out the new AOL Mail ! - http://webmail.aol.com
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20080121/1e75f1ed/
attachment.html
From pfollett at cityof.lawton.ok.us Mon Jan 21 13:24:47 2008
From: pfollett at cityof.lawton.ok.us (Paul Follett)
Date: Mon Jan 21 13:24:59 2008
Subject: [Genealib] Workshop Timing
In-Reply-To: <A7EAA286BCF4904FBB80D2171C7CA487022DA042@EMAIL2.midland-mi.org>
Message-ID: <4FDDD8E916D8B74EA501F366B5F274750307DF6F@serverbex.cityof.lawton.ok.us>
Definitely spring or fall. Mornings are good, if in the afternoon, make
sure they don't go too late, (say after 4 pm.) Of course, check your
community events and sports calendars. The best way for us to get very
low attendance is to hold an event of the same day as a Univ. of
Oklahoma football game.
Paul Follett
Genealogy Librarian
Lawton Public Library
110 SW Fourth St.,
Lawton, OK 73501
pfollett@cityof.lawton.ok.us
"Let us, before we die, gather up our heritage, and offer it to our
children."

Will Durant
The Story of Civilization
-----Original Message----From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Redwine,
Katherine
Sent: Saturday, January 19, 2008 12:44 PM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Subject: RE: [Genealib] Workshop Timing
Depends on the audience of course:
for retiree-aged people, mornings or afternoons. Not too late on winter
afternoons because it starts getting dark here in Michigan by 4-5pm.
(and, of course, many go to warmer states in the deep winter)
Spring and Fall are the best all around, either weekdays or Saturdays.
Saturdays if you are trying to attract a more general audience that may
be working during the week.
My best attended genealogy workshops were on Saturdays in spring or
fall.
Katherine Redwine
Grace A. Dow Memorial Library
Midland, MI
-----Original Message----From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Nancy
Maxwell
Sent: Friday, January 18, 2008 6:25 PM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Subject: [Genealib] Workshop Timing
Happy New Year, Genealibbers:
Except for major holidays and graduation dates, I'm wondering how the
timing of a workshop affects attendance. In your experience, what
time(s) of year seem(s) to work best for theses events?
Thanks in advance,
Nancy Maxwell, Genealogy Librarian
Frances Pittman Malcolm Genealogy Room
Grapevine Public Library
1201 Municipal Way
Grapevine, TX 76051
Voice: 817-410-3429
Fax: 817-410-3084
E-mail: nmaxwell@ci.grapevine.tx.us
_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib

_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
From PIMMEL at sloma.state.oh.us Tue Jan 22 13:22:52 2008
From: PIMMEL at sloma.state.oh.us (Paul Immel)
Date: Tue Jan 22 13:20:25 2008
Subject: [Genealib] Grants for microfilming local newspapers for
preservation purposes
Message-ID: <D8F0790BDCB45D46B9570ED349E566960C5EC5@exchsrv2.statelibrary.local>
Skipped content of type multipart/alternative-------------- next part
-------------A non-text attachment was scrubbed...
Name: not available
Type: image/jpeg
Size: 3316 bytes
Desc: image001.jpg
Url :
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20080122/85190af4/
attachment.jpe
From Patricia.VanSkaik at cincinnatilibrary.org Tue Jan 22 13:40:06 2008
From: Patricia.VanSkaik at cincinnatilibrary.org (Van Skaik, Patricia)
Date: Tue Jan 22 13:40:08 2008
Subject: [Genealib] Workshop Timing
In-Reply-To:
<45255A04888B1047B7266192603F135B018512AC@mckmail1.ds.mckinneytexas.org>
Message-ID: <6C507EF21BE92D40A93EF2E3452C256A024AF982@EXVSCL1.PLCH.NET>
fyi
-----Original Message----From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu]On Behalf Of Tracy
Luscombe
Sent: Saturday, January 19, 2008 10:37 AM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Subject: RE: [Genealib] Workshop Timing
Actually, this was a topic in an online class I took recently. I have
found that summer and November - December are terrible times for
attendance. Also, consider what other events might draw from the
audience you want that have nothing to do with your library. Is there a
major event that might snarl traffic like a local high school playoff
game? Is another society having a program that day? Is there a parade
that might block off roads?
Tracy E. Luscombe
Genealogy Librarian
-----Original Message----From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Nancy
Maxwell
Sent: Friday, January 18, 2008 5:25 PM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Subject: [Genealib] Workshop Timing

Happy New Year, Genealibbers:
Except for major holidays and graduation dates, I'm wondering how the
timing of a workshop affects attendance. In your experience, what
time(s) of year seem(s) to work best for theses events?
Thanks in advance,
Nancy Maxwell, Genealogy Librarian
Frances Pittman Malcolm Genealogy Room
Grapevine Public Library
1201 Municipal Way
Grapevine, TX 76051
Voice: 817-410-3429
Fax: 817-410-3084
E-mail: nmaxwell@ci.grapevine.tx.us
_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
The material in this e-mail is intended only for the use of the individual to
whom it is addressed and may contain information that is confidential,
privileged, and exempt from disclosure under applicable law. If you are not the
intended recipient, be advised that the unauthorized review, use, disclosure,
duplication, distribution, or the taking of any action in reliance on this
information is strictly prohibited. If you have received this e-mail in error,
please notify the sender by return email and destroy all electronic and paper
copies of the original message and any attachments immediately. Please note
that neither City of McKinney nor the sender accepts any responsibility for
viruses and it is your responsibility to scan attachments (if any). Thank You.
_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
From kwieland at otis.lioninc.org Tue Jan 22 14:26:11 2008
From: kwieland at otis.lioninc.org (Kathleen Wieland)
Date: Tue Jan 22 14:14:59 2008
Subject: [Genealib] Niagara Gazette microfilm available
Message-ID: <web-4111265@lioninc.org>
Free to anyone who can use them - 3 rolls of
microfilm for the Niagara Gazette (Niagara
Falls, NY) - April 2006, July 2007 & November
2007.
Please contact me off-list.
Kathleen Wieland
Reference Department
Otis Library
261 Main Street
Norwich CT
06360
860-889-2365
FAX 860-886-4744

From daysa at oplin.org Tue Jan 22 14:53:12 2008
From: daysa at oplin.org (Sandy Day)
Date: Tue Jan 22 15:00:48 2008
Subject: [Genealib] Grants for microfilming local newspapers
forpreservation purposes
References: <D8F0790BDCB45D46B9570ED349E566960C5EC5@exchsrv2.statelibrary.local>
Message-ID: <005001c85d30$6bab2210$6401a8c0@Ohio>
Skipped content of type multipart/alternative-------------- next part
-------------A non-text attachment was scrubbed...
Name: not available
Type: image/jpeg
Size: 3316 bytes
Desc: not available
Url :
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20080122/15327985/
attachment.jpe
From lmorales at alexandria.lib.va.us Tue Jan 22 14:05:17 2008
From: lmorales at alexandria.lib.va.us (Leslie Morales)
Date: Wed Jan 23 09:34:55 2008
Subject: [Genealib] VGS Spring 2008 Conference
Message-ID: <47963E6D.9020907@alexandria.lib.va.us>
Skipped content of type multipart/alternative-------------- next part
-------------A non-text attachment was scrubbed...
Name: spring08brochure.doc
Type: application/msword
Size: 78336 bytes
Desc: not available
Url : http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20080122/
db067655/spring08brochure-0001.doc
From PIMMEL at sloma.state.oh.us Wed Jan 23 10:53:36 2008
From: PIMMEL at sloma.state.oh.us (Paul Immel)
Date: Wed Jan 23 10:52:32 2008
Subject: [Genealib] Grants for microfilming local
newspapersforpreservation purposes
References: <D8F0790BDCB45D46B9570ED349E566960C5EC5@exchsrv2.statelibrary.local>
<005001c85d30$6bab2210$6401a8c0@Ohio>
Message-ID: <D8F0790BDCB45D46B9570ED349E566960C5ECC@exchsrv2.statelibrary.local>
Skipped content of type multipart/alternative-------------- next part
-------------A non-text attachment was scrubbed...
Name: not available
Type: image/jpeg
Size: 3316 bytes
Desc: image001.jpg
Url :
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20080123/46242052/
attachment.jpe
-------------- next part -------------A non-text attachment was scrubbed...
Name: not available
Type: image/jpeg
Size: 3316 bytes
Desc: image002.jpg
Url :

http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20080123/46242052/
attachment-0001.jpe
From kwieland at otis.lioninc.org Wed Jan 23 11:31:57 2008
From: kwieland at otis.lioninc.org (Kathleen Wieland)
Date: Wed Jan 23 11:31:58 2008
Subject: [Genealib] RE: Niagara Gazette
Message-ID: <20080123163157.D0718D094E@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
X-Mailer: CommuniGate Pro Web Mailer v.4.0
Date: Wed, 23 Jan 2008 11:43:22 -0500
Message-ID: <web-4112859@lioninc.org>
MIME-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset="ISO-8859-1"; format="flowed"
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 8bit
The Niagara gazette microfilm has been spoken
for.
Kathleen Wieland
Reference Department
Otis Library
261 Main Street
Norwich CT
06360
860-889-2365
FAX 860-886-4744
From daysa at oplin.org Wed Jan 23 13:19:56 2008
From: daysa at oplin.org (Sandy Day)
Date: Wed Jan 23 13:27:28 2008
Subject: [Genealib] Grants for microfilming localnewspapersforpreservation
purposes
References:
<D8F0790BDCB45D46B9570ED349E566960C5EC5@exchsrv2.statelibrary.local><005001c85d30$6
bab2210$6401a8c0@Ohio>
<D8F0790BDCB45D46B9570ED349E566960C5ECC@exchsrv2.statelibrary.local>
Message-ID: <004401c85dec$8ecf6280$6401a8c0@Ohio>
Skipped content of type multipart/alternative-------------- next part
-------------A non-text attachment was scrubbed...
Name: not available
Type: image/jpeg
Size: 3316 bytes
Desc: not available
Url :
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20080123/614aa417/
attachment.jpe
-------------- next part -------------A non-text attachment was scrubbed...
Name: not available
Type: image/jpeg
Size: 3316 bytes
Desc: not available
Url :
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20080123/614aa417/
attachment-0001.jpe
From patsdeeds at verizon.net Wed Jan 23 13:39:08 2008
From: patsdeeds at verizon.net (patsdeeds@verizon.net)
Date: Wed Jan 23 13:39:50 2008

Subject: [Genealib] Re: Grants for microfilming
localnewspapersforpreservation
Message-ID: <13213442.5217481201113548711.JavaMail.root@vms244.mailsrvcs.net>
We have been working to obtain funding to digitize a Gazette collection given to us
a couple of years ago, by using funds to train local prison inmates to operate
scanners provided to them by other government agencies. I am interested in the
original e-mail, but the jpg was "cleaned" from the original comments. Where are
you applying for grants from?
Patricia Andersen
Montgomery County Historical Society
Rockville, Maryland
301-340-2974
From daysa at oplin.org Wed Jan 23 14:44:38 2008
From: daysa at oplin.org (Sandy Day)
Date: Wed Jan 23 14:52:12 2008
Subject: [Genealib] Apology
Message-ID: <001101c85df8$63fe1e50$6401a8c0@Ohio>
Group
Mea culpa! I know better and just got careless, twice!
Get out the wet noodle! I promise to be more careful in the future.
Sandy Day
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20080123/34cc62f6/
attachment.html
From lnaukam at mcls.rochester.lib.ny.us Thu Jan 24 09:59:07 2008
From: lnaukam at mcls.rochester.lib.ny.us (Larry Naukam)
Date: Thu Jan 24 10:01:40 2008
Subject: [Genealib] someone who will convert 8 mm
In-Reply-To: <20080115170017.14556D09D4@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
References: <20080115170017.14556D09D4@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Message-ID: <015201c85e99$ab761930$fa01060a@rpl.org>
We haven't used their services, but I have heard this man talk - he's a
former Kodak engineer who started a company. And certainly there must be
analogous services in other towns.
http://www.yellowpages.com/info-LB106935/Media-Transfer-Service
http://www.mediatransferservice.com/

From kdr at ckls.org Thu Jan 24 11:43:32 2008
From: kdr at ckls.org (Kathy Rippel)
Date: Thu Jan 24 11:44:07 2008
Subject: [Genealib] On Board article
In-Reply-To: <3C3AAA3A260F8B42B08D24D1CAEC066902322576@mail.wvculture.lo cal>
References: <3C3AAA3A260F8B42B08D24D1CAEC066902322576@mail.wvculture.local>
Message-ID: <7.0.1.0.2.20080124103439.0731d590@ckls.org>
We are looking for a library that is willing to copy an article for
an Interlibrary Loan patron. Unfortunately, the only libraries listed
on WorldCat charge for copies.

Are there any reciprocal libraries out there that copy articles for
free and own On Board (Board for Certification of Genealogists)?
Central Kansas Library System participates in LVIS, BCR/Amigos
agreement, and other reciprocal agreements.
If you are willing to copy for us, please let me know if you want the
request submitted some other way (OCLC, KICNET, ALA form, fax, etc.)
Needed:
On Board (ISSN 1552-9231)
January 2008 issue
article on: Application portfolios
Thanks!
Kathy
Kathy Rippel
Dept. Head/Consultant--Resource Sharing and Access ;
Pathfinder Central (Manager)
Central Kansas Library System
1409 Williams
Great Bend, KS 67530
(620-792-4865) phone
(800-362-2642) toll-free, KS
(620-792-5495) fax
kdr@ckls.org
***********************************************************************************
*********
I'm currently reading: Gardens of the Moon, by Steven Erikson.
I'm currently listening to: Buckeye Beginnings: An Introduction to
Ohio Research, by Amy Johnson Crow.

From ABurrows at slv.vic.gov.au Thu Jan 24 18:01:08 2008
From: ABurrows at slv.vic.gov.au (ABurrows@slv.vic.gov.au)
Date: Thu Jan 24 18:01:25 2008
Subject: [Genealib] Friday 18 January 2008 leave
Message-ID: <OF2E955C7B.D1EFFAA1-ONCA2573DA.007E7262CA2573DA.007E7262@slv.vic.gov.au>
I will be out of the office starting
29/01/2008.

25/01/2008 and will not return until

If the matter is urgent please contact Patrick Gregory, Information
Services Manager on 03 8664 7175.
Thank you.
Anne
This message and any attachment is intended only for the use of the Addressee and
may contain information that is PRIVILEGED and CONFIDENTIAL If you are not the
intended recipient, you are hereby notified that any dissemination of this

communication is strictly prohibited. If you have received this communication in
error, please delete all copies of the message and its attachments and notify the
sender immediately. Thank you.
From Grimshaw at cliftonpl.org Fri Jan 25 10:12:20 2008
From: Grimshaw at cliftonpl.org (Grimshaw, Kathy)
Date: Fri Jan 25 10:12:29 2008
Subject: [Genealib] Paul Immel- RE: Grants for microfilming local newspapers
for preservation
In-Reply-To: <20080123170015.50B7DD09E9@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
References: <20080123170015.50B7DD09E9@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Message-ID: <899C6645178BEA46BA989EAD529083EC02523DD0@mail01.palsplus.org>
Hi, Paul
I don't know if other listserv members are having this problem, but I'm
not seeing any content in your messages.
Yours,
Kathy Grimshaw-Haven
Reference/Local History Librarian
Clifton Public Library
Clifton, New Jersey
-----Original Message----Message: 1
Date: Wed, 23 Jan 2008 10:53:36 -0500
From: "Paul Immel" <PIMMEL@sloma.state.oh.us>
Subject: RE: [Genealib] Grants for microfilming local
newspapersforpreservation purposes
To: "Librarians Serving Genealogists" <genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Message-ID:
<D8F0790BDCB45D46B9570ED349E566960C5ECC@exchsrv2.statelibrary.local>
Content-Type: text/plain; charset="us-ascii"
Skipped content of type multipart/alternative-------------- next part
-------------A non-text attachment was scrubbed...
Name: not available
Type: image/jpeg
Size: 3316 bytes
Desc: image001.jpg
Url :
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20080123/462
42052/attachment-0002.jpe
-------------- next part -------------A non-text attachment was scrubbed...
Name: not available
Type: image/jpeg
Size: 3316 bytes
Desc: image002.jpg
Url :
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20080123/462
42052/attachment-0003.jpe
Reference Department
Otis Library
261 Main Street
Norwich CT
06360

860-889-2365
FAX 860-886-4744
From lnaukam at mcls.rochester.lib.ny.us Fri Jan 25 12:10:53 2008
From: lnaukam at mcls.rochester.lib.ny.us (Larry Naukam)
Date: Fri Jan 25 12:14:23 2008
Subject: [Genealib] messages from Paul Immel
In-Reply-To: <20080125170027.D9C22D09FD@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
References: <20080125170027.D9C22D09FD@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Message-ID: <01b501c85f75$3e441240$fa01060a@rpl.org>
I am not seeing appearing in messages from Paul either (on the list). A
direct email seems to be OK.

From faye.harkins at murraystate.edu Fri Jan 25 14:23:03 2008
From: faye.harkins at murraystate.edu (Faye)
Date: Fri Jan 25 14:23:08 2008
Subject: [Genealib] RE: genealib Digest, Vol 52, Issue 28
Message-ID: <d27c60106b0a4ad887e53189d51e4013.faye.harkins@murraystate.edu>
Please excuse sending this reply to the list but I have not been able to read any
of the emails. There seems to be a URL but not
text message in the document.
I am frankly quite relieve to know I was not the only one (our Webmail interface is
lacking in some areas ;).
_________________________________________
Faye Harkins, Assistant Professor
Head of Special Collections
200 Pogue Library | Murray State University
Murray, KY 42071
270.809.4295

------- Original Message ------>From
: genealib-request@mailman.acomp.usf.edu[mailto:genealibrequest@mailman.acomp.usf.edu]
Sent
: 1/25/2008 11:00:27 AM
To
: genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Cc
:
Subject : RE: genealib Digest, Vol 52, Issue 28
Send genealib mailing list submissions to
genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
To subscribe or unsubscribe via the World Wide Web, visit
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
or, via email, send a message with subject or body 'help' to
genealib-request@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
You can reach the person managing the list at

genealib-owner@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
When replying, please edit your Subject line so it is more specific
than "Re: Contents of genealib digest..."
Today's Topics:
1. Friday 18 January 2008 leave (ABurrows@slv.vic.gov.au)
2. Paul Immel- RE: Grants for microfilming local newspapers
preservation (Grimshaw, Kathy)

for

---------------------------------------------------------------------Message: 1
Date: Fri, 25 Jan 2008 10:01:08 +1100
From kristie_boucher at hotmail.com Fri Jan 25 15:02:17 2008
From: kristie_boucher at hotmail.com (Kristie Boucher)
Date: Fri Jan 25 15:02:20 2008
Subject: [Genealib] Microfilm Reader Question
In-Reply-To: <4799D658020000810000054F@209x183x162x17.static.newroadstelecom.net>
References: <4799D658020000810000054F@209x183x162x17.static.newroadstelecom.net>
Message-ID: <BAY106-W1738E8CF98204CEB61A4218F390@phx.gbl>
We have a Minolta MS-6000 microfilm reader. It has frozen up on us. Our service
provider is trying to cut back on service to our area, so I'm trying to look for
alternative ideas before I call them back again.
I would like to hear back from anyone that has this microfilm reader or any other
type of Minolta reader. Basically the buttons have frozen up and we're not able to
change any settings or print. We tried all we can think of, turning it off for a
period of time, unplugging it, unplugging different connections, turning the
printer off, etc. Any ideas?
Thanks! Kristie
Kristie Boucher, M.L.I.S.Associate Director of Library Services Crawford County
Library System 111 North Twelfth Street Van Buren, AR 72956 479-471-3226
http://www.crawfordcountylib.org/
_________________________________________________________________
Shed those extra pounds with MSN and The Biggest Loser!
http://biggestloser.msn.com/
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20080125/279589b4/
attachment.html
From bettybarcode at yahoo.com Fri Jan 25 15:04:01 2008
From: bettybarcode at yahoo.com (Cynthia Van Ness)
Date: Fri Jan 25 15:04:04 2008
Subject: [Genealib] Seeking distributor/vendor recommendation
Message-ID: <978133.38425.qm@web84106.mail.mud.yahoo.com>
Hi, gang,
For a small special library with a local history collection and
a tiny budget, can any of you suggest a distributor or vendor

who is likely to carry small press, genealogy, and local history
titles from multiple publishers? One stop shopping, so to
speak?
Otherwise we make out laborious purchase orders for each title,
unless we're lucky enough to need more than one title from the
same publisher. Then we get shipping quotes. I had to go back
for forth for days with one major publisher because they don't
offer a shipping rate schedule on their website and their
customer service representative couldn't even find the title I
wished to order in their catalogs, even though I found it in
BIP. Then we fax in the order and maybe their fax machine works
and maybe it does not...you get the idea.
Shopping for new books should be more pleasant than this!
*:-.,_,.-:*'``'*:-.,_,.-:*'``'*:-.,_,.-:*'``'*:-.,_,.-:**:-.,_,.-*
Cynthia Van Ness, MLS, bettybarcode AT yahoo DOT com
http://www.BuffaloResearch.com
"Everyone claims to want a city, but no one here wants city living. City living by
its definition is crowded. It is tolerant of other people. It is dependent on a
sophisticated population that makes a hundred compromises daily so that they can
benefit from the collective energy that a city generates."
--Robert N. Davis,
Jr. (1955-2007)
From rstoffer at marion.lib.in.us Fri Jan 25 15:23:24 2008
From: rstoffer at marion.lib.in.us (Rhonda Stoffer)
Date: Fri Jan 25 15:20:51 2008
Subject: [Genealib] Microfilm Reader Question
In-Reply-To: <BAY106-W1738E8CF98204CEB61A4218F390@phx.gbl>
References: <4799D658020000810000054F@209x183x162x17.static.newroadstelecom.net>
<BAY106-W1738E8CF98204CEB61A4218F390@phx.gbl>
Message-ID: <DD16069409ABBC4C9DFC5CE90135D47070F331@dc01.mpl01.marion.lib.in.us>
We have 5 of the MS-6000, have never had that problem with them. They
have been very reliable machines for us. Sorry.
Rhonda Stoffer
Head of Indiana History and Genealogy Services
Marion Public Library

________________________________
From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Kristie
Boucher
Sent: Friday, January 25, 2008 3:02 PM
To: genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu; publib@webjunction.org
Subject: [Genealib] Microfilm Reader Question

We have a Minolta MS-6000 microfilm reader. It has frozen up on us. Our
service provider is trying to cut back on service to our area, so I'm
trying to look for alternative ideas before I call them back again.

I would like to hear back from anyone that has this microfilm reader or
any other type of Minolta reader. Basically the buttons have frozen up
and we're not able to change any settings or print. We tried all we can
think of, turning it off for a period of time, unplugging it, unplugging
different connections, turning the printer off, etc. Any ideas?
Thanks! Kristie
Kristie Boucher, M.L.I.S.
Associate Director of Library Services
Crawford County Library System
111 North Twelfth Street
Van Buren, AR 72956
479-471-3226
http://www.crawfordcountylib.org/
________________________________
Shed those extra pounds with MSN and The Biggest Loser! Learn more.
<http://biggestloser.msn.com/>
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20080125/586a5ae2/
attachment.html
From crscott at HeritageBooks.com Fri Jan 25 15:33:03 2008
From: crscott at HeritageBooks.com (Craig Scott)
Date: Fri Jan 25 15:33:10 2008
Subject: E: [Genealib] Seeking distributor/vendor recommendation
In-Reply-To: <978133.38425.qm@web84106.mail.mud.yahoo.com>
Message-ID: <200801252033.m0PKX2EX021401@host.grillsbypaulwall.com>
Willow Bend Books used to provide that very service. Unfortunately when one
compared the orders of libraries for multiple publishers with the orders for
us alone (Heritage Books and Willow Bend Books) only about 10% of the orders
were for multiple publishers. As a division WBB could not support itself. So
now if you hop on the WBB site it directs you to Heritage Books.
For that reason Willow Bend Books died a quiet death last month and all that
is left is Heritage Books. With 3,000 plus books and CDs in print that is
not shabby, but it is no longer one-stop shopping. The Willow Bend Books
imprint will remain for some time.
That said my purchasing guy, Herb, has told me that we still have nearly
$100K (at cost) of other publishers books still in stock that we are slowing
moving out the door. So you are welcome to check with us about availability.
As an aside Heritage Books is 30 years old this year. So every week a couple
of titles go on sale at 30% off. Thirty years, thirty percent, get it? <G>
You also might see a different address out there for us. We are in the
process of moving to larger quarters. We have run out of space in the Main
Street facility.
Thanks.

C.
Craig R. Scott, CG
President and CEO
Heritage Books, Inc.
65 East Main Street
Westminster, MD 21157
800 876-6103
crscott@HeritageBooks.com
2758 books in print and growing. Visit www.HeritageBooks.com
-----Original Message----From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Cynthia Van
Ness
Sent: Friday, January 25, 2008 3:04 PM
To: genealib
Subject: [Genealib] Seeking distributor/vendor recommendation
Hi, gang,
For a small special library with a local history collection and
a tiny budget, can any of you suggest a distributor or vendor
who is likely to carry small press, genealogy, and local history
titles from multiple publishers? One stop shopping, so to
speak?
Otherwise we make out laborious purchase orders for each title,
unless we're lucky enough to need more than one title from the
same publisher. Then we get shipping quotes. I had to go back
for forth for days with one major publisher because they don't
offer a shipping rate schedule on their website and their
customer service representative couldn't even find the title I
wished to order in their catalogs, even though I found it in
BIP. Then we fax in the order and maybe their fax machine works
and maybe it does not...you get the idea.
Shopping for new books should be more pleasant than this!
*:-.,_,.-:*'``'*:-.,_,.-:*'``'*:-.,_,.-:*'``'*:-.,_,.-:**:-.,_,.-*
Cynthia Van Ness, MLS, bettybarcode AT yahoo DOT com
http://www.BuffaloResearch.com
"Everyone claims to want a city, but no one here wants city living. City
living by its definition is crowded. It is tolerant of other people. It is
dependent on a sophisticated population that makes a hundred compromises
daily so that they can benefit from the collective energy that a city
generates."
--Robert N. Davis, Jr. (1955-2007)
_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib

From mkirley at lapl.org Fri Jan 25 18:32:55 2008
From: mkirley at lapl.org (Michael Kirley)
Date: Fri Jan 25 18:32:58 2008

Subject: [Genealib] Jimmy the Gent
Message-ID: <EFEEKGLCPJAKNBLKOPANOEOJCHAA.mkirley@lapl.org>
Yesterday Turner Classic Movies broadcast "Jimmy the Gent," in which James
Cagney and Bette Davis both play genealogists!
Here is some information
about the film:
http://www.imdb.com/title/tt0025330/usercomments
Here is some more:
http://www.tcm.com/thismonth/article.jsp?cid=184909&mainArticleId=184891
Here is a link to the original trailer, but it doesn't emphasize the
"genealogical" content of the film:
http://www.tcm.com/mediaroom/index/?cid=95704
If you want to know what Hollywood's idea of a genealogist was in the 1930s,
the movie is worth seeing.
Michael Kirley
From mbakeman at parkbooks.com Sat Jan 26 12:27:20 2008
From: mbakeman at parkbooks.com (Mary Bakeman)
Date: Sat Jan 26 12:24:52 2008
Subject: [Genealib] One-stop shopping for libraries
Message-ID: <479B6D78.20806@parkbooks.com>
We're a small operation, nothing on the scale of Craig Scott and
Heritage Books and Willow Bend, but we try to make buying easier for
libraries whose needs match up with our specialty area.
We specialize in the Minnesota and the surrounding states, plus basics
for the ethnic groups that make up the population. We try to carry
materials from local genealogical and historical societies within our
stated area, as well as from smaller presses. Some of our titles don't
carry ISBNs -- the organizations are just too small to be able to afford
those costs.
But if you're looking for resource books on Finlanders, Slovaks, Poles,
Norwegians and other Scandinavians, Germans, etc., or the migration of
these and other groups to the area, early plat books, local histories,
cemetery listings for various MN counties, etc. check out our catalog.
(U.S. shipping rates are calculated on-line; foreign depends on
destination.) Our home page with links to a .PDF of our most recent
print catalog and our on-line catalog can be found at
<http://www.parkbooks.com/>.
Mary Bakeman
Park Genealogical Books
From l.feil at sjcpl.org Sat Jan 26 14:14:36 2008
From: l.feil at sjcpl.org (Libby Feil)
Date: Sat Jan 26 14:14:40 2008
Subject: [Genealib] Re: seeking distributor/vendor recommendation
In-Reply-To: <20080126170015.6A814D0A07@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
References: <20080126170015.6A814D0A07@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Message-ID: <a06200703c3c1349df38d@[10.0.34.190]>
Dear Cynthia,
I think we've had a conversation about this before, so there
might be useful information in the genealib archives. Most book

jobbers/distributors only have genealogy books from major publishers,
because they make publishers pay a fee to have their materials
carried. So, for instance, my library uses Baker & Taylor, but most
of their genealogy-related books come from major publishers,
university presses, Ancestry, and so on. At least some of the Willow
Bend Books and Heritage Books are also included, which is very
helpful. Unfortunately, though, you will in no way find the full
universe of genealogy books using any book vendor or distributor.
Although it makes for a lot of work, to get everything we're
looking for we do have to scrutinize catalogs from many different
small genealogy or history presses, check the websites of various
historical and genealogical societies, and look for mailings from
authors announcing new books. That's really the only way to get
those really valuable local resources, such as vital statistics and
newspaper indexes put together by a local genealogy society or
researcher.
Let us know if you hear of any other great ideas, but I
suspect we are all piecing together orders from a variety of small
publishers.
Best wishes,
Libby Feil
>Date: Fri, 25 Jan 2008 12:04:01 -0800 (PST)
>From: Cynthia Van Ness <bettybarcode@yahoo.com>
>Subject: [Genealib] Seeking distributor/vendor recommendation
>To: genealib <genealib@lists.acomp.usf.edu>
>For a small special library with a local history collection and
>a tiny budget, can any of you suggest a distributor or vendor
>who is likely to carry small press, genealogy, and local history
>titles from multiple publishers? One stop shopping, so to
>speak?
-Elizabeth "Libby" Feil, Librarian
Manager, Local & Family History Services
St. Joseph County Public Library
304 So. Main Street
South Bend, IN 46601
574-235-4181
l.feil@sjcpl.org
AIM: sjcpllibby
http://www.libraryforlife.org/localhistory/
To subscribe to our monthly Local & Family History
e-newsletter, email me at l.feil@sjcpl.org
Learn, discover, and enjoy at the destination library for St. Joseph
County research!
From media_center1 at yahoo.com Sun Jan 27 01:06:01 2008
From: media_center1 at yahoo.com (Mary Kraeszig, MLS)
Date: Sun Jan 27 01:06:03 2008
Subject: [Genealib] Inexpensive cataloging and OPAC software
Message-ID: <366900.39695.qm@web34811.mail.mud.yahoo.com>
Greetings,

I am investigating software options for cataloging and creating an OPAC for a small
to medium sized private genealogy collection. For years, books were simply sorted
geographically, with no way to cross-reference materials that involved multiple
states or included a variety of surnames. The "catalog" was the genealogist's
memory. She is no longer there.
I'm trying to help them do some weeding, cataloging, and creating a basic OPAC so
visitors can at least see what is in the collection before they come to visit the
library.
Any suggestions, especially from librarians or genealogists at smaller or private
collections, would be most appreciated. The goal is to make this very nice
collection much more user-friendly. There will be no circulation concerns since it
is strictly a research library.
Thank you so much,
Mary D. Kraeszig, MLS
--------------------------------Never miss a thing.
Make Yahoo your homepage.
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20080126/2c0b7cd6/
attachment.html
From treviawbeverly at comcast.net Sun Jan 27 10:30:37 2008
From: treviawbeverly at comcast.net (treviawbeverly)
Date: Sun Jan 27 10:06:39 2008
Subject: [Genealib] Inexpensive cataloging and OPAC software
References: <366900.39695.qm@web34811.mail.mud.yahoo.com>
Message-ID: <002f01c860f9$91e905b0$6401a8c0@oemcomputer>
I have a very extensive private library (over 50 years; in every room of the house
except the bathroom) ... heavy on genealogy and history, it also includes a wide
variety of other topics. For the Dewey Decimal # I go to my library's online
catalog (Houston Public Library) and see if they have the book .. if not, I'll try
another .. and I have been known to simply call the library and ask.
I have been very happy with the CROSS (Church Related Online Software System)
system. It even allows you to do vertical files, periodicals, etc. -- I even
catalog my maps. It is very user-friendly, easy to look up by title, author,
subject, etc.
--- and good support.
http://www.cross-products.com/
A plus for me is that I can enter the date purchased and the price ...
great
for insurance purposes and will be a great tool when, someday, my heirs will have
to sell all this. It is inexpensive and I suggest that any individual with an
extensive library may want to take a look at it.
I know nothing about this one, just came on it while looking up the URL for above http://www.primasoft.com/pro_software/church_library_software_1.htm?
from=google&gclid=CMe717vVlpECFRk0awodMHJoPQ
and I'm sure there are other
programs for small libraries.
Trevia Wooster Beverly
Houston, Texas

----- Original Message -----

From: Mary Kraeszig, MLS
To: genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Sent: Sunday, January 27, 2008 12:06 AM
Subject: [Genealib] Inexpensive cataloging and OPAC software
Greetings,
I am investigating software options for cataloging and creating an OPAC for a
small to medium sized private genealogy collection. For years, books were simply
sorted geographically, with no way to cross-reference materials that involved
multiple states or included a variety of surnames. The "catalog" was the
genealogist's memory. She is no longer there.
I'm trying to help them do some weeding, cataloging, and creating a basic OPAC so
visitors can at least see what is in the collection before they come to visit the
library.
Any suggestions, especially from librarians or genealogists at smaller or private
collections, would be most appreciated. The goal is to make this very nice
collection much more user-friendly. There will be no circulation concerns since it
is strictly a research library.
Thank you so much,
Mary D. Kraeszig, MLS

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------Never miss a thing. Make Yahoo your homepage.
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------No virus found in this incoming message.
Checked by AVG Free Edition.
Version: 7.5.516 / Virus Database: 269.19.12/1245 - Release Date: 01/26/2008 3:45
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-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20080127/5fcc79b4/
attachment.html
From reminder at comcast.net Sun Jan 27 12:14:46 2008
From: reminder at comcast.net (Ceya)
Date: Sun Jan 27 12:14:41 2008
Subject: [Genealib] Disposing of part of my home genealogy library...
References: <20080127170012.9D027D09AD@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Message-ID: <003801c86108$1e3ebd80$6401000a@minder>

If interested in this list of genealogy books, email me privately and I will
send you an attachment with the listing.
Thank you.
Ceya Minder, Librarian
Southeast Ala. Genealogical & Historical Society, Inc.
(SEAGHS)
From reminder at comcast.net Sun Jan 27 12:56:07 2008
From: reminder at comcast.net (Ceya)
Date: Sun Jan 27 12:56:02 2008
Subject: [Genealib] Private genealogical book sale...
References: <20080127170012.9D027D09AD@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Message-ID: <01b601c8610d$e4ed5f90$6401000a@minder>
Am disposing of some more of my home genealogical library...
If interested in this list of genealogy books, email me privately and I will
send you an attachment with the listing.
Thank you.
Ceya Minder, Librarian
Southeast Ala. Genealogical & Historical Society, Inc.
(SEAGHS)
From Munroe at oshkoshpubliclibrary.org Sun Jan 27 14:49:11 2008
From: Munroe at oshkoshpubliclibrary.org (Mara Munroe)
Date: Sun Jan 27 14:49:54 2008
Subject: [Genealib] Inexpensive cataloging and OPAC software
References: <366900.39695.qm@web34811.mail.mud.yahoo.com>
Message-ID: <9720CA43F755A148BF65B6618B90CB940F5886@magneto.wals.local>
Many OPAC systems for small libraries are meant to handle circulation--in a school
library, for instance. For a research collection, you may prefer an indexing
system.
One widely used software package is SkyIndex http://www.sky-software.com/
I'm sure there are others.
Mara B. Munroe
Oshkosh Public Library

-----Original Message----From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu on behalf of Mary Kraeszig, MLS
Sent: Sun 1/27/2008 12:06 AM
To: genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Subject: [Genealib] Inexpensive cataloging and OPAC software
Greetings,
I am investigating software options for cataloging and creating an OPAC for a small
to medium sized private genealogy collection. For years, books were simply sorted
geographically, with no way to cross-reference materials that involved multiple

states or included a variety of surnames.
memory. She is no longer there.

The "catalog" was the genealogist's

I'm trying to help them do some weeding, cataloging, and creating a basic OPAC so
visitors can at least see what is in the collection before they come to visit the
library.
Any suggestions, especially from librarians or genealogists at smaller or private
collections, would be most appreciated. The goal is to make this very nice
collection much more user-friendly. There will be no circulation concerns since it
is strictly a research library.
Thank you so much,
Mary D. Kraeszig, MLS
--------------------------------Never miss a thing.
Make Yahoo your homepage.
-------------- next part -------------A non-text attachment was scrubbed...
Name: not available
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Url :
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From jbrannan at uwa.edu Sun Jan 27 17:19:07 2008
From: jbrannan at uwa.edu (Brannan, Joyce A.)
Date: Sun Jan 27 17:19:50 2008
Subject: [Genealib] Private genealogical book sale...
References: <20080127170012.9D027D09AD@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
<01b601c8610d$e4ed5f90$6401000a@minder>
Message-ID: <C378D85A5E3E6C49B2AE5D1187E5D226041E6139@phosphorus>
I would be interested in having the list.
________________________________
From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu on behalf of Ceya
Sent: Sun 1/27/2008 11:56 AM
To: genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Subject: [Genealib] Private genealogical book sale...

Am disposing of some more of my home genealogical library...
If interested in this list of genealogy books, email me privately and I will
send you an attachment with the listing.
Thank you.
Ceya Minder, Librarian
Southeast Ala. Genealogical & Historical Society, Inc.
(SEAGHS)
_______________________________________________

genealib mailing list
genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
From thomas.j.kemp at gmail.com Mon Jan 28 00:09:31 2008
From: thomas.j.kemp at gmail.com (Tom Kemp)
Date: Mon Jan 28 00:09:37 2008
Subject: [Genealib] FYI - LDS Church President has died
In-Reply-To: <45c595dc0801272108n7f6e2c1cr1ebe30139e98df69@mail.gmail.com>
References: <45c595dc0801272106g68b059a5y9c4c50da48f05ec@mail.gmail.com>
<45c595dc0801272108q50e70289n7bc072b24088bd96@mail.gmail.com>
<45c595dc0801272108v6f7bb291v7f16bc2c9ad0afbf@mail.gmail.com>
<45c595dc0801272108n7f6e2c1cr1ebe30139e98df69@mail.gmail.com>
Message-ID: <45c595dc0801272109m675b51a6m91a9457c705fc2ff@mail.gmail.com>
FYI - the president of the LDS
he was 97 years old and served as
active in the acceleration of the
not change - but will continue on

Church, Gordon B. Hinckley, died tonight church president since 1995 - and was very
genealogy work. The pace of genealogy will
schedule.

President Hinckley was a dynamic church president - with a personal touch
that made him a favorite of young and old - like family. This was the time
that the FHL developed and went live with the now familiar
familysearch.orgsite - the church itself grew from 9 Million to over
13 Million members over
the past 12 years he was president.
There are details at: http://www.newsroom.lds.org/ldsnewsroom/eng/
and in the Salt Lake paper at:
http://www.deseretnews.com/article/1,5143,695247765,00.html
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20080128/
a9843b9d/attachment.html
From kastuart at gmail.com Mon Jan 28 09:52:52 2008
From: kastuart at gmail.com (Karen Stuart)
Date: Mon Jan 28 09:52:55 2008
Subject: [Genealib] Inexpensive cataloging and OPAC software
In-Reply-To: <366900.39695.qm@web34811.mail.mud.yahoo.com>
References: <366900.39695.qm@web34811.mail.mud.yahoo.com>
Message-ID: <fd3f60360801280652vd3023fdj790fc2e2b2c17a0e@mail.gmail.com>
You might even consider LibraryThing: http://www.librarything.com/
It's
inexpensive, Web-friendly and allows you to combine MARC records with
user-friendly tagging. They already allow "institutional" accounts, and are
apparently planning to introduce more features for those users:
http://www.librarything.com/organizations.php .
Karen Stuart

On Jan 27, 2008 1:06 AM, Mary Kraeszig, MLS <media_center1@yahoo.com> wrote:
> Greetings,
>
> I am investigating software options for cataloging and creating an OPAC
> for a small to medium sized private genealogy collection. For years, books

> were simply sorted geographically, with no way to cross-reference materials
> that involved multiple states or included a variety of surnames. The
> "catalog" was the genealogist's memory. She is no longer there.
>
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20080128/
d6b678b2/attachment.html
From daysa at oplin.org Mon Jan 28 09:56:16 2008
From: daysa at oplin.org (Sandy Day)
Date: Mon Jan 28 10:03:52 2008
Subject: [Genealib] Inexpensive cataloging and OPAC software
References: <366900.39695.qm@web34811.mail.mud.yahoo.com>
<9720CA43F755A148BF65B6618B90CB940F5886@magneto.wals.local>
Message-ID: <006f01c861bd$ef374870$6401a8c0@Ohio>
Mara and all
I have personally used Sky Software for many years for indexing purposes and
it is great. I still use it today. I would guess our staff here has indexed
close to one hundred projects using this very easy to use software.
Sandy Day
Genealogy Librarian
Schiappa Library
Steubenville, OH
----- Original Message ----From: "Mara Munroe" <Munroe@oshkoshpubliclibrary.org>
To: "Librarians Serving Genealogists" <genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Sent: Sunday, January 27, 2008 2:49 PM
Subject: RE: [Genealib] Inexpensive cataloging and OPAC software
Many OPAC systems for small libraries are meant to handle circulation--in a
school library, for instance. For a research collection, you may prefer an
indexing system.
One widely used software package is SkyIndex http://www.sky-software.com/
I'm sure there are others.
Mara B. Munroe
Oshkosh Public Library

-----Original Message----From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu on behalf of Mary Kraeszig, MLS
Sent: Sun 1/27/2008 12:06 AM
To: genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Subject: [Genealib] Inexpensive cataloging and OPAC software
Greetings,
I am investigating software options for cataloging and creating an OPAC for
a small to medium sized private genealogy collection. For years, books were
simply sorted geographically, with no way to cross-reference materials that
involved multiple states or included a variety of surnames. The "catalog"
was the genealogist's memory. She is no longer there.

I'm trying to help them do some weeding, cataloging, and creating a basic
OPAC so visitors can at least see what is in the collection before they come
to visit the library.
Any suggestions, especially from librarians or genealogists at smaller or
private collections, would be most appreciated. The goal is to make this
very nice collection much more user-friendly. There will be no circulation
concerns since it is strictly a research library.
Thank you so much,
Mary D. Kraeszig, MLS
--------------------------------Never miss a thing.
Make Yahoo your homepage.
From dwebb at wilson-co.com Mon Jan 28 13:33:07 2008
From: dwebb at wilson-co.com (Deborah Webb)
Date: Mon Jan 28 13:33:45 2008
Subject: [Genealib] Ceya's list of geealogy books for sale
Message-ID: <E2E7DACC91E4AB49A6E6336801498D7A0131F6DC55@WCOEXCHANGE07.wilsonco.com>
Ceya,
I would like a list please.
Deborah Webb
Wilson County Public Library
249 Nash St. W
Wilson, NC 27893-3801
dwebb@wilson-co.com<mailto:dwebb@wilson-co.com>
252-237-5355
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20080128/
eb57a6d7/attachment.html
From James.Overbeck at fultoncountyga.gov Mon Jan 28 13:36:05 2008
From: James.Overbeck at fultoncountyga.gov (Overbeck, James)
Date: Mon Jan 28 13:36:13 2008
Subject: [Genealib] Ceya's list of geealogy books for sale
In-Reply-To: <E2E7DACC91E4AB49A6E6336801498D7A0131F6DC55@WCOEXCHANGE07.wilsonco.com>
References: <E2E7DACC91E4AB49A6E6336801498D7A0131F6DC55@WCOEXCHANGE07.wilsonco.com>
Message-ID: <7635567.1201545366681.JavaMail.root@securemail.co.fulton.ga.us>
Could someone please supply Ceya's email address?

________________________________
From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Deborah
Webb
Sent: Monday, January 28, 2008 1:33 PM
To: genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu

Subject: [Genealib] Ceya's list of geealogy books for sale

Ceya,

I would like a list please.

Deborah Webb
Wilson County Public Library
249 Nash St. W
Wilson, NC 27893-3801
dwebb@wilson-co.com
252-237-5355
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20080128/914e7798/
attachment.html
From carriescorner at yahoo.com Mon Jan 28 13:38:20 2008
From: carriescorner at yahoo.com (Carrie Cook)
Date: Mon Jan 28 13:38:23 2008
Subject: [Genealib] Re: Seeking distributor/vendor recommendation
In-Reply-To: <20080126170015.A3BF6D0A08@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Message-ID: <733701.11369.qm@web51402.mail.re2.yahoo.com>
Like Craig Scott's publishing company/bookseller and many other genealogy-centered
vendors, The Gregath Publishing Company offers a wide variety of books from other
publishers.
Costs are a factor, as is the abundance of
published in "local" size quantities (12-200
publish, many times don't have the resources
market in such a way that everyone knows the

quality research material that is
total). Authors and groups who
to publish thousands, nor be able to
book is even available to the public.

We offer books for quite a few other publishers, groups, and authors, but the
cost of this service shows up in our shipping costs. This is one reason that you
don't find lots of genealogy books at the major distributors - they want their cut.
In the "standard" publishing world, this is "a drop in the bucket" as these costs
are included in their cost of producing millions of copies. However, most genealogy
publications are not done on this scale. Even some large publishing houses that
have produced several quality publications, from leaders in the field, are not
continuing to keep titles in print. Thus we are back to costs...
By ordering from one company, you are paying for the convenience of not having to
order through several. You are adding at least one layer of business that needs to
make a profit on that sale. Unless you have unlimited funds, the genealogist in me
suggests you buy as many of your books and materials directly from the original

publishers/suppliers or Copyright holders. That way the only extra expense comes
from FAX or postage fees to order. Gregath items (in this regard) are marked with
order numbers with G (Gregath owned and distributed) or R (Royalty program book we have non-exclusive contract with Copyright holders). All other books and items
we carry are for others and may or may not have done the actual publishing.
Part of the shopping should be evaluating if the titles are an asset to your
collection. If you have an acquisition policy that deals with genealogical
material, take those guidelines to google (or your fave SE), this list, support
organizations, etc. to find what is available to you to add to the collection.
My 2 cents,
Carrie Cook, Publisher
http://www.gregathcompany.com/catalog
genealib-request@mailman.acomp.usf.edu wrote:
Message: 4
Date: Fri, 25 Jan 2008 12:04:01 -0800 (PST)
From: Cynthia Van Ness
Subject: [Genealib] Seeking distributor/vendor recommendation
To: genealib
Message-ID: <978133.38425.qm@web84106.mail.mud.yahoo.com>
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=iso-8859-1
Hi, gang,
For a small special library with a local history collection and
a tiny budget, can any of you suggest a distributor or vendor
who is likely to carry small press, genealogy, and local history
titles from multiple publishers? One stop shopping, so to
speak?
Otherwise we make out laborious purchase orders for each title,
unless we're lucky enough to need more than one title from the
same publisher. Then we get shipping quotes. I had to go back
for forth for days with one major publisher because they don't
offer a shipping rate schedule on their website and their
customer service representative couldn't even find the title I
wished to order in their catalogs, even though I found it in
BIP. Then we fax in the order and maybe their fax machine works
and maybe it does not...you get the idea.
Shopping for new books should be more pleasant than this!
*:-.,_,.-:*'``'*:-.,_,.-:*'``'*:-.,_,.-:*'``'*:-.,_,.-:**:-.,_,.-*
Cynthia Van Ness, MLS, bettybarcode AT yahoo DOT com
http://www.BuffaloResearch.com
Carrie's Corner
carriescorner@yahoo.com
http://www.carriescorner.com
?Never do a wrong thing to make a friend or to keep one.??Robert E. Lee

--------------------------------Never miss a thing.
Make Yahoo your homepage.

-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20080128/3c960482/
attachment.html
From dwebb at wilson-co.com Mon Jan 28 13:39:59 2008
From: dwebb at wilson-co.com (Deborah Webb)
Date: Mon Jan 28 13:40:30 2008
Subject: [Genealib] Ceya's list of geealogy books for sale
In-Reply-To: <E2E7DACC91E4AB49A6E6336801498D7A0131F6DC55@WCOEXCHANGE07.wilsonco.com>
Message-ID: <E2E7DACC91E4AB49A6E6336801498D7A0131F6DC58@WCOEXCHANGE07.wilsonco.com>
The list did come through.
Deborah
________________________________
From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu [mailto:genealibbounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Deborah Webb
Sent: Monday, January 28, 2008 1:33 PM
To: genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Subject: [Genealib] Ceya's list of geealogy books for sale
Ceya,
I would like a list please.
Deborah Webb
Wilson County Public Library
249 Nash St. W
Wilson, NC 27893-3801
dwebb@wilson-co.com<mailto:dwebb@wilson-co.com>
252-237-5355
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20080128/48e1ed03/
attachment.html
From dwebb at wilson-co.com Mon Jan 28 13:45:38 2008
From: dwebb at wilson-co.com (Deborah Webb)
Date: Mon Jan 28 13:45:45 2008
Subject: FW: [Genealib] Disposing of part of my home genealogy library...
Message-ID: <E2E7DACC91E4AB49A6E6336801498D7A0131F6DC5A@WCOEXCHANGE07.wilsonco.com>
Please

send me Ceya's list.

Deborah Webb
249 Nash St. W
Wilson, NC 27893-3801
dwebb@wilson-co.com
-----Original Message----From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu [mailto:genealibbounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Ceya
Sent: Sunday, January 27, 2008 12:15 PM

To: genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Subject: [Genealib] Disposing of part of my home genealogy library...
If interested in this list of genealogy books, email me privately and I will
send you an attachment with the listing.
Thank you.
Ceya Minder, Librarian
Southeast Ala. Genealogical & Historical Society, Inc.
(SEAGHS)
_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
From jbrannan at uwa.edu Mon Jan 28 13:47:34 2008
From: jbrannan at uwa.edu (Brannan, Joyce A.)
Date: Mon Jan 28 13:47:38 2008
Subject: [Genealib] Disposing of part of my home genealogy library...
In-Reply-To: <E2E7DACC91E4AB49A6E6336801498D7A0131F6DC5A@WCOEXCHANGE07.wilsonco.com>
References: <E2E7DACC91E4AB49A6E6336801498D7A0131F6DC5A@WCOEXCHANGE07.wilsonco.com>
Message-ID: <C378D85A5E3E6C49B2AE5D1187E5D22602E080AB@phosphorus>
Reread the message - I was responding to Ceya Minder, Librarian
Southeast Ala. Genealogical & Historical Society, Inc. Who did not
include her off list email address.
Joyce Adams Brannan
Technical Services Librarian
Julia Tutwiler Library, Station 12
University of West Alabama
(205) 652-3677
jbrannan@uwa.edu
-----Original Message----From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Deborah
Webb
Sent: Monday, January 28, 2008 12:46 PM
To: genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Subject: FW: [Genealib] Disposing of part of my home genealogy
library...
Please

send me Ceya's list.

Deborah Webb
249 Nash St. W
Wilson, NC 27893-3801
dwebb@wilson-co.com
-----Original Message----From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Ceya
Sent: Sunday, January 27, 2008 12:15 PM

To: genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Subject: [Genealib] Disposing of part of my home genealogy library...
If interested in this list of genealogy books, email me privately and I
will
send you an attachment with the listing.
Thank you.
Ceya Minder, Librarian
Southeast Ala. Genealogical & Historical Society, Inc.
(SEAGHS)
_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
From amsmith at lib.usf.edu Mon Jan 28 15:19:28 2008
From: amsmith at lib.usf.edu (Smith, Andrew M.)
Date: Mon Jan 28 15:20:34 2008
Subject: [Genealib] Disposing of part of my home genealogy library...
References: <E2E7DACC91E4AB49A6E6336801498D7A0131F6DC5A@WCOEXCHANGE07.wilsonco.com>
<C378D85A5E3E6C49B2AE5D1187E5D22602E080AB@phosphorus>
Message-ID: <83A7D9F74602294EB7FF81AB36D7F57B02DF8C53@tiki.fastmail.usf.edu>
Please contact Ceya Minder directly if you need to communicate with her. The first
part of her e-mail address is "reminder". The second part of her e-mail address is
"comcast.net".
Drew Smith
GENEALIB List Administrator
Andrew M. "Drew" Smith
Information Literacy Librarian
Reference and Instruction, Tampa Library
University of South Florida
amsmith@lib.usf.edu
813-974-3492 (work), 813-263-2028 (cell)
-------------- next part -------------A non-text attachment was scrubbed...
Name: not available
Type: application/ms-tnef
Size: 2873 bytes
Desc: not available
Url : http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20080128/
b67d0835/attachment.bin
From nward2 at twcny.rr.com Mon Jan 28 16:54:38 2008
From: nward2 at twcny.rr.com (Nancy Ward)
Date: Mon Jan 28 16:55:53 2008
Subject: [Genealib] Literature Review Assistance
In-Reply-To: <00f701c84e52$96114c60$fa01060a@rpl.org>
References: <20080103150758.371B2D098B@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
<00f701c84e52$96114c60$fa01060a@rpl.org>
Message-ID: <F498627A-5265-465D-843F-4AF53B4BB9CF@twcny.rr.com>

As a (hopefully!) future genealogy librarian, I am hoping that some
of the more experienced librarians on this list might be able to help
me get started on a project.
I need to do a literature review for a MLS class at Syracuse
University. The topic I would like to concentrate on is determining
what patrons are looking for in genealogical resources and research
assistance. However, I am not having any luck finding any articles on
this topic.
Using various periodical databases, I have been searching with
various combinations of genealogy/genealogical, research, assistance,
help, resource(s). I have yet to find any articles that address this
issue, whether genealogical based or general reference resource
based. Would you be able to provide me with any ideas on what terms
would be able to bring up these articles (assuming any even exist!)
or where I might look beyond the general databases the university
offers and PERSI.
thank you for any assistance,
Nancy Ward
Syracuse University
nward2@twcny.rr.com
From wblohm at gailborden.info Mon Jan 28 17:17:11 2008
From: wblohm at gailborden.info (William Blohm)
Date: Mon Jan 28 17:17:08 2008
Subject: [Genealib] Literature Review Assistance
In-Reply-To: <F498627A-5265-465D-843F-4AF53B4BB9CF@twcny.rr.com>
Message-ID: <005901c861fb$874c4fb0$fb20a8c0@gailb.com>
Have you checked Library Literature & Information Science?

William R. Blohm

Reference Librarian & Collection Development Manager

Gail Borden Public Library District
270 N. Grove Ave.
Elgin, IL

60120

> I need to do a literature review for a MLS class at Syracuse
> University. The topic I would like to concentrate on is determining
> what patrons are looking for in genealogical resources and research
> assistance. However, I am not having any luck finding any articles on
> this topic.
>
> Using various periodical databases, I have been searching with

> various combinations of genealogy/genealogical, research, assistance,
> help, resource(s). I have yet to find any articles that address this
> issue, whether genealogical based or general reference resource
> based.
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20080128/
fe3fbb4d/attachment.html
From agwilderman at gmail.com Mon Jan 28 18:18:47 2008
From: agwilderman at gmail.com (Angie Wilderman)
Date: Mon Jan 28 18:18:52 2008
Subject: [Genealib] Inexpensive cataloging and OPAC software
In-Reply-To: <006f01c861bd$ef374870$6401a8c0@Ohio>
References: <366900.39695.qm@web34811.mail.mud.yahoo.com>
<9720CA43F755A148BF65B6618B90CB940F5886@magneto.wals.local>
<006f01c861bd$ef374870$6401a8c0@Ohio>
Message-ID: <8aa9684e0801281518j545e3836p7cc3b0d9c255ae10@mail.gmail.com>
I have an old version of Sky Index and, I agree, it is pretty good and
very easy to use.
On Jan 28, 2008 9:56 AM, Sandy Day <daysa@oplin.org> wrote:
> Mara and all
> I have personally used Sky Software for many years for indexing purposes and
> it is great. I still use it today. I would guess our staff here has indexed
> close to one hundred projects using this very easy to use software.
> Sandy Day
> Genealogy Librarian
> Schiappa Library
> Steubenville, OH
>
> ----- Original Message ----> From: "Mara Munroe" <Munroe@oshkoshpubliclibrary.org>
> To: "Librarians Serving Genealogists" <genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
> Sent: Sunday, January 27, 2008 2:49 PM
> Subject: RE: [Genealib] Inexpensive cataloging and OPAC software
>
>
> Many OPAC systems for small libraries are meant to handle circulation--in a
> school library, for instance. For a research collection, you may prefer an
> indexing system.
>
> One widely used software package is SkyIndex http://www.sky-software.com/
> I'm sure there are others.
>
> Mara B. Munroe
> Oshkosh Public Library
>
>
>
>
> -----Original Message----> From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu on behalf of Mary Kraeszig, MLS
> Sent: Sun 1/27/2008 12:06 AM

>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

To: genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Subject: [Genealib] Inexpensive cataloging and OPAC software
Greetings,
I am investigating software options for cataloging and creating an OPAC for
a small to medium sized private genealogy collection. For years, books were
simply sorted geographically, with no way to cross-reference materials that
involved multiple states or included a variety of surnames. The "catalog"
was the genealogist's memory. She is no longer there.
I'm trying to help them do some weeding, cataloging, and creating a basic
OPAC so visitors can at least see what is in the collection before they come
to visit the library.
Any suggestions, especially from librarians or genealogists at smaller or
private collections, would be most appreciated. The goal is to make this
very nice collection much more user-friendly. There will be no circulation
concerns since it is strictly a research library.
Thank you so much,
Mary D. Kraeszig, MLS
--------------------------------Never miss a thing.
Make Yahoo your homepage.
_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib

-Angie Wilderman
Chesterfield Historical Society of Virginia
PO Box 40
Chesterfield, VA 23832
From llscott2000 at bellsouth.net Mon Jan 28 18:36:39 2008
From: llscott2000 at bellsouth.net (L.L. Scott)
Date: Mon Jan 28 18:36:42 2008
Subject: [Genealib] Literature Review Assistance
References:
<20080103150758.371B2D098B@mailman.acomp.usf.edu><00f701c84e52$96114c60$fa01060a@rp
l.org>
<F498627A-5265-465D-843F-4AF53B4BB9CF@twcny.rr.com>
Message-ID: <00ed01c86206$a1e8bf10$6502a8c0@COMPUTER1>
Have you tried ERIC?
http://www.eric.ed.gov/
----- Original Message ----From: "Nancy Ward" <nward2@twcny.rr.com>
To: "Librarians Serving Genealogists" <genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Sent: Monday, January 28, 2008 3:54 PM

Subject: [Genealib] Literature Review Assistance
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

As a (hopefully!) future genealogy librarian, I am hoping that some
of the more experienced librarians on this list might be able to help
me get started on a project.
I need to do a literature review for a MLS class at Syracuse
University. The topic I would like to concentrate on is determining
what patrons are looking for in genealogical resources and research
assistance. However, I am not having any luck finding any articles on
this topic.
Using various periodical databases, I have been searching with
various combinations of genealogy/genealogical, research, assistance,
help, resource(s). I have yet to find any articles that address this
issue, whether genealogical based or general reference resource
based. Would you be able to provide me with any ideas on what terms
would be able to bring up these articles (assuming any even exist!)
or where I might look beyond the general databases the university
offers and PERSI.
thank you for any assistance,
Nancy Ward
Syracuse University
nward2@twcny.rr.com
_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib

From llscott2000 at bellsouth.net Mon Jan 28 18:43:23 2008
From: llscott2000 at bellsouth.net (L.L. Scott)
Date: Mon Jan 28 18:43:27 2008
Subject: [Genealib] Literature Review Assistance
References:
<20080103150758.371B2D098B@mailman.acomp.usf.edu><00f701c84e52$96114c60$fa01060a@rp
l.org>
<F498627A-5265-465D-843F-4AF53B4BB9CF@twcny.rr.com>
Message-ID: <00f001c86207$92d9f5b0$6502a8c0@COMPUTER1>
"The Plight of the Genealogy Reference Librarian"
by George G. Morgan: "Along Those Lines."
http://learn.ancestry.com/LearnMore/Article.aspx?id=7620
----- Original Message ----From: "Nancy Ward" <nward2@twcny.rr.com>
To: "Librarians Serving Genealogists" <genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Sent: Monday, January 28, 2008 3:54 PM
Subject: [Genealib] Literature Review Assistance
From graymatters at alltel.net Tue Jan 29 00:08:14 2008
From: graymatters at alltel.net (Martha Grenzeback)
Date: Tue Jan 29 00:08:19 2008
Subject: [Genealib] Literature Review Assistance
In-Reply-To: <F498627A-5265-465D-843F-4AF53B4BB9CF@twcny.rr.com>
References: <20080103150758.371B2D098B@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>

<00f701c84e52$96114c60$fa01060a@rpl.org>
<F498627A-5265-465D-843F-4AF53B4BB9CF@twcny.rr.com>
Message-ID: <20080129050817.ESIT7087.ispmxaamta04gx.windstream.net@slave.alltel.net>
As search terms, perhaps try "reference interview" combined with
"genealogy," or "genealogical," particularly in the Library
Literature and Information Science Full Text database. One article
possibly of interest: Francis, L. S. "The Genealogy Reference
Interview." PNLA Quarterly v. 68 no. 3 (Spring 2004) p. 13-15.
Good luck!
Martha Grenzeback
graymatters@alltel.net

At 03:54 PM 1/28/2008, Nancy Ward wrote:
>As a (hopefully!) future genealogy librarian, I am hoping that some
>of the more experienced librarians on this list might be able to help
>me get started on a project.
>
>I need to do a literature review for a MLS class at Syracuse
>University. The topic I would like to concentrate on is determining
>what patrons are looking for in genealogical resources and research
>assistance. However, I am not having any luck finding any articles on
>this topic.
>
>Using various periodical databases, I have been searching with
>various combinations of genealogy/genealogical, research, assistance,
>help, resource(s). I have yet to find any articles that address this
>issue, whether genealogical based or general reference resource
>based. Would you be able to provide me with any ideas on what terms
>would be able to bring up these articles (assuming any even exist!)
>or where I might look beyond the general databases the university
>offers and PERSI.
>
>thank you for any assistance,
>
>Nancy Ward
>Syracuse University
>nward2@twcny.rr.com
>_______________________________________________
>genealib mailing list
>genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
>http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
>
>
>->No virus found in this incoming message.
>Checked by AVG Free Edition. Version: 7.5.516 / Virus Database:
>269.19.14/1247 - Release Date: 1/28/2008 10:59 AM
From John.LaMont at spl.org Tue Jan 29 12:35:33 2008
From: John.LaMont at spl.org (John LaMont)
Date: Tue Jan 29 12:35:49 2008
Subject: [Genealib] Re: Inexpensive cataloging and OPAC software
In-Reply-To: <20080129170023.7A5CDD0A1B@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>

References: <20080129170023.7A5CDD0A1B@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Message-ID: <479EF364.C652.001D.0@spl.org>
Mary,
You might want to contact Gary Zimmerman at the Fiske Genealogical Library in
Seattle, Washington. The Fiske Library recently joined OCLC and are using WorldCat
as their online catalog. You'll find a press release about it on the Fiske Library
Web site along with contact information for Gary. I'm not sure about the cost for
this arrangement, but Gary may be able to fill you in on the details.
Fiske Library:
http://www.fiskelibrary.org/
OCLC Press Release:
http://www.fiskelibrary.org/OCLCsucessstory.pdf
Contact Information:
http://www.fiskelibrary.org/ContactUs.htm
John LaMont
Librarian - Genealogy
History, Travel & Maps
The Seattle Public Library
From lnaukam at mcls.rochester.lib.ny.us Tue Jan 29 14:05:07 2008
From: lnaukam at mcls.rochester.lib.ny.us (Larry Naukam)
Date: Tue Jan 29 14:06:51 2008
Subject: [Genealib] to Nancy Ward re Literature Review
In-Reply-To: <20080129170023.7A5CDD0A1B@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
References: <20080129170023.7A5CDD0A1B@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Message-ID: <000201c862a9$dd5290f0$fa01060a@rpl.org>
A million years ago, I bought this for our collection:
Conference Name:
RASD History Section Genealogy Committee Program (1985 : Chicago, Ill.)
Title:
Genealogy & computers : proceedings of the RASD History Section Genealogy
Committee Program, Reference and Adult Services Division, American Library
Association, 9 July 1985 Charles Clement, editor.
Publisher:
Chicago : ALA, 1986.
Paging:
vii, 59 p. : ill. ; 23 cm.
Notes:
Bibliography: p. 59.
Program held July 9, 1985, Chicago, Ill.
Subjects:
Genealogy Data processing Congresses.
Other Names:
Clement, Charles.
Other Titles:
Genealogy and computers.
Format:
qBook
Of course, it is extremely dated and there are other titles that could be of
help. Looking in our online catalog for the terms computer & genealogy,
there are 42 titles, including some very recent. Periodicals are another

good source since they tend to be timely rather than timeless.
From joyrichny at earthlink.net Tue Jan 29 18:49:38 2008
From: joyrichny at earthlink.net (Joy Rich)
Date: Tue Jan 29 18:49:45 2008
Subject: [Genealib] Dachau Records One-Step
Message-ID: <00c601c862d1$9c74db10$6401a8c0@DELL>
Steve Morse has created a
One-Step search application
for the 160,000 people who
were at
Dachau Concentration Camp.
Unlike many of his other tools
in which the search is done in
the data stored on a different
website, these records are on
his site. The One-Step is in
the Holocaust and Eastern
Europe section of his site.
http://www.stevemorse.org
Joy Rich, MLS
Brooklyn, NY
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20080129/179167d5/
attachment.html
From kspeaks at leisuresportsinc.com Tue Jan 29 21:06:08 2008
From: kspeaks at leisuresportsinc.com (Kay Speaks (LSI))
Date: Tue Jan 29 21:06:29 2008
Subject: [Genealib] Private genealogical book sale...
In-Reply-To: <01b601c8610d$e4ed5f90$6401000a@minder>
References: <20080127170012.9D027D09AD@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
<01b601c8610d$e4ed5f90$6401000a@minder>
Message-ID: <96AD2B755A207549A4DAC47A0D141302027076ED@lsi-mail.lsi.clubsports.com>
Kay Speaks
Study Group Chair
Livermore-Amador Genealogical Society
kspeaks@pacbell.net
Thank you.
-----Original Message----From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Ceya
Sent: Sunday, January 27, 2008 9:56 AM
To: genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Subject: [Genealib] Private genealogical book sale...
Am disposing of some more of my home genealogical library...
If interested in this list of genealogy books, email me privately and I
will
send you an attachment with the listing.

Thank you.
Ceya Minder, Librarian
Southeast Ala. Genealogical & Historical Society, Inc.
(SEAGHS)
_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
From crgarza at mcallen.net Wed Jan 30 10:17:19 2008
From: crgarza at mcallen.net (Cesar Roel Garza)
Date: Wed Jan 30 10:16:22 2008
Subject: [Genealib] Clayton Center @ Houston Pub
Message-ID: <F4FB9DACD12ACA41A43A616BD24A38E595DF73@mail.mymcallen.com>
Hello,
I'm wondering if anyone out there would be kind enough to share with me the name
and email and/or phone number of a librarian at the Clayton Genealogical Center of
Houston Public Library.
I just have a few questions regarding Clayton and was hoping to find a direct route
to someone there.
all thanks and best,
Cesar Garza
_______________________________________________________________________
Reference Librarian ][ McAllen Memorial Library ][ 601 N. Main St. McAllen, TX
78501
crgarza@mcallen.net ][ P: 956-688-3300 ][ F: 956-688-3301
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20080130/09c2e9dd/
attachment.html
From dlunow at aol.com Wed Jan 30 10:32:16 2008
From: dlunow at aol.com (dlunow@aol.com)
Date: Wed Jan 30 10:32:34 2008
Subject: [Genealib] Clayton Center @ Houston Pub
In-Reply-To: <F4FB9DACD12ACA41A43A616BD24A38E595DF73@mail.mymcallen.com>
References: <F4FB9DACD12ACA41A43A616BD24A38E595DF73@mail.mymcallen.com>
Message-ID: <8CA316C6D6B0DB8-734-3B82@webmail-db06.sysops.aol.com>
Cezar:

Clayton is part of the HOUSTON PUBLIC Library system

They are located at 5300 Caroline, Houston, Texas 77004

Phone number: 832-393-2600
http://www.houstonlibrary.org/branches/cla_home.html

Hours
Mon 9 a.m. -5 p.m.; Tue-Thu 9 a.m.-9 p.m.; Fri-Sat 9 a.m. -5 p.m.
Diane Lunow
Stagecoach Library for Genealogical Research
585 County Road 1492
Wimberley, Texas 78676-5674

-----Original Message----From: Cesar Roel Garza <crgarza@mcallen.net>
To: genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Sent: Wed, 30 Jan 2008 9:17 am
Subject: [Genealib] Clayton Center @ Houston Pub

Hello,
?
I'm wondering if anyone out there would be kind enough to share with me the name
and?email and/or phone number of a librarian at the Clayton Genealogical Center of
Houston Public Library.
?
I just have a few questions regarding Clayton and?was hoping to?find a?direct route
to someone there.
?
all thanks and best,
?
Cesar Garza

_______________________________________________________________________
Reference Librarian?][ McAllen Memorial Library ][ 601 N. Main St. McAllen, TX
78501
crgarza@mcallen.net?][?P: 956-688-3300 ][ F: 956-688-3301?????????
?????????????????????????
???????????????????????????????

_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
________________________________________________________________________
More new features than ever. Check out the new AOL Mail ! - http://webmail.aol.com
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20080130/43eb4701/
attachment.html
From Rhonda.Konig at waynegov.com Wed Jan 30 11:20:28 2008
From: Rhonda.Konig at waynegov.com (Rhonda Konig)
Date: Wed Jan 30 11:22:33 2008
Subject: [Genealib] ST200 microfilm reader, remote access
Message-ID: <19DEA96AE062D043A40CEA1D8A31727B028A7297@MSDTCRESOURCE.waynegov.local>
Our library has just purchased an ST200 digital microfilm reader/printer from AB
Enterprise. Has anyone created help sheets for this machine that they'd be willing
to share?
We also anticipate purchasing the remote access module for this machine in our next
budget year. Does anyone have any words of wisdom about providing remote access to
this or another microfilm reader?
Thank you!
Rhonda Konig
Reference Department Head
Wayne County Public Library
1001 E. Ash St.
Goldsboro, NC 27530
919-735-1824 ext. 5106
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20080130/392026bc/
attachment.html
From csellers at myjclibrary.org Wed Jan 30 11:59:48 2008
From: csellers at myjclibrary.org (Sellers, Charlotte)
Date: Wed Jan 30 11:59:52 2008
Subject: [Genealib] ST200 microfilm reader, remote access
In-Reply-To: <19DEA96AE062D043A40CEA1D8A31727B028A7297@MSDTCRESOURCE.waynegov.local>
References: <19DEA96AE062D043A40CEA1D8A31727B028A7297@MSDTCRESOURCE.waynegov.local>
Message-ID: <DAF9D6C3BC700E469F4A7080E16653A7760415@exchange.japl.lib.in.us>
Rhonda,
I have some overly detailed and illustrated instructions both for

loading the machines and for printing and/or saving images. If you want
them, please send me your email address offlist.
Charlotte Sellers
Local History Specialist
Jackson County Public Library
303 West 2nd Street
Seymour IN 47274
Voice 812.522.3412 ext 240
Email: csellers@myjclibrary.org
________________________________
From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Rhonda
Konig
Sent: Wednesday, January 30, 2008 11:20 AM
To: genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Subject: [Genealib] ST200 microfilm reader, remote access
Our library has just purchased an ST200 digital microfilm reader/printer
from AB Enterprise. Has anyone created help sheets for this machine
that they'd be willing to share?
We also anticipate purchasing the remote access module for this machine
in our next budget year. Does anyone have any words of wisdom about
providing remote access to this or another microfilm reader?
Thank you!
Rhonda Konig
Reference Department Head
Wayne County Public Library
1001 E. Ash St.
Goldsboro, NC 27530
919-735-1824 ext. 5106
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20080130/
e3d8b6a1/attachment.html
From lnaukam at mcls.rochester.lib.ny.us Wed Jan 30 12:57:54 2008
From: lnaukam at mcls.rochester.lib.ny.us (Larry Naukam)
Date: Wed Jan 30 12:59:37 2008
Subject: [Genealib] free to good home
In-Reply-To: <20080119170014.72A85D0992@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
References: <20080119170014.72A85D0992@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Message-ID: <008e01c86369$a3ce95c0$fa01060a@rpl.org>
Free to good home (for postage):
Mohawk Valley (NY) Genealogy and History (clippings from a Johnsville NY
newspaper), in scrapbooks. Rough shape, as is. 1942-1949.
Capital Chips. Albany NY 1890 (OCLC 47522417)
Magazine of the Reformed Dutch Church. NYC Rutgers Press, 1827-1829. (OCLC

4365804) Also very rough shape.
Utica Evangelical Magazine, Utica NY ca. 1828-1829. (OCLC 6683304). Again,
rough shape.

From treviawbeverly at comcast.net Wed Jan 30 14:21:02 2008
From: treviawbeverly at comcast.net (treviawbeverly)
Date: Wed Jan 30 13:57:07 2008
Subject: [Genealib] Clayton Center @ Houston Pub
References: <F4FB9DACD12ACA41A43A616BD24A38E595DF73@mail.mymcallen.com>
Message-ID: <008701c86375$41e46630$6401a8c0@oemcomputer>
I'm a charter member of Clayton Library Friends ... if you'll ask me your questions
via private e-mail - treviawbeverly@comcast.net , I'll be glad to answer what I can
and then give you the correct directions to ...
Trevia Wooster Bevelry
Houston, Texas
treviawbeverly@comcast.net
----- Original Message ----From: Cesar Roel Garza
To: genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Sent: Wednesday, January 30, 2008 9:17 AM
Subject: [Genealib] Clayton Center @ Houston Pub
Hello,
I'm wondering if anyone out there would be kind enough to share with me the name
and email and/or phone number of a librarian at the Clayton Genealogical Center of
Houston Public Library.
I just have a few questions regarding Clayton and was hoping to find a direct
route to someone there.
all thanks and best,
Cesar Garza
_______________________________________________________________________
Reference Librarian ][ McAllen Memorial Library ][ 601 N. Main St. McAllen, TX
78501
crgarza@mcallen.net ][ P: 956-688-3300 ][ F: 956-688-3301

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20080130/36917a13/
attachment.html
From lapiu.bella1 at verizon.net Wed Jan 30 16:05:12 2008
From: lapiu.bella1 at verizon.net (lapiubella1)
Date: Wed Jan 30 16:05:15 2008
Subject: [Genealib] ST200 microfilm reader, remote access
References: <19DEA96AE062D043A40CEA1D8A31727B028A7297@MSDTCRESOURCE.waynegov.local>
Message-ID: <005c01c86383$cede7450$6402a8c0@louise5j6nusqq>

Rhonda,
Can you please explain in principle how remote access to a microfilm machine works?
How does the film get loaded into the machine, or who loads the film into the
machine? Is this remote access from home, or from another floor at the library? I'm
mentally challenged with imagining how this operates.
Bella
----- Original Message ----From: Rhonda Konig
To: genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Sent: Wednesday, January 30, 2008 11:20 AM
Subject: [Genealib] ST200 microfilm reader, remote access
Our library has just purchased an ST200 digital microfilm reader/printer from AB
Enterprise. Has anyone created help sheets for this machine that they'd be willing
to share?
We also anticipate purchasing the remote access module for this machine in our
next budget year. Does anyone have any words of wisdom about providing remote
access to this or another microfilm reader?
Thank you!
Rhonda Konig
Reference Department Head
Wayne County Public Library
1001 E. Ash St.
Goldsboro, NC 27530
919-735-1824 ext. 5106
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
-------------- next part --------------

An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20080130/
fa6fefdb/attachment.html
From daysa at oplin.org Wed Jan 30 17:36:52 2008
From: daysa at oplin.org (Sandy Day)
Date: Wed Jan 30 17:44:32 2008
Subject: [Genealib] ST200 microfilm reader, remote access
References: <19DEA96AE062D043A40CEA1D8A31727B028A7297@MSDTCRESOURCE.waynegov.local>
<005c01c86383$cede7450$6402a8c0@louise5j6nusqq>
Message-ID: <002701c86390$9dfe2c60$7901a8c0@Ohio>
Rhonda
Please reply online so we all know the answer!
Sandy Day
Genealogy Librarian
Schiappa Library
Steubenville, OH
----- Original Message ----From: lapiubella1
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Sent: Wednesday, January 30, 2008 4:05 PM
Subject: Re: [Genealib] ST200 microfilm reader, remote access
Rhonda,
Can you please explain in principle how remote access to a microfilm machine
works? How does the film get loaded into the machine, or who loads the film into
the machine? Is this remote access from home, or from another floor at the library?
I'm mentally challenged with imagining how this operates.
Bella
----- Original Message ----From: Rhonda Konig
To: genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Sent: Wednesday, January 30, 2008 11:20 AM
Subject: [Genealib] ST200 microfilm reader, remote access
Our library has just purchased an ST200 digital microfilm reader/printer from
AB Enterprise. Has anyone created help sheets for this machine that they'd be
willing to share?
We also anticipate purchasing the remote access module for this machine in our
next budget year. Does anyone have any words of wisdom about providing remote
access to this or another microfilm reader?
Thank you!
Rhonda Konig
Reference Department Head
Wayne County Public Library
1001 E. Ash St.
Goldsboro, NC 27530
919-735-1824 ext. 5106
----------------------------------------------------------------------------
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-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20080130/12b02201/
attachment.html
From Rhonda.Konig at waynegov.com Thu Jan 31 09:03:25 2008
From: Rhonda.Konig at waynegov.com (Rhonda Konig)
Date: Thu Jan 31 09:03:29 2008
Subject: [Genealib] ST200 microfilm reader, remote access
In-Reply-To: <002701c86390$9dfe2c60$7901a8c0@Ohio>
Message-ID: <19DEA96AE062D043A40CEA1D8A31727B0339EB4E@MSDTCRESOURCE.waynegov.local>
Bella,

Staff loads the microfilm and then patrons can use it from any computer
with Internet access. Here's the explanation from their website
(http://www.stimaging.com/products_st200.html):

Remote Film Access System
How it Works:
The ST200 can broadcast a live video feed over the internet
of microfilm images to virtually any remote location without
having to first scan the pages. A roll of film from the host
library's film archive (which may be hundreds or thousands
of miles away), is mounted on the ST200 and the remote
user is given access.
The remote user can zoom in and out, advance and reverse
film, scan, print, and email pages viewed.

Rhonda Konig
Wayne County Public Library
Goldsboro, NC
________________________________
From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Sandy Day
Sent: Wednesday, January 30, 2008 5:37 PM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Subject: Re: [Genealib] ST200 microfilm reader, remote access

Rhonda
Please reply online so we all know the answer!
Sandy Day
Genealogy Librarian
Schiappa Library
Steubenville, OH
----- Original Message ----From: lapiubella1 <mailto:lapiu.bella1@verizon.net>
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
<mailto:genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Sent: Wednesday, January 30, 2008 4:05 PM
Subject: Re: [Genealib] ST200 microfilm reader, remote access

Rhonda,
Can you please explain in principle how remote access to a
microfilm machine works? How does the film get loaded into the machine,
or who loads the film into the machine? Is this remote access from home,
or from another floor at the library? I'm mentally challenged with
imagining how this operates.
Bella
----- Original Message ----From: Rhonda Konig <mailto:Rhonda.Konig@waynegov.com>
To: genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu

Sent: Wednesday, January 30, 2008 11:20 AM
access

Subject: [Genealib] ST200 microfilm reader, remote

Our library has just purchased an ST200 digital
microfilm reader/printer from AB Enterprise. Has anyone created help
sheets for this machine that they'd be willing to share?

We also anticipate purchasing the remote access module
for this machine in our next budget year. Does anyone have any words of
wisdom about providing remote access to this or another microfilm
reader?

Thank you!

Rhonda Konig
Reference Department Head
Wayne County Public Library
1001 E. Ash St.
Goldsboro, NC 27530
919-735-1824 ext. 5106
________________________________
_______________________________________________
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-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20080131/

d19afa97/attachment.html
From riffelj at bellsouth.net Thu Jan 31 09:25:29 2008
From: riffelj at bellsouth.net (Judy Riffel)
Date: Thu Jan 31 09:25:50 2008
Subject: [Genealib] ST200 microfilm reader, remote access
References: <19DEA96AE062D043A40CEA1D8A31727B0339EB4E@MSDTCRESOURCE.waynegov.local>
Message-ID: <006301c86415$21d81800$5f01a8c0@userc1z2hkl8s7>
To all:
I played guinea pig for LSU and used their new machine a few months ago.
Unfortunately, I had dial-up at the time and it didn't work very well (a good thing
to know). I haven't had the opportunity to use it again since I got DSL, but I'm
sure it will be much better. It's pretty neat. You use a control pad on the
screen to move the film back and forth.
Judy Riffel
Baton Rouge
----- Original Message ----From: Rhonda Konig
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Sent: Thursday, January 31, 2008 8:03 AM
Subject: RE: [Genealib] ST200 microfilm reader, remote access
Bella,

Staff loads the microfilm and then patrons can use it from any computer with
Internet access. Here's the explanation from their website
(http://www.stimaging.com/products_st200.html):

Remote Film Access System
How it Works:
The ST200 can broadcast a live video feed over the internet
of microfilm images to virtually any remote location without
having to first scan the pages. A roll of film from the host
library's film archive (which may be hundreds or thousands
of miles away), is mounted on the ST200 and the remote
user is given access.
The remote user can zoom in and out, advance and reverse
film, scan, print, and email pages viewed.

Rhonda Konig
Wayne County Public Library
Goldsboro, NC
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu [mailto:genealibbounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Sandy Day
Sent: Wednesday, January 30, 2008 5:37 PM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Subject: Re: [Genealib] ST200 microfilm reader, remote access

Rhonda
Please reply online so we all know the answer!
Sandy Day
Genealogy Librarian
Schiappa Library
Steubenville, OH
----- Original Message ----From: lapiubella1
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Sent: Wednesday, January 30, 2008 4:05 PM
Subject: Re: [Genealib] ST200 microfilm reader, remote access

Rhonda,
Can you please explain in principle how remote access to a microfilm machine
works? How does the film get loaded into the machine, or who loads the film into
the machine? Is this remote access from home, or from another floor at the library?
I'm mentally challenged with imagining how this operates.
Bella
----- Original Message ----From: Rhonda Konig
To: genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Sent: Wednesday, January 30, 2008 11:20 AM

Subject: [Genealib] ST200 microfilm reader, remote access

Our library has just purchased an ST200 digital microfilm reader/printer from
AB Enterprise. Has anyone created help sheets for this machine that they'd be
willing to share?

We also anticipate purchasing the remote access module for this machine in
our next budget year. Does anyone have any words of wisdom about providing remote
access to this or another microfilm reader?

Thank you!

Rhonda Konig
Reference Department Head
Wayne County Public Library
1001 E. Ash St.
Goldsboro, NC 27530
919-735-1824 ext. 5106
-------------------------------------------------------------------------_______________________________________________
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-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20080131/
bfed3714/attachment.html
From carriescorner at yahoo.com Thu Jan 31 13:26:34 2008
From: carriescorner at yahoo.com (Carrie Cook)
Date: Thu Jan 31 13:26:36 2008
Subject: [Genealib] Middle America Speakers
In-Reply-To: <20080131170014.7D19BD09FB@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Message-ID: <832457.28235.qm@web51405.mail.re2.yahoo.com>
Greetings,
Are you based in Middle America, or have prepared topics that specialize in
America? Do you speak professionally? If so, we wanted to touch base with you
the possibility of joining Mid-America Speakers http://www.midamericaspeakers.com. If we can provide more information, please
us know. We'd love to have you become a member. As the site grows, we feel it
become more utilized.

Midabout
let
will

Need a speaker in Mid-America? Visit the site above - it exists to connect
speakers with audiences.
Regardless of your decision, feel free to pass the information about Mid-America
Speakers on to friends and co-workers. Please let us know if there is anything we
can do for you.
Thanks,
Carrie Cook
Mid-America Speakers &
The Gregath Publishing Company
Printer, Publisher and Bookseller
918-542-4148
*No Attachments, Please*
Carrie's Corner
carriescorner@yahoo.com
http://www.carriescorner.com
?Never do a wrong thing to make a friend or to keep one.??Robert E. Lee

--------------------------------Be a better friend, newshound, and know-it-all with Yahoo! Mobile. Try it now.
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20080131/2021203d/
attachment.html
From lnaukam at mcls.rochester.lib.ny.us Thu Jan 31 16:59:00 2008
From: lnaukam at mcls.rochester.lib.ny.us (Larry Naukam)
Date: Thu Jan 31 17:00:50 2008
Subject: [Genealib] remote access to microfilm
In-Reply-To: <20080131170014.4D5D2D09FA@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>

References: <20080131170014.4D5D2D09FA@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Message-ID: <00f301c86454$7c47f460$fa01060a@rpl.org>
I looked at the web page, and the concept is neat. However, I cannot ever
fathom having enough staff and time to do that as well as handle the normal
influx of patrons.
Just because it is possible to do something doesn't mean you should.
And practical politics means that local users come first, rather than
distant ones. Locals come first in the eyes of the politicians who control
our budget. E.g. - what if any user wants to do research after the library
is closed? It must be promulgated that the service is only available during
certain hours, which, in a way, is obvious - but we make our indexes,
Heritage Quest, city directories etc available 7-24-365 without having to
staff them.
So I guess that I am underwhelmed by the opportunity to do this.
From lapiu.bella1 at verizon.net Thu Jan 31 17:18:57 2008
From: lapiu.bella1 at verizon.net (lapiubella1)
Date: Thu Jan 31 17:19:01 2008
Subject: [Genealib] remote access to microfilm
References: <20080131170014.4D5D2D09FA@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
<00f301c86454$7c47f460$fa01060a@rpl.org>
Message-ID: <000a01c86457$474e3820$6402a8c0@louise5j6nusqq>
I agree the remote access feature is interesting. I also have reservations
as to how it would work in the "real world". I work at a small community
library which has currently only two microfilm machines. We can justify the
presence of these two by tracking the usage by our onsite patrons. We could
not afford more machines, both in cost or the footprint of space needed to
keep them. But even in a large library, with many machines, and therefore
the patrons to justify them, why would you "tie up" one for someone at a
remote location? Also, in our library, our machines are a source of revenue
to us, as we charge for any prints done from them. Does your library
envision some sort of revenue from offering this service? How, by the hour,
and by credit card? Of course thats a moot point if you offer free access to
your patrons.
On the "little levity" side of it...won't it look spooky to a patron not "in
the know" to see the machine buzzing forward and reverse as the remote
patron views his images? You could have some fun with that!!! Then what
happens when the remote patron accidentally runs off the end of the
reel?Bella
----- Original Message ----From: "Larry Naukam" <lnaukam@mcls.rochester.lib.ny.us>
To: <genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Sent: Thursday, January 31, 2008 4:59 PM
Subject: [Genealib] remote access to microfilm
>I looked at the web page, and the concept is neat. However, I cannot ever
> fathom having enough staff and time to do that as well as handle the
> normal
> influx of patrons.
>
> Just because it is possible to do something doesn't mean you should.

>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

And practical politics means that local users come first, rather than
distant ones. Locals come first in the eyes of the politicians who control
our budget. E.g. - what if any user wants to do research after the library
is closed? It must be promulgated that the service is only available
during
certain hours, which, in a way, is obvious - but we make our indexes,
Heritage Quest, city directories etc available 7-24-365 without having to
staff them.
So I guess that I am underwhelmed by the opportunity to do this.
_______________________________________________
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From jbrannan at uwa.edu Thu Jan 31 17:41:49 2008
From: jbrannan at uwa.edu (Brannan, Joyce A.)
Date: Thu Jan 31 17:41:53 2008
Subject: [Genealib] remote access to microfilm
In-Reply-To: <000a01c86457$474e3820$6402a8c0@louise5j6nusqq>
References: <20080131170014.4D5D2D09FA@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
<00f301c86454$7c47f460$fa01060a@rpl.org>
<000a01c86457$474e3820$6402a8c0@louise5j6nusqq>
Message-ID: <C378D85A5E3E6C49B2AE5D1187E5D22602E080B8@phosphorus>
These machines would, obviously, have to be connected to a computer.
Wouldn't it make more sense to digitize films, by request or as time
allows, and then charge accordingly? We purchased a reader that can be
connected to a computer. We use student workers to scan the films into
a computer database as needed. They do take up a lot of server space,
but the images don't have to stay there. They can be loaded onto a CD
and put back on the server as needed.
I could see fragile film breaking on an automatic machine if someone is
actually controlling it remotely. Or any film on any machine for that
matter. The automatic machine is automatically making the computer
digital images, so why not just save them? Then we would have one
digital copy for patron use and store our precious original microfilms.
Makes sense to me.
Joyce Adams Brannan
Technical Services Librarian
Julia Tutwiler Library, Station 12
University of West Alabama
(205) 652-3677
jbrannan@uwa.edu
-----Original Message----From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of lapiubella1
Sent: Thursday, January 31, 2008 4:19 PM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Subject: Re: [Genealib] remote access to microfilm

I agree the remote access feature is interesting. I also have
reservations
as to how it would work in the "real world". I work at a small community
library which has currently only two microfilm machines. We can justify
the
presence of these two by tracking the usage by our onsite patrons. We
could
not afford more machines, both in cost or the footprint of space needed
to
keep them. But even in a large library, with many machines, and
therefore
the patrons to justify them, why would you "tie up" one for someone at a
remote location? Also, in our library, our machines are a source of
revenue
to us, as we charge for any prints done from them. Does your library
envision some sort of revenue from offering this service? How, by the
hour,
and by credit card? Of course thats a moot point if you offer free
access to
your patrons.
On the "little levity" side of it...won't it look spooky to a patron not
"in
the know" to see the machine buzzing forward and reverse as the remote
patron views his images? You could have some fun with that!!! Then what
happens when the remote patron accidentally runs off the end of the
reel?Bella
----- Original Message ----From: "Larry Naukam" <lnaukam@mcls.rochester.lib.ny.us>
To: <genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Sent: Thursday, January 31, 2008 4:59 PM
Subject: [Genealib] remote access to microfilm
>I looked at the web page, and the concept is neat. However, I cannot
ever
> fathom having enough staff and time to do that as well as handle the
> normal
> influx of patrons.
>
> Just because it is possible to do something doesn't mean you should.
>
> And practical politics means that local users come first, rather than
> distant ones. Locals come first in the eyes of the politicians who
control
> our budget. E.g. - what if any user wants to do research after the
library
> is closed? It must be promulgated that the service is only available
> during
> certain hours, which, in a way, is obvious - but we make our indexes,
> Heritage Quest, city directories etc available 7-24-365 without having
to
> staff them.
>
> So I guess that I am underwhelmed by the opportunity to do this.
>
>

>
>
>
>
>

_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib

_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
From nward2 at twcny.rr.com Thu Jan 31 18:08:51 2008
From: nward2 at twcny.rr.com (Nancy Ward)
Date: Thu Jan 31 18:09:11 2008
Subject: [Genealib] Re: Literature Review Assistance
References: <F498627A-5265-465D-843F-4AF53B4BB9CF@twcny.rr.com>
Message-ID: <9EFDC483-69B1-43EE-A687-BD8D4AF83200@twcny.rr.com>
I wanted to send out a big thank-you to all who have helped me with
this. I now have a lot of leads and ideas for the project.
Nancy

Begin forwarded message:
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

From: Nancy Ward <nward2@twcny.rr.com>
Date: January 28, 2008 4:54:38 PM EST
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists <genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Subject: Literature Review Assistance
As a (hopefully!) future genealogy librarian, I am hoping that some
of the more experienced librarians on this list might be able to
help me get started on a project.
I need to do a literature review for a MLS class at Syracuse
University. The topic I would like to concentrate on is determining
what patrons are looking for in genealogical resources and research
assistance. However, I am not having any luck finding any articles
on this topic.
Using various periodical databases, I have been searching with
various combinations of genealogy/genealogical, research,
assistance, help, resource(s). I have yet to find any articles that
address this issue, whether genealogical based or general reference
resource based. Would you be able to provide me with any ideas on
what terms would be able to bring up these articles (assuming any
even exist!) or where I might look beyond the general databases the
university offers and PERSI.
thank you for any assistance,
Nancy Ward
Syracuse University
nward2@twcny.rr.com

-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...

URL:
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20080131/629dbf69/
attachment.html
From Rhonda.Konig at waynegov.com Thu Jan 31 18:16:56 2008
From: Rhonda.Konig at waynegov.com (Rhonda Konig)
Date: Thu Jan 31 18:17:11 2008
Subject: [Genealib] remote access to microfilm
In-Reply-To: <C378D85A5E3E6C49B2AE5D1187E5D22602E080B8@phosphorus>
Message-ID: <19DEA96AE062D043A40CEA1D8A31727B0339EB56@MSDTCRESOURCE.waynegov.local>
Thanks for all of your input. It has been very helpful and we'll take
it into consideration while we make our decision to purchase the
software, as well as in our policy development if we buy it.
Our local genealogical society is interested in this capability and they
are our major source of funding for the machine. We do charge for
prints at our library, but it doesn't bring in much revenue, so we don't
plan on charging for the service. We are considering digitizing our
local newspaper as well as other high demand items. Right now we don't
have any original microfilm, so that won't be a risk. We'll definitely
have to ask the vendor if there is some kind of safe guard for breakage
or run off.
Right now we have a very generous research policy. For example, we do
look-ups for patrons if they know the date of death within a month of
the occurrence and we will copy lengthy items, such as estate papers,
for patrons for a fee. We're hoping this machine will help save staff
time and provide better and quicker customer service for these types of
requests. We're also excited about the possibility of reaching
homebound patrons with the remote access.
Again, thank you so much for your thoughts.
Rhonda
-----Original Message----From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Brannan,
Joyce A.
Sent: Thursday, January 31, 2008 5:42 PM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Subject: RE: [Genealib] remote access to microfilm
These machines would, obviously, have to be connected to a computer.
Wouldn't it make more sense to digitize films, by request or as time
allows, and then charge accordingly? We purchased a reader that can be
connected to a computer. We use student workers to scan the films into
a computer database as needed. They do take up a lot of server space,
but the images don't have to stay there. They can be loaded onto a CD
and put back on the server as needed.
I could see fragile film breaking on an automatic machine if someone is
actually controlling it remotely. Or any film on any machine for that
matter. The automatic machine is automatically making the computer
digital images, so why not just save them? Then we would have one
digital copy for patron use and store our precious original microfilms.
Makes sense to me.

Joyce Adams Brannan
Technical Services Librarian
Julia Tutwiler Library, Station 12
University of West Alabama
(205) 652-3677
jbrannan@uwa.edu
-----Original Message----From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of lapiubella1
Sent: Thursday, January 31, 2008 4:19 PM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Subject: Re: [Genealib] remote access to microfilm
I agree the remote access feature is interesting. I also have
reservations
as to how it would work in the "real world". I work at a small community
library which has currently only two microfilm machines. We can justify
the
presence of these two by tracking the usage by our onsite patrons. We
could
not afford more machines, both in cost or the footprint of space needed
to
keep them. But even in a large library, with many machines, and
therefore
the patrons to justify them, why would you "tie up" one for someone at a
remote location? Also, in our library, our machines are a source of
revenue
to us, as we charge for any prints done from them. Does your library
envision some sort of revenue from offering this service? How, by the
hour,
and by credit card? Of course thats a moot point if you offer free
access to
your patrons.
On the "little levity" side of it...won't it look spooky to a patron not
"in
the know" to see the machine buzzing forward and reverse as the remote
patron views his images? You could have some fun with that!!! Then what
happens when the remote patron accidentally runs off the end of the
reel?Bella
----- Original Message ----From: "Larry Naukam" <lnaukam@mcls.rochester.lib.ny.us>
To: <genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Sent: Thursday, January 31, 2008 4:59 PM
Subject: [Genealib] remote access to microfilm
>I looked at the web page, and the concept is neat. However, I cannot
ever
> fathom having enough staff and time to do that as well as handle the
> normal
> influx of patrons.
>
> Just because it is possible to do something doesn't mean you should.
>
> And practical politics means that local users come first, rather than

> distant ones. Locals come first in the eyes of the politicians who
control
> our budget. E.g. - what if any user wants to do research after the
library
> is closed? It must be promulgated that the service is only available
> during
> certain hours, which, in a way, is obvious - but we make our indexes,
> Heritage Quest, city directories etc available 7-24-365 without having
to
> staff them.
>
> So I guess that I am underwhelmed by the opportunity to do this.
>
>
> _______________________________________________
> genealib mailing list
> genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
>
_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
From bettybarcode at yahoo.com Thu Jan 31 21:06:53 2008
From: bettybarcode at yahoo.com (Cynthia Van Ness)
Date: Thu Jan 31 21:06:57 2008
Subject: [Genealib] Thanks to all re distributors
Message-ID: <825196.81971.qm@web84112.mail.mud.yahoo.com>
Hi list,
Thanks to all who responded re distributors of local history &
genealogy titles. Long story short, there is no Brodart or
Ingram for us but I did get some links for larger booksellers to
add to my collection.
*:-.,_,.-:*'``'*:-.,_,.-:*'``'*:-.,_,.-:*'``'*:-.,_,.-:**:-.,_,.-*
Cynthia Van Ness, MLS, bettybarcode AT yahoo DOT com
http://www.BuffaloResearch.com
"Everyone claims to want a city, but no one here wants city living. City living by
its definition is crowded. It is tolerant of other people. It is dependent on a
sophisticated population that makes a hundred compromises daily so that they can
benefit from the collective energy that a city generates."
--Robert N. Davis,
Jr. (1955-2007)

